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This study was conducted to determine if an expert system

could be designed to assist the afloat Supply Officer in

considering space constraints when developing a deployment

loadplan.

Forecasting and Operations R3earch Models are used in

the development of the expert system and adapted, as necessary

to accommodate supply management afloat. Procedures for

determining net stowage capacity and material configuration

were reviewed to provide the user with an understanding of how

to effectively utilize the expert system for developing a

loadplan. The expert system includes a series of LOTUS 123

spreadsheets to be used in conjunction with the Military

Traffic Management Command's Computerized Deployment System

(CODES).

The study concludes that the use of an expert system

would provide valuable assistance to the afloat Supply Officer

and recommends further research to establish the CODES

interface.
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I. INTRODUCTI

A young, Supply Corps Lieutenant reports onboard a tender

as the Stores Officer for the S-I Division. During initial

inspection of the storerooms the Chief Storekeeper opens the

largest bulk storeroom where he points out several large

repairables located on the second and third shelf racks.

Boxes of paper, rags and other lighter weight consumable

products are double-stacked in front of the racks on pallets

on the deck and personnel have to crawl over this material to

check the markings on the material stowed in the racks.

The Chief explains that some years ago the division owned

an electric forktruck which was why the repairables were

loaded in the upper racks. He also states that if he had to

issue one of the repairables he could make the issue if the

riggers can figure out a way to maneuver the material out of

the location but only after removing most of the material from

the deck.

The Chief explains that the consumable materials were

loaded prior to the last deployment from additional stock held

in three warehouses on the pier. Items, such as xerox paper

and the TDU weights used by the submarines for disposal at

sea, were in constant demand and he wanted to be sure there
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were sufficient quantities on hand to satisfy all

requirements.

The Chief finally mentions there is a problem with routine

flooding in the storeroom and while the water level has never

risen above the pallets, no one knows where the water is

coming from. When the young Lieutenant points out the boxes

of oxidizing material in another corner of the storeroom, he

admits the flooding is a problem since the oxidizers need to

be stored in a dry space and for the paper products stowed on

pallets on the deck.

The young Lieutenant and the Chief leave the storeroom in

agreement on the need for a new storage loadplan which

considers ease of issue and hazardous material storage. The

young Lieutenant writes a reminder in his notepad to ask

someone from the rigger's shop to come down and look over the

situation. The Supply Officer had stressed the importance of

supporting submarine refit as well as resupply. Failure to

provide a critical part could prevent the submarine from

meeting its operational commitments and it would not reflect

well on his record if that critical part was on one of those

racks and could not be issued.

The young Lieutenant also wonders about the safety hazards

involved with overstocking the storeroom for a deployment and

how the Chief determined which items to overstock. An
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unpleasant picture forms in the young officer's mind on what

the storeroom must have looked like before the deployment and

he can hardly wait to see the other 48 storerooms.

With three full warehouses on the pier, the young

Lieutenant knows Stock Control is not going to be able to tell

him what quantities of specific materials to load for a

deployment and there is still the problem of where the

materials should be located. Without a computer to help

figure it out he knows he will have to guess just like the

Chief did.

When the young officer queries the current computer

system, he is able to determine the following:

6 Onhand Quantity (total quantity in all locations),

6 Requisitioning Objective - High Limit,

4 Reorder Point - Low Limit,

0 Allowance and Load List Quantities,

* Locations 1-4,

4 Various Management Codes (e.g.: Shelf Life Code, Shelf
Life Action Code, Security Code),

4 Demand History.

With all of these variables to consider, how to organize all

of the information necessary for determining the best

deployment loadplan for each storeroom is a very difficult

process. What is needed is a computer program which has been
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designed to consider all of these variables and the storeroom

layout. Without one, the Stores Officer must resort to pencil

and paper and hope for the opportunity to work it all out

before the next deployment.

In a shipboard environment, the number and size of the

storerooms may suggest there will not be a problem storing

material; however, proper storage management procedures are

more complex than just finding an empty bin or rack to place

material in. There are a multitude of considerations which

include but are not limited to whether or not the material is:

4 flammable, corrosive, radioactive;

* a Coordinated Shipboard Allowance List (COSAL) item, a
Depot Level Repairable (DLR), an item categorized as
Controlled Material;

* an item which requires storage in an air conditioned
storeroom, on the weatherdecks, in a storeroom with a
fixed C02 system;

• a fast mover, a slow mover, or war reserve stock.

Preparing an effective loadplan which adequately balances

the ship's requirements against limited space constraints is

critical to both inventory accuracy and supply effectiveness.

If the material can not be found or is inaccessible, then the

loadplan is ineffective. To determine the quantities to

safely and adequately balance the ship's requirements against

available storage is virtually impossible to do successfully.
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It is impossible to do manually since there are too many

variables to be considered.

The ship's mission is another variable to consider in

preparing a deployment loadplan. United States naval vessels

can be categorized as combatants or auxiliaries. A combatant

will carry an allowance list of parts required to support the

ship's equipment and crew. The range and depth for the

allowance list is based on demand history. An auxiliary is a

Combat Logistics Force ship such as an oiler, a submarine or

destroyer tender, a repair ship or a fleet issue ship. Since

it is impractical for a combatant to store quantities

sufficient to satisfy normal demand to last throughout an

entire deployment period and overstocking the storeroom can

lead to unsafe storeroom stowage practices, the auxiliary

carries a load list of materials required to back up or

resupply allowance list material carried by the combatant.

Load lists are based on historical demand data, information

from the Inventory Control Point files and technical overrides

which establish a minimum quantity for a new or critical item.

[Ref. l:p. 4-1 - 4-56)

A combatant will rely upon the auxiliaries in the

battlegroup for regular resupply. These auxiliaries will then

pull into port periodically to replenish their stock. An

auxiliary such as a tender, on the other hand, may steam
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independently and be required to have material on hand for a

minimum of 60 days without resupply.

On a large combatant or auxiliary, like a tender, the

range and depth of materials to be considered can be

overwhelming. The Stock Control Officer and the Stores

Officer are both responsible for inventory management of welI

over 75,000 line items. Together they use a variety of means

to control the size of the inventory, such as:

* turn-in excess materials to the nearest Navy Stock Point,

* shelf-life management programs,

0 perform periodic stock level setting,

* management of non-demand based stock assets,

* the reordering process.

Of the above, the reordering process has the most significant

impact on the manageability of the inventory.

In general terms, the reordering process for stock

replenishment consists of a review of the items carried in

stock and the subsequent submission of the replenishment

package or replenishment cancellation. The reordering process

varies depending on the different computer systems available

in the fleet and the guidelines established for the frequency

of a reorder. Each computer system identifies the items for

6
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review where the available stock assets are less than the

requirements reflected in established stockage objectives.

Reviewing a replenishment package can be an insurmountable

task, depending on the size of the reorder and the amount of

time allotted for review. The process can become even more

complicated on a tender, where the Stock Control Officer and

the Stores Officer have different sets of rules and

considerations influencing their decisions for the reordering

of material carried in stock. The Stock Control Officer is

generally concerned with the repercussions of material not in

stock and the Stores Officer is more concerned with safe

stowage practices. The Stock Control Officer can easily

access the computer to determine the demand history, allowance

quantities, number of substitutes or any other pertinent data

which may influence the reorder decision. The Stores Officer

generally has to rely on experience since the majority of

materials carried in the supply system are not identified by

cubic dimensions and the computer only identifies the location

number(s) and not the size of the location(s). Experience is

never infallible and is sometimes learned too late to avoid

disaster and in the Navy, experience transfers every two to

three years.

The Supply Officer, the Cargo Officer or the Stores

Officer who is responsible for a single storeroom containing
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over 18,000 line items or 75,000 line items in more than 40

storerooms needs a computer program to prepare an effective

loadplan for inventory management. A computer program which

balances the ship's needs against limited space constraints

can be an effective management tool for determining when a

specific reorder quantity can be considered reasonable,

improving inventory and location accuracy, and providing

stowage statistics for new construction storerooms.

The scope of this thesis is to explore the feasibility of

designing and using an expert system to assist the Supply

Officer, the Carqo Officer or the Stores Officer in

determining the ship's space limitations and in preparing a

ship's loadplan. Chapter II focuses on an explanation of

expert systems and identifies its important impact on

developing an effective loadplan. Chapter III provides the

basic features of the retail consumer and intermediate

inventory models used by the Navy Supply System and identifies

applicable forecasting and operations research models to be

used in developing a successful loadplan. Chapter IV reviews

space management and space utilization techniques to be

considered when developing a loadplan. Chapter V explains bow

to use the expert system and identifies significant

limitations. In conclusion, Chapter VI provides areas for

further research and a few summary coments.
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A.i
A. WH1T IS AN KXrPf ? SYSTUI?

An expert system is a computer system which uses decision-

making or problem-solving methodologies on specific knowledge

to render advice or make recommendations. The decision-making

or problem-solving methodologies can be represented as a set

of rules to follow or it can be represented as a model of how

something is supposed to work or be done. Expert systems can

be very complex systems which go beyond simple problem-solving

to explaining the solution and learning from the experience.

[Ref. 2:p. 424-427]

The knowledge or set of rules is stored in the computer in

a knowledge base and the computer is programmed to use that

knowledge to solve problems by symbolic reasoning. The

knowledge is generally stored in an If-Then format and the

expert system manipulates symbols to solve problems. In

addition to symbols, mathenati l equations can be used. An

expert system can also explain an justify its recommendation.

(Ref. 2:p. 428-443]

Expert systems can either be large systems or micro-based

small systems. There are many different problems which can be

addressed by an expert system. They can also be designed to
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solve one or more problems. One expert system may infer

consequences from specific situations including predictions

and forecasts. Another expert system may develop short-term

and long-term plans to achieve goals or diagnose a problem and

then develop a plan to correct the problem. Expert systems

will generally (Ref. 2:p. 436-447):

0 interpret

0 predict

6 diagnose

4 design

6 plan

* monitor

0 debug

4 repair

C instruct

C control

Developinq an expert system for solving problems is

practical only if it solves more problms than it creates.

For instance, if the expert system is manipulating data from

another computer system, then it would be impractical to

directly input all of the data from one computer to another

manually. An expert system should [Ref. 2:p. 427-435):

* be developed for an important task, j

10



# preserve human expertise,

0 be used in many locations,

0 be necessary,

* improve the quality of performance.

a. HOS uAN AN E SY BR UERD BY yug A1WA_ SUppLY

ORZICZR TO BETTER OmANIZI IS STO OS?

An effective loadplan is essentially a large knapsack

problem. For example, a hiker can carry up to eleven pounds

of food in his knapsack. He must select among four items with

the weight and utility identified in Table II-1:

TABLIZ 11-

Item Weight per Packet Utility per Packet
A 1 2
B 2 5
C 3 6
D 4 12

The hiker would like to maximize his total utility subject to

the constraint on total weight and the restriction for

selecting full packets. He could select eleven packets of

item A for a total utility of 22, but he can not choose three

11



packets of ite. D for a combined weight of 12 pounds. The

problem could be written as follows:

* z 1 a number of packets of item A

0 z2 a number of packets of item B

* Z3 a number of packets of item C

* 24 a number of packets of item D

* max 2zI + 5z2 + 6z3 + 12z 4

G s.t. lz I + 2z2 + 3z3 + 4Z4 a 11

* z1 , z2, z3 , z4  10 and integer

Which items should the hiker take in his knapsack? (Ref. 3:p.

717-719]

This is an integer programming model. An integer

programming model which includes all of the variables for

number of line items, number of locations and categories of

material would be an extremely difficult NP-complete problem

to compute. An NP-complete problem is,

Na class of decision problems for which it is easy to
check the correctness of a claimed answer, with the aid of
a little extra information. So we aren't asking for a way
to find a solution, but only to verify that an alleged
solution really is correct.[Ref. 4:p. 183)

Considering the number of variables involved, such as the

number of line items, material configuration, material

classification and stowage capacity, this polynomialtime

12



algorithm could not be solved in our lifetime. [Ref. 4:p.

178-188]

If one large problem with a large number of decision

variables is broken down into a sequence of problems, each

with a smaller number of decision variables, the problem is

then easier to solve. The loadplan can be broken down into a

series of steps as follows:

4 determining the forecasted quantity required over a
specified period of time

* identifying the desired quantity to be carried based on
forecasting and available resupply

* obtaining optimal quantities through analysis of aggregate
cubic requirements in relation to net stowage capacity

eassigning locations based on material classification and
configuration

A series of LOTUS 123 spreadsheets can be used to

forecast, identify material configuration, determine net

stowage capacity and ascertain an optimal load quantity in

relation to space constraints. The major advantages in using

LOTUS 123 are:

* widespread use of this program in the Navy today,

# a database can be created for a program which accommodates
a download from any of the computer systems currently used
by the Navy Supply System,

* operations research models and equations used in creating
the loadplan can easily be entered and protected in the
spreadsheet.

13



A major disadvantage is the LOTUS 123 software limitations

allow only a fixed number of line items to be manipulated at

any one time.

Once load quantities, material configuration and location

dimensions have been calculated and material and location

classifications identified, the Military Traffic Management

Command's (MTMC) Computerized Deployment System (CODES) can be

used to create an effective deployment loadplan. MTHC

designed the CODES program to enable the load planner to

create an effective loadplan for break-bulk material, such as

MILVANS, tanks and helicopters. CODES currently performs the

following loadplanning functions [Ref. 5:p. 1-1 - 2-2]:

4 Cargo Database Management

* Cargo Data Input

0 Vehicle Marriage

* Weight Distribution

* Cargo-to-Compartment Selection

4 Trim and Stability

# Templating

* Report Generation

• External Communications

The system uses a "master ship diskette (MSD)", which contains

a database of ship characteristics for a specific ship.

14



Master ship diskettes are currently prepared and updated on

all cargo ships for rMTC by the Transportation Engineering

Agency (TEA). [Ref. 6]

By consolidating material requirements, configurations and

classifications on one LOTUS spreadsheet, and providing

location configurations and classifications on a second LOTUS

spreadsheet, the CODES program would require only minor

modifications to be used in preparing a combatant or auxiliary

ship's loadplan. CODES provides the additional benefits of

proven success and personnel experience. [Ref. 7]

While General Stores (GSK) is the primary area of

interest, Aviation Stores, Ammunition, Ship's Store Stock, or

Subsistence (Dry, Frozen, Chill) could be easily managed using

the CODES program. The importance of working with cubic

dimensions is it allows the necessary versatility to

accommodate any type of material in any storeroom environment.

The value this expert system provides is largely dependent

upon the set of rules stored in the knowledge base and the

mathematical equations the computer is programmed to use to

solve problems. The forecasting and operations research

models to be discussed in Chapter III can be simplified as

mathematical equations which can easily be accommodated in a

LOTUS 123 spreadsheet. The set of rules stored in the

knowledge base will be discussed further in Chapter V.

15
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I II. DZIh

A. fOELS USED BY THE NAVY SUPPLY BYBT I

A discussion of the applicable forecasting and operations

research models to be incorporated in the expert system is not

easily understood without first reviewing the purpose and

features of a few of the inventory models currently used by

the Navy Supply System. Material requirements for the Navy

fleet are computed based on retail consumer and intermediate

inventory models. Retail consumer inventory models provide a

tailored allowance list of materials for a combatant or an

auxiliary ship based on the ship's equipment, the rlitary

essentiality of this equipment and the composition and size of

the crew. Retail intermediate inventory models provide a load

list of materials required on an auxiliary ship to back ,:p or

resupply the combatant's allowance list and support the ship's

mission. These inventory models are primarily based on demand

history. A brief synopsis of the objectives of the allowance

and load list models appears in Tables III-1 and 111-2. [Ref.

1:p. 4-1 - 4-56] [Ref. 8:p. 1-9]

The allowance or load list determination involves a very

complex process of variable rule analysis and computation.

While the models vary in complexity, a detailed explanation of

16
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ALA OWANCE LIST MODE S

Coordinated Shipboard Allowance List (COSAL) - to
provide a 90 day level of support for items which are
components of, or provide support for, repairable
equipment installed on the ship. The quantity carried
in the COSAL is enough to meet forecasted demand with
a 10% chance of stockout. These models include:

Fleet Logistics Support Improvement Program
(FLSIP) Allowance Model - a fixed level model
used on most ships.

Modified Fleet Logistics Support Improvement
Proqram (NOD-FLSIP) Allowance Model - a fixed
level model modified to increase the insurance
stockage of specific items in the COSAL.

TRIDENT Allowance Model - a variable protection
level model used for material specific to
TRIDENT submarines.

WSS Model - a variable protection level model
used for material specific to FBN and TRIDENT
submarines.

Maintenance Criticality Oriented (MCO) Allowance
Model - a variable protection level model used
for material specific to FFG-36 through FFG-59.

Availability Centered Inventory Model (ACIM) - an
optimization model experimentally used to compute
allowance quantities for specific weapons systems.

Q-COSAL - nuclear items for nuclear powered ships
and the tenders that support them.

Aviation Consolidated Allowance List (AVCAL) - to
provide a 90 day level of support for repairable and
consumable secondary items necessary to maintain
assigned aircraft and support equipment.

TABLE 111-1

17



ALLWANCE LIST MODELS (CONT)

The quantity carried in the AVCL is determined
through analysis of system maintenance and
reliability data.

Airabls Integrated Nodal for Aviation (RIM-AIR)
no - a pipeline model developed to satisfy the

equirements of the DOD Retail Inventory Management
and Stockage Policy (RINSTOP) program in support of
demand based items.

Optimized Allowance Requirmot Register (AM)
Model - provides the quantities of items required
to support aircraft subsystems as a function of
aircraft flying hours.

lAD LIST NODEIB

Fleet Issue Load List (FILL) - to provide a 90 day
level of support for Depot Level Repairables,
Equipment Related consumbles and Non-Equipment
Related consumables used by combatants in either
the Atlantic or the Pacific fleet. The quantity
carried in the FILL is based on 24 months of
combatant demand data received by the Combat
Logistics Force units and other demand d a t a
experienced at Navy Stock Points. Material
designated in the FILL is identified as
Prepositioned War Reserve Material Stock.

Tender and Repair Ship Load List (TAMLL) - to
provide a 90 day level of support for repair parts
and consumables required to support the repair
mission of a repair ship and the repair and
resupply mission of a tender. TARSLL's are either
hull-tailored, to support a specified set of hulls,
or ocean tailored to support either the Atlantic or
the Pacific fleet. The quantity carried n the
TARSLL is based on demand data and configuration
data from the Ships Parts Control Center's Weapons
System File.

TABLE 111-2
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the Modified Fleet Logistics Support improvement Program (NOD-

FLSIP) Allowance Model is provided in Appendix A.

Allowance and load list requirements do not account for

all of the materials carried on a particular ship. The Supply

Officer has some influence over the range and depth of

allowance and load list requirements and for the purpose of

this thesis, these list quantities will be considered

unchallengeable. Quantities carried in excess of allowance or

load list requirements can present a problem when space is

constrained. While load list requirements are for the most

part predetermined by higher authority, requirements for

additional stock is largely controlled through the reordering

process. The reordering process varies depending on the

computer system available aboard a specific ship, or in some

cases, the lack of an available computer system. The Afloat

Supply Procedures, NAVSUP Publication 485 provides extensive

reorder guidelines for ships with Shipboard Non Tactical ADP

Program (SNAP) II capabilities and manual operations.

Appendix B describes the critical factors used in determining

the stock limits which trigger replenishment on ships with

SNAP I capabilities.

Once the allowance and load list quantities have been

accounted for, the Supply Officer should be able to determine

a satisfactory balance of additional materials by utilizing a

few simple forecasting and operations research models. Models
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which can provide an additional check and balance when

reviewing the replenishment package and which can be used to

improve location and inventory accuracy.

B. £flLLA &fliL. .eZ

Forecasting models can be classified in a variety of

ways. The four basic demand forecasting techniques discussed

in this chapter can be classified as qualitative or

quantitative. Qualitative models rely on opinion, experience

and expertise. Quantitative models develop forecasts using

historical data or association among variables. (Ref. 9:p. 38-

40]

Solicitation of opinions, a subjective approach to

forecasting, include (Ref. 9:p. 70):

* interviews

4 expert estimates

* market research

* collective opinions

* general surveys

Each method, approach or technique estimates future demand

based on information provided by customers, wholesalers and

retailers.

Quantitative models include Economic Indicators,

Econometric Models and Time Series Analysis. Economic
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Indicators and Econometric Models use the changing values of

known indicators to predict turning points in a demand

function. [Ref. 9:p. 71-753

Economic Indicators depend on the interaction of two or

more variables. In simple and multiple linear regression

analyses, one or more independent variables is used to

determine a dependent variable. Gross National Product (GNP)

is a particular Economic Indicator which measures general

economic activity. Economic Indicators are used more for

product groups or aggregate dollar demand forecasts than for

item-by-item forecasting. (Ref. 9:p. 71-74)

Econometric Models are usually a simultaneous set of

equations that explain the interactions of variables involved

in a business situation. Econometric Models can be [Ref. 9:p.

74-75]:

# Behavioral relationships, such as supply and demand curves

# Technical relationships, such as production functions

4 Institutional relationships, such as taxes

# Identities, such as GNP

Time Series Analysis predicts future demand based on

historical data. A number of components can influence the

time series forecast [Ref. 9:p. 41-71):

loyal indicates the tendency of time series at any point

in time

21
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* ~ndu indicates the rate of change in a series over time

C seasonal variation indicates an identifiable and
repetitive annual pattern of movement above and below Im
trend line

0 cyclical variation indicates a long term identifiable
swing above and below the trend line

* random variation indicates an unusual swing above and
below the trend line which can not be identified to a
specific cause and has no distinctive pattern

Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (&MA) or

exponential smoothing is one of many Tine Series Analysis

techniques. The weight of historical data decreases

geometrically as more weight is placed on recent data. There

are a number of advantages in using the uSIA model. First,

EWNA takes into account the error between the previous demand

and the previous forecast. Second, ZWNA uses an exponential

smoothing constant to weight previous demand and the smoothing

constant can easily be changed without adjusting the formulas.

Third, ENA can be used to accommodate trends, seasonal and

cyclical patterns. While some Navy material exhibits seasonal

demand patterns, most does not and cyclical patterns are of no

concern in a short-term analysis. Fourth, ZWHA can be used to

project more than one period into the future and allows the

forecaster to review specific timeframes within a broader

perspective. Finally, SIMA is easily acoamodated within a

Management Information System. A major disadvantage which

should be kept in mind when using the VIS model, is
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exponential *moothing can react slowly to dramatic changes in

demand, depending on the value use for the exponential

smoothing constant. (Ref. 9:p. 53-69]

The lMA model with trend correction is a three part

model. The formulas are provided in Table III-3 [Ref. 9: p.

57-60) with a brief definition of the symbols used to

abbreviate the interpretation.

The current level is computed first and then the current

trend. The exponential smoothing constant is usually between

the range of 0.1 and 0.3. Small values place greater weight

on historical demand conditions and have a greater smoothing

effect. Large values put qreater weight on current demand.

The level and trend are then used to obtain the demand

forecast. The process is then repeated to determine the

demand forecast for the number of periods in question. [Ref.

9:p. 56]

While this single forecasting technique can not be

superior in all cases, it is important to bear in mind that

any forecasting technique used to predict change, is subject

to change. Forecasting is also subject to error regardless of

the technique selected. The forecasting techniques proposed

in this thesis do not supersede available information, but can

be used as an additional check on current demand patterns.

VMA forecasting result. can augment the Supply Officer's

judgement and experienoe in distinguishing betveen critical
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TABLE 111-3

requirements, normal demand patterns and dead stock.

C. APPLICABLE OPERATIONS RESEARCH MODELS

Operations Research models are widely used in logistics,

particularly since the 1970's with the expanded use of

computer technology for mathematical and statistical modeling.

A variety of models have been applied to the key and support

activities:

ax Support

Customer Service Warehousing

Transportation Materials Handling
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Inventory Management Acquisition

Order Processing Protective Packaging

Product Scheduling

Information Maintenance

Some of the most widely accepted models are used for Customer

Service, Transportation, Inventory Management, Product

Scheduling, Information Maintenance and Warehousing. [Ref.

10:p. 1-23]

The simpler the model, the easier it is to use. Chapter

II described an effective loadplan to be a large knapsack

prdblem. The expert system must accommodates all of the

variables and be easy to design and use. When the items

carried in the loadplan are addressed as individual categories

of material, the knapsack problem becomes more manageable.

Individual items in the knapsack can then be assigned

specific weighted values or utility, which enables the Supply

Officer to determine the relative importance of each of the

4 items under consideration. On a tender, for example, the

Stores Officer may be concerned with the optimal product mix

of four different types of 5-gallon primer cans held in a

single storeroom. One primer is primarily used by the

tender's customers, a second is primarily for ship*s use and

the remaining tvo are held as suitable substitute items. The

Stores Officer may vent to place greater value on the primary
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primers and lesser value on the substitutes. When these items

are then reviewed in relation to one another and in view of

the variable constraints for all the material held in this

storeroom, the Stores Officer can make a more realistic

decision on how the storeroom in question should be loaded.

For the purpose of this thesis, utility is not going to be

considered a factor. Allowance and load list quantities will

be considered first. The remaining space will be allocated to

each of the line items based on the proportional relationship

between the forecasted load quantity and available storage

space. Whether or not the Supply Officer, Stores Officer or

Cargo Officer chooses to add utility to convert this

allocation process to a knapsack problem will be up to them.

The final step in preparing an effective loadplan is

identifying the best location for each item carried onboard.

An Operations Research model which can be used to help

identify the best location for specific items is the Modified

Distribution or Multiple Origin-Destination model. The

Multiple Origin-Destination model provides a number of basic

principles that can be applied to make the problem more

manageable. When the problem is viewed as a matrix, where

comparable weights are assigned to both material and

locations, individual items cans be matched to the most

accommodating locations available.
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An effective loadplan may or may not be prepared by

creating a dynamic programming model that accommodates all of

the variables involved. A series of spreadsheets which assist

the Stores Officer in determining material requirements,

configuration and classification can be consolidated on a

single spreadsheet and another spreadsheet can be used to

identify storeroom location configuration and classification.

The two spreadsheets can then be incorporated in CODES, which

matches material to compatible locations. Material, location

and storeroom configuration is discussed in greater detail in

Chapter IV.
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IV. A_ h BYamUE: VAXTM TO CMUIDR

A. azcLj nn

In the last two decades there have been a significant

number of innovations in stowing and retrieval systems for

Navy and private industry warehouses. A recent study

sponsored by the Office of Naval Technology (ONT) and

conducted by the David Taylor Research Center, entitled "Small

Combatant Stowage Systems Analysis," described and analyzed

nine candidate stowage systems which could potentially

increase stowage capabilities, require less manpower and

satisfy safety and other concerns for shipboard use. The

primary emphasis of the study was improving stowage for

provisions, general supply repair parts and ammunition for the

5"/54 caliber gun on new construction ships. Evaluation

factors are identified as follows:

# Use of S2ace is a measure of how well the system uses
available volume to achieve stowage density.

# Stowaae/Retriaval Tim. is an estimate of the time to store
and retrieve material.

# anning is the number of people required to operate the
system, relative to the baseline system.

-6 Nsgh is the weight of the stowage system, not material,
relative to the baseline system.
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Pow* is the ship power (electric, pneumatic, etc)
required to operate the stowage system.

*BfPk& is the reliability, maintainability and availability
of the system.

*Q=s is the cost to acquire and install the stowage
system, relative to the baseline system plus the cost
effect on the ship.

*a skoI is the ability to perform stowage and retrieval
operations if the system is inoperative (not available).

* Affects of Ship Motion is the ability of the stowage
system to operate during high sea states.

* &a 2 tsjjiy is the ability of the stowage system to
adjust to the ship and the crew to adjust to the system.

a Safety is a measure of the degree to which personnel who
operate the stowage systems are not likely to be injured
and material that is stowed in the systems is not likely
to be damaged.

#Seurity is the ability of a stowage system to deter
pilferage.

4 Installatian is the measure of the lack of difficulty to
install the stowage systems.

The significant result of the study is the determination that

only one of the nine candidate stowage systems offered

potential improvement over current systems and only for

general supply repair parts. (Ref. ll:p. 2-50, 67-68]

While modern technology appears to be making significant

strides ashore, it would appear to be floundering afloat.

Supply Officers can look forward to only minor changes in

existing stowage systems aboard ships for the next twenty plus

years. Personnel manpower, which was a primary concern in the
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study conducted by the David Taylor Research Center, will

become a more immediate problem for the Supply Officer.

It is anticipated that future ships will have smaller
crews. With smaller crews, less manpower would be
available for manpower intensive tasks such as material
stowage during a replenishment. Stowage operations must
be examined now for systems and concepts to increase
stowage capabilities for future small combatants. [Ref.
ll:p. 2)

The Supply Officer's dilemma is further compounded by the

following problems [Ref. ll:p. 13-14):

# The Naval Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP), and its design
agent Fitting Out and Supply Support Assistance Center
(FOSSAC), determine stowage requirements (volume) but
neither, to any great extent, participate in location
determination or configuration of supply spaces on new
ships nor serve as an advocate for stowage during the
entire design process.

* The hull size is determined before equipment selection and
manning are finalized, which sometimes results in a hull
size which cannot accommodate stowage requirements.

* Once ships are delivered, spaces are sometimes swapped
within the Supply Department or with other departments.
Changes are often made without the approval of NAVSUP,
NAVSZA, or even the TYCOOI. Without the approval of
headquarters, space changes are more likely to be made
without analysis of their full impact on stowage
capability. Such changes may degrade the stowage
capabilities designed into the ship.

# Ship modification during overhaul sometimes reconfigures
stowage spaces causing them to be less efficient. New
equipment placed onboard ships often takes storeroom space
without providing compensation for loss of stowage.

* Configuration of space and ship does not permit
installation of proper stowage aids or material handling
equipment. Manholes, pipes, vent, air conditioners and
other structures quite often intrude into the stowaqe
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compartment making stowage volume unusable as well as
eliminating the use of certain types of stowage aids.

* Stowage aid. available for repair parts storerooms do not
allow for high density stowage. The stowage aids in some
storerooms do not have adjustable shelving to allow for
various size materials, causing loss of stowage space.
Dock and/or overhead grating is not always installed in
all provisions storerooms, preventing the use of
telescoping battens. Without deck and overhead grating in
the chill/freeze compartments, cooling coils are very
susceptible to damage by material banging into them.

* Type commanders require ships to operate at higher
endurance levels than specified in the ships Top Level
Specifications or OPNAV Instruction 4442.1E.

The Department of Defense's "Storage and Materials

Handling" publication (DoD 4145.19-R-1) describes storage

space as a basic resource.

Economy depends upon the optimum utilization of this
space, and the proper arrangement of operations incident
to the receipt, storage, and issue of materials. Space
economy can be obtained only by thorough planning for the
use of space. (Ref. 12:p. 2]

The Supply Officer, however, has very little control over

either the number or configuration of storerooms. Thorough

planning for the use of space is limited as follows:

The number, locations, shapes, and sizes of supply
department storerooms vary significantly in each type of
ship. Therefore, each supply officer must carefully study
the configuration and capacities of all available stowage
spaces when determining the types and quantities of
material to be stowed in each. The location storeroom
doors, hatches, stanchions, ventilation ducts, overhead
fixtures, and other structural aspects also must be
considered in planning the stowage layout. Architectural
'obstructions' will be studied and altered when possible

i
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and as necessary, to create additional stowage space.

[Rot. 13:p.4-72 - 4-731

In addition,

.. storerooms will be outfitted with bins, racks,
shelving, lockers, drawer cabinets, deck gratings, battens
and/or other stowage aids best suited for the types and
quantities of materials to be stoed. When installed
stowage aide need to be modified or relocated, or when
additionally required stowage aids must be manufactured by
a repair ship or shipyard, the supply officer will submit
an appropriate work request to the ship's engineering
officer... [Ref. 13:p. 4-73)

While optimum space utilization can be acquired through

alteration or manufacture of storage aids, the benefits are

long-term and of no immediate use to the current Supply

officer. The Department of Defense's "Storage and Materials

Handling" publication (DoD 4145.19-R-1) provides the most

useful solution to the current Supply Officer's problem.

A storage area floor plan layout is an excellent
management tool for space control. It enables planning for
the effective use of space. (Ref. 12:p. 2-23]

A storage area "floor plan" layout can consider manholes,

pipes, vent, air conditioners and other structures which have

an impact on the volume of usable stowage space or the type of

stowage aids to be used. (Ref. 12:p. 2-23) (Ref. 13:p. 4-731

CODES, an expert system designed by the Military Traffic

Management Command (KTNC), is currently the only available

management tool to produce a "floor plan* layout which
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considers all pertinent structures or ship characteristics.

The ship characteristics for specific cargo ships are

identified by the Transportation "nineerinq Agency (TEA) on

master ship diskettes. The current system primarily focuses on

the two dimensional aspects of length and width. Height is

considered a factor for determining when items can be double-

stacked. The diversity of material accommodated on most Navy

ships requires a three-dimensional storage area "floor plan".

A three-dimensional storage area "floor plan" would be an

extremely effective management tool for capitalizing on the

net stowage capacity available in storerooms with and without

stowage aids.

B. SPACE UTILIZATION

Identifying the net stowage capacity available requires

an understanding of the proportional relationship between

storage dimensions and material configurations. On new

construction ships, supply stowage capabilities are determined

by the Naval Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP) and Fitting Out

and Supply Support Assistance Center (FOSSAC). General Stock

stowage is based on ship types with similar COSAL's, which

considers what was actually designed, constructed and

installed in the ship. Seventy five percent of the COSAL is

allotted for bulk stowage, ten percent for medium stowage and

fifteen percent for small stowage. If a ship with a similar
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COSAL is not available, DOS 672-2 provides guidance for

determining gross square feet and the number of stowage aids.

Based on these computations, fifty percent of the storeroom is

utilized on most ships, with somewhere between thirty to

thirty five percent utilized on some smaller ships. (Ref. 141

The net stowage capacity for a bulk storeroom or a bulk

storage location can be obtained by measuring the length,

width and height and applying the following formula:

L x V x H x UP - Net Stowage Capacity

(utilization factor - UF, is typically .5,

and use .35 for smaller ships)

If the measurements are in inches, divide the Net Stowage

Capacity by 1728, twelve inches cubed, to convert to cubic

feet.

To determine the net stowage capacity for a rack, bin or

drawer, measure the inside length, width and height and apply

the following formula and convert to cubic feet:

Lxwzxzzj l

A packing factor (P7) must be considered for material stowed

in racks, bins or drawers. The packing factor can differ

depending on the type of rack, shelf or bin as follows:
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s Type NAN and 0B drawer shelf Units = .7

*Type NS" or 050 bin - .6

eType w3' or "K' rack - .75

• Me and svms (Nodular drawer cabinets) - .7

Table IV-I provides a breakdown of net cubic feet for the most

common bins, racks, cabinets and lockers used by the Navy and

some specific dimensions for individual drawers, bins and

shelves. [Ref. ll:p. 69-77]

Another feature which should be kept in mind when

designing a "floor plan" layout is the aisle width. Aisles

should measure at least thirty inches wide between bins,

racks, and cabinets. The material carried onboard U.S.

Navy ships is palletized packaged material and shelf or bin

material. The Consolidated Afloat Requisitioning Guide

Overseas (CARGO) NAVSUP P-4998 provides the net cube on a good

number of the line items to be considered and can be used as

a guide for determining similar material. Pallet load

dimensions are normally 40 cubic feet which is defined as a

Measurement Ton (N/T). One X/T equates to a standard r&M

load 40' deep by 48' wide by 36" high, including pallet. The

average sLanage pallet is 32 cubic feet, about 0.8 M/T, and

equates to a load 400 deep by 48' by 02S.8" high, including

pallet. (Rot. 12:p. 2-253 (Ret. 1S:p. 4-43
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NT 8TNGU CAPACIT

stowage kid Pet Cubic Feet

MDS Cabinet (Viduar Model 340) 10.7403

SVMD6 Cabinet (Viduar Model SV-340) 7.6411

MDS Bin Storage
Model 5-135 (2 shelves) 5.7710

Shelf capacity 2.8855
Model 8-155 (2 shelves) 6.4924

Shelf capacity 3.2462

SYNDS Bin Storage
Model SV-S-135 (2 shelves) 4.2512
Model SV-S-155 (2 shelves) 4.7826

A Drawer Unit (72 drawers) 8.8956
Drawer capacity 0.1236

B Drawer Unit 13.8141

S Bin (18 drawers) 17.6249
Drawer capacity 0.9791

B Bin (36 inches wide) 21.6847

B Bin (24 inches wide) 14.4303

J Rack (4 shelves) 35.6501
Shelf capacity 8.9126

K Rack 42.5222

R Rack (4 shelves) 34.3518

R Rack (6 shelves) 32.2065

S Rack (4 shelves) 32.0866

8 Rack (6 shelves) 31.9177

Alcohol Locker (4 shelves) 26.5201
Shelf capacity 7.1300

Flammable Medical Locker 4.2367

rlammable Liquids Locker 5.3476

?A3IZ Ky-i
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The proportional relationship between storage dimensions

and material configurations provides the basis for creating an

effective Ofloor plan' layout; however, the type of storeroom

and the material classification are additional variables to be

considered.

C. TK 0? AND N&1TL TX"Q IM I

The types of storerooms and material classifications can

provide an overwhelming number of variables to consider for

any mathematical equation. To accommodate all of the

variables, the database should include data elements from the

Basic Material File (BKF) to be used to identity material stow

requirements for all of the special categories of material

identified in Table IV-2. Material locations would also have

to be classified for type of stowage so that with minor

modification, the CODES program could assign specific

materials to corresponding locations.

Chapter V explains how the expert system is organized,

how to use the expert system and significant limitations.
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-WI or Am CLAsUsxnCrATian

a. Number of Bulk Storerooms/Locetions
b. Nmber of BSmnable Storerooes/Locations
c. Gas Bottle Racks
d. Number of Hazardous 8tor rooms/Locations:

(1) 1 gal. paint cans/spray cans
(2) 5 gal. paint cans
(3) Lube Oil* cans
(4) Lube Oil drums
(5) Freon
(6) Oxidizers
(7) Acids
(6) Corrosives
(9) Flamables
(10) Calcium Hypochlorite
(11) Radioactive

e. Number of Controlled Material Storerooms/
Locations:
(1) Small Controlled Materials
(2) Large Controlled Materials
(3) Controlled bar Stock

f. Number of DLR Storerooms/Locations:
(1) Small DLR's
(2) Large DLa's

g. Number of Q COSAL Storerooms/Locations
h. Number of Pilferable Storeroms/Locations
i. Number of Medical Storerooms/Locations
J. Number of Custodial Locations:

(1) Nedicinals
(2) Classified
(3) Pubs/Formas
(4) Alcohol

k. Number of Clothing Storerooms/Locations
1. Number of Sheet Metal/Bar Stock

Storeroome/Locations
3.SUUA

n. Number of Air Conditioned Storerooms/Locat ions
(film, batteries, etc.)

o. Number of 106/POD Storerooms/Locations
p. Number of Computer Part 8toreroois/Locations
q. Number of Other Storeroms/Locations

aIT-a
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This expert system vas developed on a 366 IBM compatible

personal computer utilizing one megabyte of random access

memory (RAN), two disk drives and a 67 megabyte hard drive.

Drive A utilized 5% inch floppy diskettes while drive B

utilized 3kj inch micro-diskettes. The commercially available

software package LOTUS 123, Release 3.1, was the software

chosen for this program.

The expert system is currently divided into nine

spreadsheets as identified in Table V-1. Appendix D provides

a detailed description of how each of the spreadsheets are

organized. In the next section, the "User's Manual" describes

how to create and use all of the spreadsheets. The f inal

step, the interface with WWI*' CODES program as discussed in

Chapter III, was not completed for this thesis.

B. s' ir

In describing the User's Guide, the usr is presumed to

have at least a working knowledge of how to create, retrieve

and save files, build and move about the worksheet, add ard

edit data, and create formulas.
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EXPERT SYSTEM

E Na Title/Function 121& i mer

C:\T: Ideztifies BMF data HD
*.aMO . 3OTIS.5. MlnmuJm bytes f
;torag requ red for 49 1ne
items 1 142183.

2 Identifies ?R data HD
DEMAND.WK3 a "ents. Enter monthly demand

hasor for 12 or 24 mohths.
Minimu bKtefof stora e required
for 49 1 items In 16890.

C:\ Forecast: Uistorical Data: HD
FO CSTi.WK3 Determines the rorecast if two

2as of demand data 
is availdble.Minimum bytes of s~oraqe required

for 49 line items is 146562.

C:\LOTUS\ Forecast: Most Recent Data: HD
FORCST.3 Determines the forecat for 12 and

24 months of demand history.
Minimum t of sorae requiredfor 49 1Mh items Is 144590.

A:MODULE2 Computing Your Toaa 1-12
KProects the load uantt basedon resupply tnd deploymea time-
framgs in Mnatlmuro slorae
requred fored for 49 lies i 77.

B: MODULE4 alottn Constra soace: 13
.WM3 Identilesthe specifc oantities

t be carried when gnapro a
1omiting factor. Miimumytes of

Itorae required for 49 
l1ne itemsis 33425

B:\MODULE4 Comiutn rMt raC narAn 13
.WA computes manria e lmento . canbe used t9 iden ly an appropriate

storage a4 for age fac materialconfiqurations. Mntmum b toS of

torae required for 49 
lixe itemsIs 20823.

B:\MODULE5 Review pf Stor:age Practices: An 14
.W3 oip nad database o pertlnentUhter al handling'requirements.

B;\MODULE6 omuting Ship' Confiaurationk: 14
WK COMputes JLoca Ion drinensions and

includes acking factor. The
inium s of storage arequired

cS ?eendent upon the umber of
locations on the specific ship.

TABLE V-4
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One of the most difficult steps in using the LOTUS

spreadsheets is setting up the database. A detailed

description will be provided on "parsing*, however the LOTUS

123 Handbook provides additional guidance on this procedure.

A description is also provided on how to create and use

the NACROs which simplify processing procedures. Appendix D

identifies all of the mathematical and logic formulas used in

the spreadsheets, as well as the columns which link the

various files.

When the user is *parsing" or initially organizing the

various worksheets, it is strongly recomended that data be

"parsed" in blocks of 100 rows at a time, and when copying,

one column at a time, to expedite computer response time and

to test system limits.

Once the spreadsheets are organized, the user is required

to manually input data to some of the spreadsheets as

indicated below; however, MhChs have been used as much as

possible. Some of the formulas, file links and NACROs,

discussed in Appendix D are programmed for 999 line items.

For example, (NMIU)RV(CI)D2..Dlooo-(Cg)32..l000-, would copy

the value created by the formula in blocks D2 through DI000 to

blocks P2 through W1000. If the user can only manipulate 249

line items at any given time, then the appropriate formulas,

file links and MUMOs should be modified to the following
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f ormula:

(NZNU)RV(CZ)D2. .D250-(CZ)N2. .N250-.

1. Donloo4imjg Data to Your Database

A File Analyzer and Report Generator (PIMRA) was

used to extract specific data elements from the Shipboard

Uniform Automated Data Processing System (SUADPS) files. The

NAYSUP PUS 524 provides specific guidance on preparing the

parameter worksheet and executing PIAMA runs. The data was

then downloaded to a 5k. inch floppy diskette which vas used to

create C:\LOTUS\MODUL~l.VK3, Database. The FIARA should

extract the data el eme nts, as identified below, for a maximum

of 999 line items to be used to test your system capabilities.

If your system can easily accommodate all 999 line items, you

can incrementally increase the size of subsequent TIANA

extracts to conform to your system capabilities.

The following off data elements are mandatory as

identified by the Unit System Identification or USID (which

identifies USID A: APS, USID B: FMN Tender, USID C:

CV/LPH/JJAA and USID T: Tender) (Ref. 16:p. 59-63]:

* National Stock Number

* Locations 1-4

* COa"

*xu WAD la

0 AVCAL (USID C)
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* FILL ALLDW (USID A)

* NUWEPS ALLOW (USID 8 or T)

* SCOSAL (US ID C)

* PICUP (USID C)

*o AS LLoDW (US ID B)

0 LLQTY (USID T)

* FTLQ (if USID B)

* STL40 (USID B)

e FILL (USID A)

The data elements used by each of the USID's may vary

depending on the individual unit or the acronyms may differ

from tb' ones specified above.

The following UHF data elements are recommended:

4 MCC

* Iii

s Description

*EZRC (EEC)

* SEC

*SLC

8 BCC

* TSC

* USC

* AT~
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* PEB

* PKIC

* SPALT

* NSP

* plC

* IRC

4 R0

* RP

The system capabilities will determine the disk

drives the user is loading from and to. For the purpose~ of

this discussion, the ASCII f ile containing the information

from SUADPS vas loaded in Drive A and NO[XJLZ1.VK3 was created

on the hard drive. To create *-he database:

1. Call up the LUS 123 program and execute
File/Import/Text. Clear the entry and type in A:\ (f ilename)
to retrieve the file (e.g. FIN.2). The FIAI4A parameters
should appetar in the top left corner of the worksheet as
indicated in Figure V-1.

A B C D E F

1 AFD1 NPGS
2 AIFD2 SEL 2
3 AFD2AX,091X01 3,
4 AP029lp103406 s0,
5 APD38S N
6 AFDPTWOO4001O18 034021005 06037030005 06055039005
7 APD3PTN091053001 095057002 103062006 109071004
S A70D371V136098005 06140107002 148112012 MR
9 A xSE K=CU coB LL FTLQ BECL

Figure v-1 PIRM import
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2. Delete all of the rows so that the column titles appear
in the first raw. The titles and other extraneous data may
appear again further down in the worksheet, about every 27
rows. This data should also be deleted so that data on each
NSN appears consecutively from rows 2 to 1000.

You are now ready to begin extracting data from the

ASCII file:

1. Execute File/Extract/Formulas than clear the entry and
type in C:\WTVUS\MODULE1.WK3. The system should respond
more rapidly if you extract 100 line items at a time. The
recommended range for C: \LOTUS\MODULE 1.WK3 is rows 1 through
100.

2. Repeat the File/Extract/Formulas commands until all of
the line items are processed and name each of the subsequent
files by number. For example:

# Rows 1 through 100: C:\LOTUS\MODULEI.WK3

# iows 101 through 200: C:\LTUS\MODO02.WK3

*Rws 201 through 300: C:\LOTUS\MOD003.WK3

6 Rows 301 through 400: C:\LOTUS\MODO04.WK3

0 Rows 401 through 500: C:\LWTUS\MODO05.WK3

The subsequent files will be incorporated in
C:\LOTUS\MODULE1.WK3 later, so numbering the files is purely
a matter of convenience.

You are now ready to begin *parsing" data:

1. Retrieve C: \LOTUSB\OULtZ1 .WK3. and move the cursor to the
upper left corner of the spreadsheet.

2. Execute Data/Parse/lormat-Line/Create/Format-Line/Edit.
The first row in your spreadsheet will be filled with "L",
">" or "**. An OL" should appear above the first letter or
number in the data element. For example, if the title "NSN"
starts above the second number of the NBN, then an "L"
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should appear over the first mimber of the IMS rather than
over the first V In ONESV. A 0>0 should appear over every
number and/or letter in the data element and a 0*0 should
appear over any spaces. Check each space in the first three
rows to ensure the symbols are properly aligned as indicated
above and then hit the return key. The cursor should again
appear in the upper left corner of the worksheet.

3. Execute Input-Column, enter the range A:Al..A:AIOO, and
then hit the return key.

4. Execute Output-Range "U1", or any other blank column to
the right of the spreadsheet. Then hit the return key and
Go.

5. Move the cursor to OZl" and check for extraneous data.
For instance, if only the letter "A* appears in each row of
column eZr, then delete column OZO. Block "ZIO should have
the title of the first data element and the data should
appear below it in the column.

6. Nove the cursor to block OZl" and execute
File/Extract/Formulas C: \US\O .LE .VK3.

7. Repeat this procedure for each of the numbered files
mentioned above.

Once you have "parsed" each of the individual files,

you are ready to begin incorporating the numbered files into

C: \LOTUS\NODULE1. WK3:

1. Clear all of the worksheets by executing the commands
Worksheet/Erase/Yes.

2. Retrieve C: \LTUS\NOULEl. W13 and mave the cursor down to
block A10.

3. Execute FIile/Combine/Copy/Entire-File and enter
C: \LOTUS\NOD02 .13.

4. Have the cursor down to block A201 and repeat stop 3 for
C: \WOTUS\N003. 3.
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S. continue this process until all of the serial number
file* have been consolidated in the C: \L)TIJS\OXLE .VK3
spreadsheet.

You are now ready to begin setting up the spreadsheets

as described in Appendix D.

2. Dtabase

Appendix D identifies the appropriate columns for the

mandatory data elements:

1. Move the data elements to the correct columns and then
set column width as specified immediately after the label.

V6G).

2. The formulas and file links should be typed into the
second row of blocks as displayed in Appendix D.

3. MACPR*s can be entered anywhere to the right of the
spreadsheet. It the OPTION title is entered in block 8A2
and the commands are entered in blocks DC2 and SC3, as
indicated in Figure V-2, then move the cursor to block BC2
and execute Ranqe/Name/Create and enter the OPTION name.
Numbering or alphabetizing the OPTIONS, as identified in
Appendix D, generally works best.

4.* Formulas can now be copied from roy 2 down to the last row
of data in the spreadsheet.

5. Execute File/Save.

2 OPTIONA (RSCALC D2. .01000)-
3 (RECALC 2. .1000)-

Figure V-2 C: \WUS\UIl .U3 MACRO
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once you have created and saved your worksheet, there are two

features which will be useful in using C: \LOTUS\USOWJLW.VK3 to

process your line items:

1. Sorting your database: In order to use 9:\NOWL3.IK3,
Computing Your Load Quantity, you will have to have the
database sorted by XSX, Locationi or another data element of
your choosing.

a. Execute Data/Sort/Data-Range and enter the ent ire
database range. For instance, A2. .AZ1OOO, unless your
data bae" extends further out than column AE. Hit the
return key.

b. Execute Primary-key to enter the column you want your
database sorted from. For a location sort, enter
U... N11000. Identify either Ascending or Descending sort
and hit the return key.

c. Execute Go to begin sorting.

Ikte: If the user wishes to sort the data base using other
than WON or Locationl, additional guidance is
provided in subsection 7, Allocating Constrained
Space.

2. To execute the MACRO OPTIONS, enter OALT T30. Highlight
the OPTION and bit the return key. The C: \WflJS\6ODUL~l . K3
OPTIOIIA was designed to expedite data retrieval from
A: \NOWULZ2 .V3, B: \MODULZ3 .VK and 3: \NO0WE4 .VK3.

Execute File/Save,* then create a second spreadsheet and name

it C: \LONS\DflWt.VK3.

3. Deowd

To create the C: \WIUS\VWMD. 13 seahet:

I., snter the a061riteea nm labels and widths, as
identified in AWiD. lbere Is only one formula and one
NM~ entered in this spradhet.
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2. Copy the equation down to block A1000 in groups of 100.
once the formula Is entered In block A2.*.A1000, the data
will be copied from C:\LO'1US\I6ODJLZI.VK3 to the
C: \LOTUS\DUWUXD .WK3 spreadsheet.

3. Demnd data can be entered if the C: U\WTUS1W1 .W 3
spreadsheet has been sorted. It Is Important to remmer
that the linking formula and MACRO canwnd, t38CALC).
retrilevee the 383. from C: \WTU\NOWL1l .3K3 based on the
sort selection, but the demand history data is not linked to
C: \W1M8\MOWW21. WI.

4. EXecute File/Save.

Once the C: \WTUS\DRIMID.V13 spreadsheet has been

created, there are two steps to remember for subsequent

retrieval and us* of the C:\LOTUS\DVIANWI3 file:

1.* The most current data must be entered in the columns
identif ied as DJAX1 through G010ld. If there i1.24 months of
d ema nd data available, the oldest date should be entered in
the columns identified as D1A32 through DDEC2. * 0AX2
through DOIC2 are not mandatory entries.

2. The system is currently programewd to accept blocks of 12
or 24 month demand frequency. The formulas in both of the
forecast spreadsheets would require a minor modification to
accept and accurately forecast data for loe than 12 month
increments. C:\LOTUS\FORCST.WK3 blocks M2 and Y2 identify
the IF/THIN format required in columns N through X and Y
through AT * The same format could also be entered in

C: \LOTS\FORCST2.313 columns L through V and X through AI.

Zxecute File/gave, then create the third spreadsheet

and name it C:\UYTUS\FORCoT.WK3.

4. Forecast: Diarlm ta

To create the C: \WMU\FOCS2. W)spedset

1. Inter the appropriate column labes, widths, formulas

and the MACRO as Identified in Appendix D.
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2. Once the formulas have been entered in the appropriate
blocks, copy the formulas down to row 1000 in group* of 100.

3. tnter the exponential smoothing constants required in
bloocks £2 and £1.2. Exponential smoothing cntants were
discussed in Chapter 3; however the u rde range is
between 0.1 and 0.S.

4 Rixecute OrIZOKA it the monthly demand frequency has been
entered in the C:\W1V5S\DUIAD. V3 spreadsheet.

Execute F711/Save, then create the fourth spreadsheet

and name it C:\WOTUS\FORCST.WI3.

5. Forecaet: Noet Baent Data

To create the C:\WTUMS\IPORCST. WIK3 spreadsheet:

1. Enter the appropriate column labels, width&, formulas and
the KAM as identified in Appendix D.

2. Once the formulas have been entered in appropriate
blocks, copy the formulas down to row 1000 in groups of 100.

3. Enter the exponential smoothing constants required In
blocks AL2 and AX2. The i range is again between
0.1 and 0.S.

4 * Execute OPTIOSA if:

a. the C:\WZUS\FORC82.MK3 OPTIOhIA has been executed
for 24 months of demand history data, or

b. 12 months of demand history data has been entered in
the C: \W2WsnPUS.M3 spre teet.

Execute File/save and you are now ready to create the

A: \MoI)W . UK spreadsheets.

5O
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6. Compting Tow Load Oftsmutty

A:\NODUL2.WK3 should be created and saved on

separate diskettes mince there are 12 versions Identified in

Appendix 0. The user my want to use only one of these

versions or a combination of several may be used

simultaneously.

Zach of the 12 versions identified in Appendix D

represent the frequency of resupply as follows:

a 2 veeks

* 3 weeks

* 1 month

* 1% months

* 2 months

- 3 months

* 4 months

a S months

* 6 months

0 7 months

* S months

* 9 months

To create the A: \U11Z3.K3 spradsheets:

1. Enter the oolum labels, widths, formulas and ECWS as
Identified in Appeadix 0.
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2. Once the formulas have benentered In the appropriLate
blocks, copy the formulas down to row 1000 in groupe of 100.

Movre are 12 Mh OPTIONS identified in each version

of A: \N0CfLB2 .W13 The appropriate OPTION shouald not be

executed until after OPTION& has been executed in the

C:\LI'US\FOUCST.VK3 spreadsheet. The OPTIOI98 allow the user

to begin load quantity, WOQTV computations beginning in any

month of the year as follows:

0 OPTIONI - January

4 OPTIOM2 - February

6 OPTX0M3 - March

0 OPT10W4 - April

* OPTrIONS - May

a OPTX0M6 - June

6 OP IIOK7 - July

* OPTION$ - August

* OPTIOK9 - September

* OPTION1O - October

* OPTIO~ll - November

* OPTION12 - December

For instanoe, if the ship G~sployed every year from March to

June, and resupply was not exspected until uid-Nay, the user

would want to ompute load qwantity eemptatim using Mdule

2: 2 Months and execute OPTICNS.



Moscute File/Save, then create the next spreadsheet

and name it S:\JSOWLK3313.

7. Al locating C0108traifted Space

To create the B:\SOWLR3WK3 spreadsheet:

1. Appendix D Identifies the appropriate column labels,
widths and formulas. A few of the columns are not required,
depending on your VOID as identified above. Before entering
the appropriate forula for your MID0, the formula should be
ceked against the available data elements entered in

C:\L0TUSOm1JL1.V10. Appendix 3 provides additional
guidance for judging the accuracy of the computations. If
necessary, a OW? query may determine whether or not the
appropriate data elements were extracted.

2. *once the formulas have been entered in the appropriate
blocks, copy the formulas down to row 1000 in groups of 100.

The MACRO OPTIONS and the formula entered in block 12

are also depende*nt upon the USID:

USIDA Column G OPIMOA and OPTIOUR or OPTIONF +D2-G2
USIDS Colam K OPTIONA and OPTIONC or OPTIOIUG *D2-K2
USIDC Column I OPTIMNA and OPTIOUD or OPTIONS *D2-I2
USIDT Column J OPIMOA and OPTIONZ or OPTION! +D2-J2

note: OPTIONS 5-3 are for cubic feet computations and OPTIONS
F-I are for one-for-one locations.

The MACRO OPTIONS should be executed after the

appropr iate NACNO, OPTION has been- executed In A:t \30WL192 . VK3.

At this point in the process,* there are f ive Important

considerations which should he discussed in greater detail.

1.* Once the appropriate 08I0 formal& has been verified and
entereds In the as 0100aLB.3K) spreaasee, the user shold
be able to idesty Winlm vki& awe s"silabls feor EW data
WAVrY. "Me data 6le406"s iesedaboe Sould
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be moved to the available columns as identified in Appendix
D and to any of the columns no longer required. For
instance, USID l could reassign the columns as follows:

L4C Column A
TSC Column C
IiC Column V
IrC Column V

2. If the user decides to sort based on a data element
other than MM or Locationl, modifications must be made to
the &:\MWLK3.K3 spreadsheet. For instance, to modify

:NIODULZ3.WK3 for description or nomenclature:

a. move the cursor to block F2 and enter the following
formula: +<<C:\WOTUS\l0WL3l.WK,>T (or A:Tl..A:Tl)

b. copy block P2 to block AD2

c. edit block US to read as follows:

(XIEU)C(CZ)JA2- (C)C2..C0OO-tK{NNU)C(CZ)AD2-(CE F2..FIO00-

d. move the cursor to block U4 and execute Range/
Name/Create and enter OPrIOSA again in block U4

3. When space is constrained, the user may vish to place
greater value on 'never out" items. A minor modification is
required in Column . Le weight my be placed on
substitute items by multiplying the ZAL&Q by a value of 0.1
to 0.9 and greater value may be plaoed on primary items by
multiplying the ULAQ by a value greater than one. The
equations would be written:

+(+D2-G2)*.5 or +(+D2-G2)*'.S

If the user modifies the equations, the modifications should
be added as an 3DIT' after the equations have been copied
to the appropriate blocks.

5. Colim L, CUlT, is based an information provided by
3: \)MOI34. W93. B3\=W184.WK3 must be created and
completed prior to executing the EhCWS in 3:\$UOO/U3. K3.

6 - Stock 12, *10& is based an imfegation ompited In the
3. 'OWLMs.W3n spreebbeetA. Ii \pSW .U mt beansted.

k a is a" dsta mermed mmaUy te block P * prir to
ONsM t o of the HUM in 2 0 \OMOW. MO. be formlas in



blocks N2 and 34, AVSTG, must also be modified to ref lect
the correct9810(0, 8, 1or J). BlockU2 is used forcubic
feet computations and block 34 Is used in one-for-one
computations.

Execute File/Save, then creste the next spreadsheet

and name it 3:\POU~LE4.3K3.

8. Computing Material Configuration

To create the B: \M00UL4 .313 spreadsheet:

1. Enter the appropriate column label@, widths, formulas and
the MACRO as identified in Appendix D.

2. *once the formulas have been entered in appropriate
blocks, copy the formulas down to row 1000 in groups of 100.

3. Enter known CU?? (from the "CARGO'* manual) in Column G or
compute material CU?? by entering the dimensions in Columns
C through Z.

MACRO OPTIONA should be executed after the appropriate

MACRO OPTIONS have been executed in 5: \N0DULZ3 .W33 Execute

File/Save, then create the next spreadsheet and name it

8:\POmflZS.V33 or B:\NOw1Lz6.vK3.

2. Review of Storage Pratices

9:\M3U~LZ5.WK3 is an optional spreadsheet which was

primarily designed for convenience. To create the

3: \NOWJIZ5. .33 spreadsheet:

1. * 3ter the appropriate column label*, widths end MRt as
identified In Appendix D.
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2. Appendix C. Which Was xtracted from KAVSUP P-465,
information that should be reviewed prior to the

development of a loadplan. Additional guidance can be
incorporated from such references as:

a. Naval Ship*' Technical Manual (Chapters 670 and 9230)

b. Hazardous Material Information System (IS)

c. OPUAVINST 5100.19 (series) *Navy Safety Precautions
for Forces Afloat"

While word processing is not normally performed in a
spreadsheet, this particular spreadsheet was designed so
that the user would not have to go hunting for the
references.

Execute File/Save, then create the final spreadsheet

and name it 5:\NODULZ6.WK3.

10. cmputing Tour Ship's configuration

To create the 5:\NODULE6.WX3 spreadsheet:

1. Enter the appropriate column labels, vidths and formulas.

2. Once the formulas have been entered in appropriate
blocks, copy the formulas down to row 1000 in groups of 100.

The formulas consider the storeroom utilization and

packing factors discussd in chapter IV. Stowage can be

computed for an entire storeroom, without storage aids, or for

a single location.

1. If the user is computing the net stowage capacity for a
single storeroom, the storeroom location should be entered
in Column S and the storeroon configurations entered in
Columns F through I.
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2. It the user is comuting the neot stowase capacity for a
single location, the location number should be entered in
Column & and the location configurations entered in Columns
J through N.

3. If the location Is item specific mid will accommodate a
limited number of items, the total number of one-for-on.
locations can also be recorded in the spreadsheet. The user
should enter the location or locker number in Col umn 8 and
the number of item specific locations in Column 3.

4. To print the spreadsheet so that the information is
availabl, for input to 9:\N0DJZZ3.WK3, execute Print/Range,
enter the appropriate range and enter Go.

Execute File/Save and you are now ready to begin

system processing.

11. BysteM Prooessing

Once the user has created each of the spreadsheets,

the following steps are standard:

1. Retrieve the C: \LOTU5\NDW1L31.313 spreadsheet and sort
the database. Execute File/Save.

2. Retrieve theC: \LOTUS\DDWID. 313 spreadsheet and execute
OPTIMIA. Enter demand frequency data. Execute Fie/Save.

3. Retrieve the C: \LO'ZMJ\PORCBT2 .33 spreadsheet and execute
OPI'IONA. Execute File/Save.

4. Retrieve the C: \LOTUS\?ORCST. 313 spreadsheet and execute
OPTION&. Execute File/Save.

S. Retrieve the appropriate version of the A: \NWL32 .V3
spradseetand execute the applicable OPTION, I through 12.

Execute Vile/Save.

6. Retrieve the 5: \MXO33.31K3 sr set

a. Identity the renge of line its you wish to work and
eras* all of the equations in them ranges outside of your
designated grup (Do not eras blocks Xl *.34.)
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b. Rxecute OPTIONA.

c. Enter the total TO for the storeroom, locations or
ono-for-one locations under consideration.

d. Execute the appropriate OPTION, 5 through I, for your
USID.

o. Execute File/Save.

f. Retrieve the C:\LOTUS\)ODUZI.WK3 spreadsheet and
execute OPTIONA.

g. Rxecute File/Save and then retrieve the
5: \NODULE3 .WK3 spreadsheet.

7. Repeat step number 6 until all of the line items listed
in the C:\LOTUS\NODULE1.K3 spreadsheet have been updated.
Once the C: \LOTUS\NODULE l. WK3 spreadsheet has been
completely processed, copy C: \LOTUS\NODULI1 .WK3 and
C:\L0TUS\NOIJLE4.WK3 to a separate diskette and set it
aside.

8. Erase the C:\LOTUS\MODULZl.VK3 spreadsheet and you are
nov ready to begin processing your next ASCII file. Import
and proceed with "parsing" as indicated in subsection I
above. Once you have recreated your C:\LO1TS\NODUE12. WK3
spreadsheet, you can repeat steps 1 through 8 until all of
the line items have been retrieved from SUADPS and processed
through the system.

9. The final step is processing the line items through the
CODES program. As discussed in Chapters V and VI, the
interface with the CODES program is an area recommnded for
further research.

The expert system can be used to identify the ship's

storage capacity, forecast demand for a specific group of line

items and determine the appropriate load quantities. Fast

moving items would be allocated a greater prcentage of

available storage space. For example, the young Lieutenant,

discussed in Chapter I, may have a problem safely storing 5-
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gallon paint cans for his next deployment. He has 14 line

items, but only four of them are fast movers. If he can

safely stow 458 5-gallon paint cans and the projected total

demand until his next available resupply is 523, the expert

system can calculate how the 458 stow-for-sea locations should

be allocated. Fast movers, such as, haze grey and deck grey

would be allotted a greater number of the available locations

and substitute primers or paints could be carried in limited

quantities. Once the CODES interface is completed, CODES will

assign location numbers based on material and location

classifications. If one of the 5-gallon cans was not

flammable material, CODES would recommend another storage

location, thereby increasing the number of available

locations.

C. LLHITATIQM

A major limiting factor for this thesis effort was the

size of the computer RAM available while utilizing the LOTUS

123 spreadsheets. This problem arises from a portion of the

available RAM being dedicated to the DOS operating system. In

order to operate at the maximum efficiency, it is recommended

that the computer used for this system have at least two

megabytes of RAM available.

In addition, the LOTUS software, Release 3.1, used here is

limited in the amount of information it will accept before
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recording a "memory full' error. Depending on the amount of

information recorded in the C:\LOTUSJNODVLZI.VK3 spreadsheet,

which is one of the largest spreadsheets, the user may be

limited to less than 1000 line items that may be manipulated

at any given time.

Another consideration is computer response time. The

LOTUS 123 commands employed require a significant number of

mathematical and logic computations. In addition, different

spreadsheets must be linked in order to complete processing.

Those two factors can lead to unacceptable processing times.

For instance, copying 50 simple linking equations will take

three to four minutes to process, whereas 50 complex linking

equations can take up to 20 minutes to process. A math co-

processor may alleviate these problems and expedite processing

times.

Finally, if only one disk drive is available, then it is

recommended that the user load all of the spreadsheets except

MODULZ2.WK3 on the hardrive. If the user wants to use

different versions of the ODULE2.WK3 spreadsheet, only one

should be used at a tine. N0DULZ2. WK3, NODU3. WK3 and

NODULE4. K3 must be completed and saved before removing the

NODJIC2.WK3 diskette from the disk drive, erasing the

spreadsheet from memory and util iing the next version.

While the hardware and software problems desaribed above

currently place some restraints on the system and the number
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of line items that can be manipulated at any given time,

additional diskettes can be used to store data on specific

groups of material once they are processed through the system.

Wihile this is not the ideal situation, it is a viable one it

the computer system being used has the limitations described

here.
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VI. cu-irioua A ANNS om

The young Lieutenant discussd in Chapter I needed a

computer to help figure out what quantities of specific

materials to load for a deployment and where the materials

should be located. Reviewing the replenishment package was

also identified as being an insurmountable task, depending on

the size of the reorder and the amount of time allotted for

review. A computer system can also provide invaluable

information for reviewing the replenishment package rather

than resorting to experience alone in making a decision on

when to reorder specific materials and how much.

While technological innovations in stowing and retrieval

systems are improving performance at major shore

installations, there does not appear to be any hope of

incorporating these enhancements afloat within the foreseeable

future. Technical advances at this point in time are limited

to compatible software packages which can help to organize

workload, isolate information for analysis and provide the

tools necessary for effective management. Expert systems

could be designed to make decisions on a variety of functions,

such as:

0 Shelf-Life Management
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6 Hazardous Material Management

* Division Officerfs DCPO/Maintenance Man Workload Planner

# Quality Assurance

The system described here in this thesis was designed to

help the Supply Officer, the Stores Officer or the Cargo

Officer effectively load his storerooms for a deployment. A

working knowledge of material configuration and not stowage

capacity is essential when considering a "floor plan3 of the

magnitude required on United States naval vessels. A computer

system which matches material configurations to storage

constraints can make the task sore manageable.

It is also possible the information provided from the

expert system can be useful in refining the procedures for

determining the number and size of storerooms, as well as the

storage aid roquirements on new construction ships. The

current process, which is based on COBAL allowance

requirements, is a good starting point for determining supply

space requirements but it does not consider material carried

in stock based on the frequency of demand.

In Chapter V significant hardware and software limitations

were identified and represent the major area for further

research. If the hardware and software problem could be

resolved, this expert system ould acommodate the

manipulation of several thousands of line itms at any given
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time. The limitations currently restrict the user to

manipulating line items for a specific number of locations.

A single storeroom containing 18,000 line items would have to

be process" by individual storage aid. If there were 50

Vidmar cabinets in the storeroom, then each Vidmar cabinet

vould be processed as a single entity. While this may be a

time consuming process, it is still a viable solution.

As mentioned in Chapter V, another area for further

research is the development of the system interface with

MTMC's CODES program. All of the data stored in Nodule 1:

Database, is not required by the CODES program. Only the

information pertinent to CODES would need to be recorded on a

separate diskette and downloaded to the CODES program. In

addition, Nodule 6: Computing Your Ship's Configuration,

would also require some minor modification or download to a

diskette configured for CODES interface.

A third area for further research is the retrieval of

demand history data from SUADPS. The demand forecasting

presented in this system is based on monthly demand. As

discussed in Chapter V, an additional File Analyzer and Report

Generator (FlAMA) would have to be written to retrieve this

data.

A fourth area for further research is the interface with

the AP II system. A final area for further research is the

expansion of Nodule 4: Computing Material Configuration. In
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addition to computing material configuration, the Module

should provide a series of rules which allow the user to

compute the best storage aid for the ite* in question. For

instance, it the item is 0.0021 CUFT and the total quantity to

be carried is 400, then the beat stowage available may be "A

Drawer Unit" since the total CUFT is 0.64. Restrictions could

then be placed on the storage aid capacity an follovs:

. 0.0000 to 0.0200 - Nodel 8-135 NR20

* 0.0201 to 0.0300 - Model S-135 1R40

(These computations are used for illustrative purposes only

and are not indicative of actual storage aid assignments.)

Modules 1 and 4 have a block, SA, for recording the best

storage aid based on material configuration. This would

provide the CODES system, which already considers material

classifications, such as hazardous material, with an

additional feature for determining the optimal material

location.

The benefits provided by an expert system designed to

assist the Supply Officer, the Cargo Officer or the Stores

Officer in the preparation of an effective loadplan, are

improved efficiency and effectiveness, as well as enhanced

location and inventory accuracy. The expert system designed

in this thesis represents only a small stop into an area rich

*5



with possibilities for improving and reducing the supply

Officer's workload afloat.
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WPZEIX A

In Chapter III, a variety of COBAL models used by the Navy

Supply System were listed and the specific objective of each

model was identif ied. The key objectives and basic principles

followed in the development of each of these models are

identified in Table A-1 (Mef. l:p. 4-1 - 4-56). Since the

Ships Parts Control Center uses the Modified IFleet Logistics

Support Improvement Program (NOD-VLIIP) Al lowance Nodel most

often to choose the range and depth of material in a

Coordinated Shipboard Allowance List (COSAL) , this model wili

be reviewed in greater detail. Table A-2 (Ref. l:p. 2-1 - 2-

21, 2-15-1 - 2-9-2, 4-1 - 4-S61 [Ref. 9:p. 53-69] (Ref. 13:p.

3-52] provides a detailed explanation of a number of factors

critical to understanding how the NOD-FLSIP model works.

The NOD-FLSIP revised allowance policy categorizes

material as Demand based and Mon-Demand based or Insurance

items. The Allowance Quantity for Demand based items can be

computed as follows:

In Table A-3 (Ref. 17:p. XD3-36), the forecasted

quarterly demand of p equals (3MW x POP) /4. If p is greater

than or equal to 1. 0, then the item is Demand baed". The

Allowance Quantity is easily identified using the chart in
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M~y Objectives Besic Principles

- to provide a 90 day - items which are componnts
level of support for of, or provide support for,
planned and corrective repairable equipment which
maintenance actions is actually installed on the

ship

- 65% Gross - items which the ship's
Effectiveness, which personnel are capable of
is the number of replacing at sea
requistions filled
divided by the total
number of requisitions

- 85% Net Effectiveness, - storage space constraints
which is the number of prevents carrying 1 each of
requisitions filled every item meeting the
divided by the total criteria, so the decision to
number of requisitions carry an item or not is
for stocked items based on forecasted

quarterly demand and on
the I= code of the item

- to provide a 90% - for an item with high of
fixed protection for level demand, a quantity is
demand based items carried to satisfy quarterly

demand vith a 10% chance of
stockout

- the ship's Supply
Officer's opinions are
considered, particularly in
regard to the range of items
carried

?ABU A-1



AP - Allowance Parts List
APV's are prepared for each pIec. of equipment
and system board a ship. e maintenance-
significantspares or repair parts necessary
to operate a maintin te equipment or
system is listed in the APL. Allowance
quantities are established only for items with
a sufficiently high predicted Tailure rate.

AG - Allowance Quantity
The total number of a particular item carried
in the Allowance List: COSAL or AVCAL.

BRF - Best Replacement Factor
The annual replacement rate per unit of
installed population. Replacement is computed
based on usage data from the Navy Maintenance
and Material Nange-nt (31) System,
Transaction It" orting Syst" demand data,
or technical Judgement Use separately or in
combination. If an item is less than two
years old, then Bar equals the Technical
Replacement Factor (TRF).

53F - TRF

If an item is over two years old, then BRF is
determined by exponentially smoothing the
Experienced Demand Replacement Factor (EDRF)
plus the old 3a". The exponential smoothing
constant used by the Navy Supply System since
1986 is 0.4.

Ur? - ozmrF) + (- (OLD UP)
where: a - 0.4

- - Casual RprA A lgenerated when a critical piece ofeupet or major systm become totally or

partially inoperational. Casualties are
classified by their degree of seriousness as
follows:

C4 - Impact on secondary Mission capability

TAMA A-2
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mX CAL ix (am )

C3 - Impact oir Primary Mission Capability
C2 - Unable to got underway

3DM? I Deriemoei ,mi e.ont Factor
lser Tht malutemae demad per
it. The 3f refleots the total
replenishment demand aines the last update
divided by the average population since the
last update.

UA Exonthially no~ie NOWi 4verage
A method of tial oing normally
used for forecasting demand where weight
given to pa t data meaetrically decreases
over time. For I

July forecast - a(June demand) + (1- j(June
forecast)
where: a is the exponential smoothing constant
between 0 and 1

IMC - Itaemission 3ssentiality Code
Constructed from the Mission Criticality
Co" nCC and the Material essentiality

I minor mission impact
2 Loss of secondary aision capability
3 Severe degradation of a primary mission

Capability
4 Loss of a prinary mission capbility
5 Not mission capable

The INBC is determined as follow:

I ors 4 4
1 or S 3 3
lotS 2 2
1 orS 1 1

3 1or4 1
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mcc - miasio. Critlallt Code
The MCC can be as=lgnod to a part based on
either of the following criteria:

Darned on Ulaintanm - Ex~r

4 The ratio of C3 and C4 C&SRZfs to C2 CASREPs is
at least one to five, and the ratio of C4 to C3
CASRPXf is at least one to three.

3 The ratio of C3 and C4 CASREPs to C2 CASRZPs is
at least one to five, but the ratio of C4 to C3
CASREPs is less than one to three.

2 The ratio of C3 and C4 CASRIPs to C2 CASREPs is
less than one to five.

I No CASRP history.

Redundant Neither
systems/ Alternatives redundancies

equipments/ excluding nor otbar
nsredundancesg) alternat e

3 4 4 Total lose ofmoility,
propulsion or
lif- support.

2 3 4 Severe
erdation of
moility or
total loss of a
primary

2 mission.
2eve"
degradation of
aprtmu
aim ion.

1 1 2 Total lose or
Severe

71 
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mCWTCA FVCI (OOT)

MW-Miliaru intian ty am"s
Identifles the iutnsof a particular
pert to its eid L sfollows:

failure of the item would render the end
item inoperable

3 all other items not 1 or 5

5 failure of the item effects personnel
safety

MAP? M obile Logistics Support Force
Includes: oilers, submarine and destroyer
tenders, repair sZips and fleet issue
ships. (Aso ca lied combat Logistics
Force (CL?).)

M - Minim. 3Deplaceft Unit
Pon-Demand based items, with an INEC of 3
or 4, are stocked in sufficient quantities
to support one maintenance action.

W83 - atioal Stock Number
Each item is assigned a unique
identification number by the Defense
Logistics Services Center.

POP -Population

The total numbe~r of a specific Navy Stock
Numnber required to support all equipment.
For instance, if I specific gasket is
required in each of the 6 pup nstalled
in engineering spaces, then tetotal
population~ is 6. If 3 specific gaskets are
reqire poplaio of the G pups then the

man g oatee, Mitemce and Son raIlity Code
A five digit code cmprimed of the
following:

-The first two positions indicate whether
the items for maintenance, repair and
overhaul are to be procured,
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CITIChL FACTOs (COWT)

manufactured or assmbled.

- The third position indicates the lowest
maintenance level authorized to remove,
replace and use the item.

- The fourth position indicates the lowest
maintenance level authorized to totally
repair the item although some repairs may be
made at a lower level.

- The fifth position indicates the lowest
level that can dispose of an item.

- The sixth position can be used for internal
management purposes, but is not used by
SPCC.

TOR - Technical Override Code
The range or depth of an item can be adjusted
by a TOR to reflect requirements that are Non-
Demand based. For example:

S - items essential to personnel safety or
welfare

P - items required to meet a planned
maintenance requirement

TRF - Technical Replacement Factor
When there is less than 2 years of demand data
available, the TRF may be determined by either
of the following methods:

- a technical expert's estimate of the item's

replacement factor

- a similar item's R?

- the manufacturer's estimate of the item's
replacement factor

WS? - Weapon astems File
SPCC' a F provides important information
critical in determining the allowance
quantity, such as: the BR?, the SX&R code,
the KRU and essentiality data.
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Figure A-1 (Ref. 18:p. D-2], where the forecasted quarterly

demand is associated with a corresponding "PL Qty*. The

"APL Qty" is the Allowance Quantity unless, the quantity needs

to be rounded to the NRU or the override quantity is greater.

If the forecasted quarterly demand of p is greater than 100,

then the Allowance Quantity can be computed using the formula

identified at the bottom of Table A-3. If the forecasted

quarterly demand of p is less than 1.0, then the material is

an Insurance item. The Allowance Quantity is determined for

Insurance items as identified in Figure A-4. Figure A-4 can

be simplified as follows:

0 If the item has an IKZC of 1 or 2, and the forecasted
quarterly demand is less than 0.25, then the item is
either not carried or the quantity is determined by the
override code.

* If the item has an INEC of I or 2, and the forecasted
quarterly demand is at least 0.25 and less than 1.0, then
carry 1 MRU or the quantity determined by the override
code. The quantity determined by the override code is
carried vhen it is greater than 1 NRU.

* If the item has an IMC of 3 or 4, and the forecasted
quarterly demand is less than 0.1, then the item is not
carried or the quantity is determined by the override
code.

* If the item has an DMC of 3 or 4, and the forecasted
quarterly demand is at least 0.1 and less than 0.5, then
carry 1 NRU or the quantity determined by the override
code. The quantity determined by the override code is
carried when it is greater than 1 ORU.

* If the item has an DM of 3 or 4, and the forecasted
quarterly demand is at least 0.5 and less than 1.0,
thencarry 2 MtU or the quantity determined by the override
code. The quantity determined by the override code is
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carried when it is greater than 2 KRUt(Ref.1:p. 2-1 -2-

21, 2-5-1 - 2-11-2, 4-1 -4-56) [Ref. 16:p. 2-1 D-2)
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115P APL C3WIT! ?AML

(DamW an &nnua1 R4QlA2flt Pactor X Itm Peculation

4

MAPL L.atxPOP APil
4 Qty 4 Qy

< .025 - 0
.025 - .49 * .1 NODF, IP

.5 - .999 2
< .0375 - 0 .15 COSAL 24.7-

25.5 32
.0375 - .999 * 25.6 -

26.4 33
< .0625 - 0 .25 COSAL 26.5-

27.3 34
.0625 - .999 * 27.4

28.1 35
1.0 - 1.1 2 28.2 - 29.036

1.2 - 1.7 3 29.1 - 29.937

1.8 - 2.4 4 30.0 - 30.838

2.5 - 3.1 5 30.9 - 31.739

3.2 - 3.8 6 31.8 - 32.640

3.9 - 4.6 7 32.7 - 33.541

4.7 - 5.4 8 33.6 - 34.442

5.5 - 6.2 9 34.5 - 35.343

6.3 - 7.0 10 35.4 - 36.244

7.1 - 7.8 11 36.3 - 37.145

7.9 - 8.6 12 37.2 - 38.046

8.7 - 9.4 13 36.1 - 39.047

9.5 - 9.9 14 39.1 - 39.948

10.0 -10.7 15 40.0 - 40.849

10.3 -11.6 16 40.9 - 41.750

11.7 -12.4 17 45.0 54
12.5 -13.3 i. 50.0 60

13.4 -14.1 19 55.0 65

14.2 -15.0 20 60.0 70

15.1 -15.8 21 65.0 76

15.9 -16.7 22 70.0 81

16.8 -17.6 23 75.0 87

17.7 -18.4 24 80.0 92

18.5 -19.3 25 55.0 97
19.4 -20.2 26 90.0 103

20.3 -21.1 27 95.0 108

21.2 -21.9 25 100.0 113

22.0 -22.8 20 100.0
22.9 -23.7 30
23.8 -24.6 31

TABLN A-3
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;hose items are insurance items and are alloyed only if
the rt to component NBC is vital. It the MC is vital,
t., tea is allowed in a quantity of one (1) or one
minimum replacement untt.

if the ean, (OR X POP)/4, is greater than 100.0, th
allovance quantity can be computed as

Allovance - Mean + 1.26
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API XI 5

The Shipboard Uniform Automated Data Processing System-

Real Tim is an on-line interactive supply and financial

system used on ships with Shipboard Non Tactical ADP Program

(SNAP) I computer hardware. The Demand History program

computes the average monthly demand and sets the

Requisitioning objective and the Reorder Point based on

recorded demand and frequency data. Table B-1 provides a

detailed explanation of a number of factors critical to

understanding how stock limits are computed.

Reorder Points and Requisitioning objectives are

computed differently f or Demand Based Items and Non-Demand

Based Items. For Demand Based Items, the Reorder Point (low

limit) is computed by adding the Safety Level and the Order

and Shipping Time. The Safety Level and the order and

Shipping Time are computed first.

SL - 2 X ID

OB?- (1L, a or 3inumt ) z NO

RP - SL + Oft

Constraints on the Safety Level are identified in Table 9-2.

[Ref. l9:p. 3-1 - 3-'41
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The Requisitioning objective (high limit) is then

computed by adding the Reorder Point (low limit) to a factor

of the Operating Lavel Multiplier, the Average Monthly

Demand and the Unit Price.

-W - 5P * wiNIfI

U 1P

AL - AD- JP

The Requisitioning Objective (high limit) for Non-Demand

Based Items is based on the established allowance or load

list quantity as identified in Table 5-3. (Ref. 19:p. 3-1 -

3-6)

The Reorder Point (low limit) is then computed as the RO

minus one r as a percentage of RO, depending upon the

levels set by the Stock Control Officer. (Ref. 19:p. 3-1 -

3-6]

The Stock Control Officer can control stocking

objectives for Demand Bied Items by entering the parameters

for computing the operating leml in the Demand History

Processing program. The Operating level Multiplier (Oin),

the Naximim months constraint (NMX) and the Minimum months

constraint (MU) are determined by Stock Control. 2te

Operating Level Multiplier (OIM) range is normally between

SO
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AVnMAGZ RUNVMA*CZ LEV3L. The term gaverage endurance
level is the qmantity of material normally required
to be on hand to sustain operations for a stated
period without augmentation; it is the median between
the safety level and stockage objective (i.e., the
safety level plus one halt the operating level).

AVIRAG3 NOWTHLY DOWIND (AND). The OAND" is the
computed average number of units requested in a
month.

DENAND. Demand rotors to the total number of units
requested by the requisitions for a given period of
time.

DEMAND BASED ITCH (DOI). The term "demand based
item" has the same definition as a POS item.

F ECY OF DRUAND. The term "frequency of demand"
or wdemand frequency", roers to the number of
requests (i.e ., "bits") that an item experiences
within a given time frame, regardless of the
quantities requested or issued.

HIGH LINIT. The term Ohigh limit" is the maximum
quantity of material to be maintained on hand and on
order to sustain current operations; it includes the
sun of stocks represented by the operating level, the
safety level, and order and shipping time. The "high
limit" is equivalent to the "requisitioning
objective".

LOW LINIT. The term "low limit" is the stock
position which signals the need to initiate
replenishment aation. It includes the mn of stocks

resented by the saetty level and the order and
shipin time. The -low limit" is equivalent to the
"reorder point".

NOW-SIN IfXN. A NOW-SIN item is an Item which does
not meet demand trequenoy tr SIN items.

?A315 3-1
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ONO-DUNAND MASRD ITEM (OW-081). Inventory items not
selected for levels omqautation based on demand and
are set by the AVCAW WTAUL/Tender Load

OPERATING IVEL (OL). The term operating levela is
the 9pant ity of material (exclusive of safety levels)
required to sustain operations during the interval
betveen successive requisitions; normally, it is the
difference in the qantity between the requisitioning
objective (high limit) and the reorder point (low
limit). The OL is computed for demand based items
and is designed to reduce the number of repetitive
requisitions generated for low-ost, high-usage items
and to limit the inventory investment for high-cost
items.

OPERATING LEVEL IULTIPLIR (OlI). The 'OUE is a
mathematical factor relating to the economic order
quantity formula and is used to express the
availability of investment dollars and the ability to
cope with vorkload produced by resupply orders. For
Demand History Processing, the 'OUE is a range
entered in months and tenths of month.

ORDER AND SHIPPING TIM. The tern 'order and
shipping time' is the Anjg ~ga (or MXgutiaM)
time between order and receipt.

ORDER AND SHIPPING TIE (OST) LRVEL. The quantity of
material which may be exhausted between the time an
item is requisitioned and the date material is
received. The OST Level is computed for demand based
items.

PEACRTIM OiEATING STOCK (P0) ITE. The term
'peaoetime operating stock item', which is synonymous
with t term 'demand based item OWN', is used by
automated ships to identify items which have a
relatively high issue rate. Normally, an item which
experiences a demand :freuon% of two or more in a
period of six moaths an tmnes to have at least
one demand evey six months h is
item. Criteria for POO items is equivalent to
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criteria for SIN items in nonautomated ships. The
PO quantity of a PO6 item Is that portion of the
requisitioning objective which supplements the
allowance and/or load list quantity; it a PO item is
not an allowance or load list item, the entire
quantity of the requisitioning objective is
considered to be POS. Semiannual review of stock
records for P06 items is required for recomputation
of requisitioning objectives.

PM-POSITIOID VAR RZS V STCK (PiRB). The term
'VISD1, as defined in the Dictionary of United States
Nilitary Terms for Joint Usage, Joint Chiefs of Staff
(JCS) Pub. 1, is the quantity of an item acquired and
positioned against a pre-positioned war reserve
requirement, is., material which strategic plans
dictate be positioned prior to hostilities at or near
the point of planned use or issue to the user, to
ensure timely support of a specific project or
designated force during the initial phase of war,
pending arrival of replenishment shipments. In its
application afloat, the term 0INNS' technically
refers to items and quantities specifically
designated as PMW in the load lists of Combat
Logistic Force (CL?) ships; however, in order to
provide for a separate basic load requirement for POS
items, the term aMlSS, as used by CLY ships, refers
to the allowance and load list quantities of each P0
item carried.

UDOR POINT. The term wroorder point' is the stock
position which signals the need to initiate
replenishment action; it includes the sun of stocks
represented by the safety level and the order and
shipping time. The fteorder point" is equivalent to
the "low limitu.

ROuBIMSCoMIN OWV. The tm 'requisitioning
objectives is the maxima quantity of material to be
maintained on band and on orer to sustain current
operations: it includes the sum of stocks represented
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by operating level, safety level, and order and
shiping time. Mhe "requisitioning objectives is

valent to the "high limit*.

RMTUIW LXIIT. The term *retention limit' roeer
to the maximum quantity of an item authorized to be
retained on board load aarryIng ships. Th retention
limit consists of the allowance and/or load list
quantity (or the requisitioning objective for demand
based item), plus the economic retention quantity as
authorized in CIMCZAMTXT 4440.5 (series) or
CIMCPACMlIMNT 4440.3 (series). Any long supply that
exceeds the retention limit is considered as
exces.SJ FIY LVI!L. The term "safety level" is the
quantity of material, in addition to the operating
level, required to be on hand to permit continuous
operations in the event of interruption of normal
replenishment or unpredictable fluctuations in issue
demand.

SEMZCTD IT KAAUIT (SIX). SIN is an inventory
control principle which, in nonautomated ships,
focuses t attention on the small percentage
of items that experience the majority of on board
demands for material.

SIN IM. A SIX item is an item which has
experienced a frequency of demand of two or more
within the past six months or has a predictable
demand frequency of two or more based on deployed or
seasonal usage. The criteria for a SIR Item is
similar to criteria for terms peacetime operating
stock" and 'demand based item" used in automated
ships. Frequency of demand is defined as the umber
of separate times an item is issued, regardless of
the quantity of each issue.

STOCI G O5.I3CTI. The ters 'stockage objective' is
the maximum quantity of material to be maintained on
hand to sustain current operationsl it includes the
aum of stock* represented by the operating level and,
the safety level.
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ArS - SL vill not be less than CO6AL
quantity plus FILL quantity

FEN Tender - SL will not be less than the largest
of the various allowance/load
components

Tender - SL will not be less than the larger
of the COSAL components plus TARSLL
or not less than KWOAD

CV/LPH/LKA/NAG - SL is computed by multiplying the SL
factor (months) in the parameter by
the AND and comparing the results to
any authorized allowance quantity.
The SL will be the greater of the
two.

TAmU 5-2

five and ten months and is an economic order quantity

formula used to express the availability of investment

dollars and the ability to cope with workload produced by

resupply orders. The MAX and NIN determine the size of the

operating Level by imposing constraints on the desired

number of months of supply. The suggested MAX range is

from six to nine months and the suggested MIN range is from

one half to two and a half months. (Ref. 19:p. 3-1 - 3-6]

In addition to setting levels, the Demand History

Processing program:

* deletes records when they are no longer required, as
specified by the Stock Control Officer,
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AFs - COSAL ILL.

IM Tender - Largest quantity from various
e1 lovance/load components.

Tender - Larger of CnAL components + TAASLL
or the KLOAD.

CV/LPH/IA/MAG - Largest tuantity of COSAL or SCOSAL
+ AVC&L. It an NKAD quantity is
available, it will be used instead
of the previous computation.

TABIj S-3

C excludes specific categories of materials from level
setting (QCOSAL and 9X, sA and 01 Cognizance materials),

0 accommodates Type Commander specifications for
classifying

• specific items as Demand Based, and changes Allowance
Type Codes as necessary (see Table 3-4) [Ref. 19:p. 3-
1 - 3-61.

u&awC TRM COMB

AT Codes 1, 2, 3 and 5 may qualify as DBI.

AT Code 4 itm are always DBI.

AT Codes 6, 7, 8 and 9 are never DSI.

TANAE 5-4



APPMNIX C

A. MMRAL STWAGR

This Appendix is a compilation of storage practices to be

reviewed prior to using the expert system. [Ref 13:p. 4-1 - 4-

95]

General Practices

Arrange materials with identification labels facing
outward to facilitate issues and inventory.

Avoid multiple locations for the same item.

Segregate materials which are dissimilar in type or

classification (e.g. hazardous/nonhazardous, large/small,

classified/unclassified, SIN/non-SIN, shelf-life/non-shelf-

life, etc.).

Main Issue Storeroom

The main issue storeroom is that storeroom which the
supply officer designates as the centralized distribution
point for most SIX and shelf-life items, and generally is
the most readily accessible of all stock material stowage
spaces when watertight integrity restrictions are in
effect.

On some ships, particularly large ships, more than one

storeroom may be required to be manned and maintained as issue

storerooms.
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Bulk storerooms

Bulk storerooms (for general stores) are spaces which are
used for stowage of case lots of certain frequently
demanded items maintained (in smaller quantities) in an
issue storeroom, or for items that are too bulky and
cumbersome for stowage in an issue storeroom.

Locate heavy bulk materials in areas most convenient to
ship's hatches and materials handling equipment (to
minimize the physical effort required for loading, stowage
and breakouts).

Locate light, bulky material in storerooms with high
overhead clearance (to maximize the use of available
space).

Renair Parts Storerooms

Supply department storerooms will be used for the stowage
of all repair parts, except bulkhead mounted spares and
certain other materials authorized to be stowed in other
departmental spaces. Although SIX, shelf-life, and
certain other repair parts generally are stored in the
main issue storeroom, most repair parts in supply
department custody normally will be located in spaces
designated as repair parts storerooms, which will be
outfitted with bins, drawer cabinets, and other stowage
aids considered most appropriate for the types of
materials to be stowed. When required, or when available
near the operating spaces to be supported, separate
storerooms will be used for stowage of electronic repair
parts, hull/mechanical/lectrical (nE0&Z) and ordnance
repair parts, nuclear weapons repair parts, reactor plant
repair parts, etc.

B. KISCZLMUUlJS M&!ZRIALB

Chronometers are controlled equipage which, in end use
ships, is always turned over to the using department(s).

A,



Classified Material

Classified material will be stowed and handled in
accordance with the Department of the Navy Supplement to
the DoD Information Security Program Regulation (OPUAVINST

Delicate I n ta

Delicate instruments, which usually are expensive and
easily damaged, require especially careful handling and
protective stowage. Delicate instruments will be kept in
a dry atmosphere, away from magnetron tubes or other
magnetic services; and (when possible), the storeroom
temperature should be 70F or below.

Metals

Bar stock, sheet metal, angle iron, tubing, pipe, and
other metals will be kept in racks specifically designed
for the stowage of such metals. The racks should be
installed fore-and-aft to minimize shifting of the stowed
material when the ship is underway. Polished sheet metal
and aluminum tubing are easily scratched and dented and
therefore, must be carefully handled and secured in the
rack. Gloves should always be worn when handling metals,
to protect the hands from injury, and to protect certain
metals (with polished surfaces) from acid stains which can
be caused by perspiration. When practicable, noncorrosive
greaseproof material will be used to separate dissimilar
metals required to be stowed together, inasmuch as direct
contact between different metals may cause corrosion due
to electrolysis.

Since any required reidentification of metals by chemical
analysis is often impracticable or too costly, many metals
that lose their identification markings are likely to
beome unusable assets and, in effect, lost to the supply
system. Positive identLfloation of metals to be used in
high pressure steam systems (or other critical shipboard
systems) is absolutely necessary. Therefore, It is
essential that the correct , specification markings,
and the manufaturer'a markings (when appropriate), are
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legibly indicated on each piece of Metal in stowage, and

on each piece of metal issued for use.

Motors and Generators

Motors and generators will be stored in their original
containers, if available. If the original containers are
not available, motors and generators viii be protected
from dust and humidity by enclosing them in a crate or
plastic wrap which includes an ample amount of desiccant;
or (as a Minimum), by coating their exposed shafts with
grease and when wrapping the shafts with greaseproof
paper.

Liauid Dielectric Capacitors

Most liquid dielectric capacitors (especially "pyranol" types)

are supplied with a piece of fine bus wire, which is attached

for the purpose of grounding the capacitor prior to its use in

a do-energized or disconnected circuit. This wire must not

become detached in stowage, nor viii it be removed by anyone

other than the technician (when the capacitor is ready for

use).

C. HAZARDOUS MATUZAL AND TAD W

General Practices

Certain materials with inherent hazardous properties
require special stoee facilities and handling
precautions. The Naval Ships" Technical Manual (Chapters
670 and 9230) and the Nasardous Material Information
System (HM1) DoD 050.4-i outline the requirements for
shipboard stowage of danrom and smisafe materials and
list these materials under each classification. Section
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A of the 3113 also includes a disposal code for each item
listed. This code, which is explained in the swaste
Disposal Procedureas of the EMS, indicates the
pretreatment method and ultimate disposal action
prescribed for spilled, spoiled, or other waste quantities
of the item to which it applies.

Hazardous mterials which are prohibited from use or
storage aboard ship are listed in the introduction of the
Hazardous Naterial Information System (Ias) DoD 6050.5-
LR. When ordering hazardous material (in FSC 68, in
particular) for stock or DTO, the HKIS will be reviewed to
ensure that prohibited items are not procured.

Flaummale Liauids Storeroom

The flammable liquids storeroom normally will be located
at either end of the ship, below the full load waterline,
not adjacent to a magazine, and will be equipped with an
automatic fire alarm and CO2 system. This storeroom also
should have incandescent and explosion proof overhead
lights (protected by lap guards), with the switch outside
the compartment; and nonsparking vent fans, with the
controllers outside the compartment. Flammable items
required to be stowed in the flammable liquids storeroom
are assigned special material content codes (SICCs) in the
H118 as follows:

a. liquids: SNCCs *DO, OF", 0G, 'PO, (when applicable to
wood alcohol), and '8;

b. pastes, greases, and other semi-solids: SCC OG";

c. solids: SUCC 'Z'.

Flammable liquids have a flashpoint of 1OOF or below;
combustible liquids, greases, and pastes have a flashpoint
of 200F or below. Items which are flammable and/or
combustible include:

a. gasoline, oils, kerosene, and other petroleum products;

b. chemicals;

c. stencil paints, marking inks, and printer's ink;
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d. solvents, thinners, primers, cmpounds, varnishes, and
lacquers i

e. alcohol, acetone, ether, and naphtha;

f. greases * nd pastes

Except for drunmed petroleum products, which may be stowed
in racks on the weather deck in accordance with the Naval
Ship's Technical Manual, Chapter 670, flammable liquids
and other flammable or combustible material vii be stowed
in the flammable liquids storeroom.

Dr0ggd radu =

Whether drumed products onboard are flammable liquids or
nonflammable material, the drums will be stowed on end
with the bund end upi an adequate identification of their
content will be legibly indicated on the side of each
drum; and if stowed on the weather deck, they will be
covered with a tarpaulin (when practicable). Drummed
products will be inspected at least weekly to insure that
the bungs are tight and that there are no leaks or
corrosion.

An acid locker is a leakproof lead lined box, chest, or
locker especially designed for stowing bottles or carboys
of acid. A label bearing the inscription "ACID 9OTTLE
STOWAGE" in 3/8 inch letters must be securely attached to
the lid of each acid locker. Acid lockers will be kept in
the flammable liquids storeroom. However, acid lockers
which contain only medical acids may be kept in a medical
storeroom. Items required to be kept in the acid locker
are assigned 36CC OV" in the H3IS. Nitric acid, which is
coded "j" in the MDIS, also is required to be kept in the
acid locker.

Liquid acid, unless classified as safe material in the
Naval Ship's Technical Manual, Chapter 670, will be stowed
in an acid locker. If an acid locker is not available,
acid bottles will be stowed in the flamable liquids
storeroom, but in this case, the deck and the lower part
of the bulkhead must be covered with a watertight rubber
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lining, and a label inscribed OACID DOTTUL STOWGE in 3/8
inch letters must be securely attached to the outside of
the storeroom door. Corrosive acids are acute fire
hazards and, therefore, should be stowed separately from
oxidizing or flammable materials. Corrosive acids (or
vapors) must not be allowed to come in contact with the
skin or eyes. A storekeeper who stows or issues these
acids will wear rubber gloves, rubber aprons, and goggles
(as necessary) to protect himself and his clothing from
acid burns.

Alcohol Locker

An alcohol locker is a chest or locker used for security
stowage of grain alcohols which are highly susceptible to
pilferage (i.e. ethanol or ethyl alcohol). Alcohol lockers
viii be located in the flammable liquids storeroom;
however, lockers that contain only medicinal alcohol (100
proof or less) may be located in any secure space
designated by the commanding officer.

Since most commonly used alcohols have a flash point below
100 degrees fahrenheit, all alcohol will be stoaed in the
flammable liquids storeroom. Not all alcohol is readily
identifiable by name. For example, many lacquer thinners
have methanol (wood alcohol), which is extremely
poisonous, as the principal ingredient. The HNIS
identifies these items by name and N8N.

D. ZKSAaDOin in?3I3AIS

Oxidizi u Martial

Many shipboard fires with resultant fatalities have been
attributed to improper stowage or handling of oxidizing
materials, particularly calcium hypochlorite. Oxidizing
materials listed in the 1011S are identified by 81CC WJ".
citric acid, a strong oxidizer, will be stowed in the acid
locker.
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All oxidizers except for oxygen, chlorine gas and calcium

hypochlorito viii be stowed in a dry compartment, away

combustible materials. (Se oxygen, chlorine gas and calcium

hypochlorits.)

Calcium --- lta

Calcium hypochlorite itself is noncombustible, however, it
is a strong oxidizing agent which will generate beat,
liberate chlorine, and cause fire when stowed in contact
with paints, oils, greases, detergents, acids, alkalies,
antifreeze, fabrics, and other organic and combustible
materials.

Stocks of calcium hypochlorite shall not be maintained
specifically for biological and chemical agent
decontamination. Stocks for other applications are
adequate for emergency decontamination. Only six ounce
bottles shall be procured and used for potable water
purification. Three and three quarter (3-3/4) pound
bottles shall be used for s*wage waste treatment.

Handling, stowage and disposal of calcium hypochlorite
requires the following precautions to be observed:

1. Calcium hypochlorito will be stored in bins or lockers
labeled wHAZARDOUS MATERIAL-CALCUMN HYPOCHLORITEN in red
letters on a white background. bins or lockers should be
located at least five feet away from any point, heat source
or surface which may exceed 140 degrees Fahrenheit and are
not subject to condensation or water accumulation. The area
shall not be adjacent to a magazine and shall not be used
for stowage of paints, oils, greases, or combustible organic
materials.

2. No more than 48 six ounce bottles or 3-3/4 pound bottles
shall be located in any individual locker or bin.

3. Ready usage stock of calcium hypochlorite issued only to
personnel designated by the medical or engineering
department shall be stored in a locked box mounted on a
bulkhead preferably in the cognizant department office
space. Under no circumstance is the box to be installed in
a machinery space, flammable liquid storeroom, berthing
space storeroom or in the oil and water test laboratory
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areas. No more than seven days supply shall be maintained
in ready usage stock at any one time.

4. For submarines, the ready usage stock of six ounce
bottles issued to the medical and engineering department
shall be stowed in a Medical Instrument and Supply Case NSH
6245-00-131-6992 which shall be kept in a secured locker
located in the cognizant department office space.

5. For CLI ships calcium hypochlorite carried as cargo shall
be stored in a separate enclosure constructed of steel or
expanded metal with a secured door.

Spill or contaminated calcium hypochlorite may be disposed
of into water, flushed to the drain or to the bilge.
There is no fire hazard from dissolved calcium
hypochlorite even in an oily bilge. Sweepings should be
dumped immediately into the water (never in trash can) and
the broom or brush rinsed immediately. Sweepings must not
be carried dry for disposal because the dust is dangerous
in shipboard drafts.

organic Chlorine Laundry Bleach

This bleach is the only laundry bleach authorized for
surface ship use. It is less hazardous than calcium
hypochlorite but under conditions of high heat and
humidity, the organic chlorine laundry bleach could emit
fumes which could be hazardous to personnel. Store this
bleach in a cool, dry place as far away from conditions of
high heat and humidity as possible.

Radioactive Material

Radioactive items listed in the KL-N are identified by
SCC OR" (or *XO if radioactive magnetic). Radioactive
instruments, electron tubes, and certain other items are
labeled with the onventionali United State Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (USNRC) radiation symbol, which must
not be removed or obliterated. The radiation levels or
radioactive material depend upon the type and
concentration f isotopes in each unit and the nmer of
units stowed together. Any area used for stowage of
radioactive material (or each bin it there is no
designated area) will be conspicuously posted with the
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standard radiation symbol and he words OCAUTION-
RADiOACTIVz ATEImALO, and as a minimm, Ill be monitored
when initial or replenishment stocks of radioactive items
are stowed. Rubber gloves and extreme caution viii be
used in handling damaged/broken radioactive instruments,
electron tubes, etc., to prevent absorption of dangerous
radioactive particles through skin abrasions. Any
suspected radiation hazard will be promptly reported to
the radiological safety officer and a representative of
the medical department.

Electron tubes are very easily broken and therefore, must
be carefully handled and adequately packaged when being
stowed or issued. Zlectron tubes susceptible to damage
from moisture normally are packed in moisture-proof
barriers, frequently with desiccant (a dehydrating agent).
Humidity indicator cards or plugs are provided for
inspecting the effectiveness of the desiccant. Such
indicators turn from blue to pink as moisture is absorbed;
and when they become ink, the desiccant must be replaced.
The cartons, cushioning, and other protective
packing/packaging in which electron tubes were received
will not be removed in stowage unless it is absolutely
necessary because of space imitations. When an electron
tube container must be reduced in size, positive identity
of the tube and as much of the packaging as possible will
be retained. When space is not a factor, the original
pack and packaging of an electron tube will be opened only
if it is reasonably certain that the packaged tube is not
the one identified by the stock number on the container.
Electron tubes that are broken (or otherwise damaged) will
be disposed of in accordance with the Naval Ship's
Technical Manual, Chapter 670.

Magnetrons are diode vacuum tubes in which the flow of
electrons is controlled by an externally applied magnetic
field. Special precautions will be taken to prevent
magnetrons with permanently attached magnets from damaging
magnetically sensitive instruments, such as compasses
electronic or mechanical) and wristwatches. (Wristwatches
should not be worn when handling magnetrons). Unshielded
magnetrons with permanently attached magneto must be kept
at least 50 feet away from aircraft or other vehicles with
electronic compasses installed.

Electron tubes unpacked for any reason except space
limitation or use will be repacked in the original carton
hen possible. The tubes will be repacked with the same
packaging and in the same position as that in the original
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carton. When repacking magnetrons or other tubes with
attached magnets, there must be at least four inches
between the center of the magnetic field and the outside
of the container.

Toxic Substances

A toxic (poisonous) substance may cause discomfort,
asphyxiation, and/or death if ingested or inhaled, or if
absorbed through the skin. There fore, adequate
precautions must be taken to prevent such dangers when
stowing or issuing toxic materials (i.e., items assigned
SCC "T" in the 31I8). Toxic substances viii be stowed in
a cool, well ventilated area, separate from acidsl and
will be protected from fire hazards or impacts which may
break seals or damage containers. Each case, carton, and
individual container of toxic material must be labeled
with a warning such as the following:

POISONI IF TAKEN INTERNALLY, WILL CAUSE SERIOUS ILLNESS,
ND POSSIBLE DEATHI

It is particularly important to ensure that containers of
poisonous liquids such as industrial alcohol are clearly
identified and labeled (i.e., to prevent human
consumption, which can be fatal).

E. CGPOMMaZD GASES

Compressed gases must be stowed on the weather deck,
unless the ship has below dock stowage spaces specifically
designed for such material. Compressed gas cylinders will
be stowed vertically and securely (with valve protection
caps in place), away from other flammable materials
(especially grease and oil). When compressed gases are
stowed on the weather deck, the cylinders will be located
as far as possible from navigation, fire control, or gun
stations; and will be protected from direct rays of the
sun, or accumulation of snow and ice. When compressed
gases are towed below deck, any leaking fumes must be
prevented from entering ventilation air-intakes leading to
working or living spaoes. Since there usually is some gas
remaining in most cylinders considered to be empty,
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emptyO cylinders will be stowed and handled with the same
precautions as full cylinders. Compressed gases,
particularly the flammable and explosive gases, must be
handled with extreme care. Some general rules for
handling compressed gas cylinders are:

a. Take every precaution to prevent cylinders from being
dropped or forcefully struck against hard surfaces
(including other cylinders). Do not tamper with the safety
devices in cylinder discharge valves: and when cylinders are
not in use, be sure that the valve protection caps always
are securely attached. (If the valve of a compressed gas
cylinder should be snapped off, the released energy would
cause the cylinder to behave as a missile. For example, a
cylinder that is pressurized to 2,200 pounds psi (per square
inch) can travel, 2,600 feet in free flight; and in a
confined space, it could be disastrous.)

b. Prevent cylinders from contact with fire, sparks, or
electrical circuits. (An exploded steel cylinder would have
the same destructive effect as an exploded bomb.)

c. Do not drag or slide cylinders required to be moved.
Secure and move them in hand trucks that meet the criteria
prescribed in the Naval Ships' Technical Manual, Chapter
9230. If suitable hand trucks are not available, tilt the
cylinders and roll then on the bottom edge.

d. Secure cylinders in a cradle, pallet, or rack when they
are loaded or off loaded with a crane or derrick. Never
hoist cylinders with electromagnets, or with hooks or lines
attached to the valve protection cap.

e. Do not alter or deface the number or other markings on
the cylinders: do not add markings without approval of the
engineering officer: and do not issue cylinders if their
contents cannot be identified. Detailed information
relative to the stowage, handling, and use of various types
of compressed gases are contained in the Naval Ship's
Technical Manual, Chapter 550.

Acetylene is inherently unstable, and may explode when
subjected to heat or shock, or upon contact with chlorine
or certain metals such as copper, silver and mercury.
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Therefore acetylene must be stored separately from oxygen
or any other material with which it forms an explosive
compound; the gas must never be allowed to escape Into an
enclosed area; and the cylinders must be protected from
flames, sparks, lightning, and static electricity.
Testing for suspected leaks should be done with soapy
water.

In moderate concentrations, acetylene may act as an
intoxicant. In higher concentrations, it will cause
unconsciousness, and ultimately asphyxiation. Some grades
of acetylene also contain many impurities. Therefore,
breathing of acetylene in any concentration for any length
of time must be avoided.

Acetylene in cylinders is dissolved in acetone which has
a tendency to f ow into the valve if the cylinders are
stowed horizontally. For this reason, acetylene must be
stowed and used only in an upright position, valve end up.
When it is known or suspected that acetylene cylinders
have been stowed on their sides, they will not be used
until they have been in a vertical position for at least
two hours.

Oxvoen and Chlorine

Oxygen and chlorine are oxidizing gases which, because
they can burn without air, strongly support combustion.
Chlorine is also poisonous). Oxygen and chlorine
cylinders must be stowed on the weather deck, or in a
separate watertight storeroom which has at least one
compartment between it and any space that is used for the
stowage of combustibles such as flammable liquids or
gases, ammunition, paint, gasoline, and oil.

Nonflammable Gases

Helium, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and argon are
nonflammable gases which, because of their inert
characteristics, may be stowed with flammable or oxidizing
gases. However, since these nonflammable gases will not
support respiration (a sufficient concentration in a
closed space will cause asphyxiation), they must be stowed
on the weather deck or in other well ventilated spaces.
The same precautions are appropriate for halocarbon
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liquids because of their high vapor pressure, lack of
odor, and tendency to displace air, causing suffocation.
Malocarbon liquids are compounds of carbon containing any
of the halogen elements (fluorine, chlorine, bromine,
iodine, or astatine. (Examples are
Konochlorodiflourmethane SNH 6830-00-060-9972 or 6830-00-
106-1659.)

Aerosol Products

Aerosol products are liquids, solutions, or powders
suspended in a gas propellant and contained in dispensers
quipped with release valves. Containers of aerosol are
used for the disposal of paints, enamels, lacquers,
insecticides, silicones, rust preventives, etc. The
aerosol propellants may be low boiling halogenated
hydrocarbons or other hydrocarbons such as liquified
propane or isobutane. Aerosol cylinders will buzit if
exposed to heat sources in excess of 120F, and are prone
to leakage if subjected to impact. Aerosol propellants
are extremely flammable and, in sufficient concentration,
can be anesthetic or asphyxiating. Aerosol products,
therefore, should be stowed in the flammable liquids
storeroom, or in cabinets away from oxidizing materials;
and mechanical ventilation will be used, when necessary,
to remove accumulated vapors.

F. 8ME1-LIF NAYTIAL

General

To facilitate periodic screening of shelf-life items,
applicable stock records (and NAVSUP Forms 1075, if
maintained) will be annotated or otherwise identified to
indicate the proper shelf-life code.

Shelf-life codes are assigned to applicable es in the

Management List-Navy (MIM).

Locate shelf-life ite in a readily accessible area to

facilitate periodic screening.
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Shelf-life issued by ashore supply activities or delivered
by contractors wili be marked (on the unit package,
exterior container, or material itself) as follows: Type
I (nonextendable shelf-life) items are those for which
shelf-life action code UU is indicated in the latest
applicable WAVSUP Form 796. All other shelf-life action
codes except 00 (non-deteriorative) apply to Type II
(extendable shelf-life) items. Current onboard stocks of
shelf-life material will be screened and, insofar as
practicable and necessary, each item will be marked to
show the Type I or Type II shelf-life data described
herein.

Shelf-life items that are not marked with any date from
which shelf-life can be determined and which have an
extended cost of $50 or more will be reported by
speedletter to the cognizant inventory manager, via the
type commander, with a request for disposition
instructions. For each item, the report will contain the
NSN or part number, item description, quantity, unit of
issue, unit price, extended unit cost, supply source (if
known), estimated date of receipt onboard, and all
external markings obtainable from each unit package or
container.

ahelf-life material will be inspected upon receipt to
ensure that it is packaged and preserved adequately, and
will be stowed in spaces that are least likely to cause
its deterioration. The coolest and driest space(s)
available ill be used for the most deteriorative materials
such as dry cell batteries, aluminum electrolytic
capacitors, chemicals, rubber products, etc. Stowage will
be arranged to facilitate and insure issue of the oldest
stock first (i.e., by the first in-first out (FIFO) method
based on shelf-life expiration rather than date of
receipt). To facilitate periodic screening, shelf-life
items should be consolidated in a readily accessible area
whenever possible.

Shelf-life material will be inspected periodically (as
frequently as necessary, according to shelf-life codes)
for condition and expiration dates. When a multiple
quantity item is inspected, units with different
expiration dates will be rearranged, if necessary, to
place units with the earliest expiration date in front of
the others (i.e., to facilitate issue of the oldest stock
first).
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Expired Type 11 shelf-life items will be restored (when
within the ship's capability) in accordance with
applicable slf-lif. action codes in the IL-N and/or the
cognizant inventory manager's instructions. Technical
assistance will be obtained from other departments, as
required. The expiration dates on the stock labels of
restored items vlll then be extended, as appropriate.
Expired Type 11 shelf-life items which are not within the
ship's capability to restore will be turned in to the
nearest ashore supply activity.

Expired Type I shelf-life items normally will be disposed
of by removal from stock and destruction, unless the
averaged items can be utilized safely for secondary
purposes not requiring material in ready for issue
condition.

The shelf-life item inventory will be reviewed
systematically in comparison with anticipated requirements
to ensure timely turn-in of those items which the ship is
unable to restore or to utilize, by or prior to, the
material expiration dates. The never rather than the
older stock of an item always will be turned in unless
extenuating circumstances are involved (e.g. deployment
schedules) which render such action impracticable. Type
I shelf-life material will not be turned-in to supply
activities in the United States including Hawaii if the
extended cost of the item is les than $50, or the
remaining storage life is less than three months. Type I
shelf-life material will not be turned-in to supply
activities in Alaska or overseas bases if the extended
cost of the item is less than $100 or the remaining
storage life is less than six months. Such material will
be retained on board and used, if possible, prior to its
shelf-life expiration date.

Disposition of shelf-life items designated as critical
will continue to be affected in accordance with pertinent
directives issued by the cognizant inventory manager.
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APPUEDIX D

A. UOWIZ1I.31

A:A1: (NJ) AVAILABLE FOR Off DATA
A: 91: [ W61 "SA
A:Cl: (K6] AVAILABLE FOR HM? DATA
A: D1: (KG] "WQOTY
A: 91: [KG] "LOAD
A:F1i: (K143 "NSN
A:G1: (W6] "MCCUI
A:H1: (KG] *COS
A:I1: [KS] "LL
A:J1: [W5] "FTLQ
A:Kl: (W5] "SECL
A:Li: [W5] wATCC
A:X1: (KS] AADPE
A:N1: [W7] "WDC1
A:01: (K7] "ZOC?
A:P1: (K7] "LoDC3
A:Ql: (K7] OLOC4
A:R1: IKS] "MISC
A:S1: (W41 "tlC
A:T1: [W12] "NOgIEN
A:U1: (K6] "STWQ
A:V1: [KG] "PKUP
A:K1: (K6] "AVCAL
A:X1: (K6] "NKEPS
A:Y1: (K6] OBCOSA
A:Z1: (W6] "OSALL
A:Ah1: (V6] "TARSLL
A:AB1: (K6] AVAILKSLZ FOR MV? DATA
A:ACI: (MG) AVAI LABLE FOR BM? DATA
A:AD1: (KG] 0RO
A:AE1: (KG] OUP
A:A2: [WI] NO ENTRY REQUIRED
A:92: (KG] (FO) +<<D:\NOJULB4.KK3>>A:M2..A.:M2
A:C2: (KG] NO ENTRY REQUIRED
A:D2: (K6) (F0) 4<<A:\NOVULa2.WX3>A:N2..A:N2
A:32: (KG) (FO) +<<:\jlODJIZ3.WK3>>A:O2..A:O2
A: F2t (K14] DOWWlAD FROM DAAAS OR MANUAL ENTRY:
NATIONAL STOCK MURDE
A: 02: (KG) DOWNLOAD FRMDATABASE OR MANUAL ENTY:
MATEIALM CONTROL CODE/UNIT OF IBMU
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A:92: (WGJ DOWILOAD FROM DATABASE OR MANUAL ENTRY:
COSAL QUANTITY
A: 1 2: (VS I DOWNLOAD FRtOM DATABASE OR MANUAL ENTRY: LOAD
LIST QUANTITY (USID T)
A:J2: [WSJ DOWNLOAD FROM DATABASE OR MANUAL ENTRY:
FLEET WAD QUANTITY (USID 5)
A:K12: (VS] DOWNLOAD FROM DATABASE OR MANUAL ERY:
SECURITY CODE
A: [2: (VS]I DOWNLW FROM DATABASE ORt MANUAL ENTRY:
ALLOWANCE TYPE CODE
A:N2: [W51 DOWNLOAD FROM DATABASE OR MANUAL ENTY:
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
A:N12: (W1] DOWNLOAD FRtOM DATABASE OR MANUAL ENTRY:
LOCATION I
A: 02: 1 7 ] DOWN LOAD FROM DATABASE OR MANUAL ENTRY:
WCATION2
A: P2: (W1 DOWNLOAD FROM DATABASE OR MANUAL ENTRY:
LOCATION3
A: Q2: (117] DOWNLOAD FROM DATABASE OR MANUAL ENTRY:
LCATION4
A: R2: (W1 DOWNLOAD FROM DATABASE OR MANUAL ENTY:.
MISCELLANEOUS LOAD QUANTITY OR XLOAD
A: S2: (1143 DOWNLO)AD FROM DATABASE OR MANUAL ENTRY:
LoOCAL MANAGUMENT CODE
A:T2: (1112) DOWNLAD FROM DATABASE OR MANUAL ENTRY:
NOMENCLA*TURE
A:U2: (1163 DOWNLOAD FRtOM THE DATABASE OR MANUAL ENTRY:
SSPO TENDER LOAD LIST QUANTITY (USID 3)
A:V2: ([16] DOWNLOAD FROM THE DATABASE OR MANUAL ENTRY:
PACK-UP ITEM (USID C)
A: 12: IW6 3 DOWNLOAD FRtOM DATABASE OR MANUAL ENTRY:
AVCAL QUANTITY (USID C)
A:X2: ([16] DOWNLOAD FROM DATABASE OR MANUAL ENTRY:
NUVEPS ALLOWANCE (USID B OR T)
A: Y2: (V6 3 DOWNLAD FRO DATABASE OR MANUAL ENTRY:
SCOSAL QUANTITY (9S8ID C)
A: Z2: C V61 DOWNLOAD FROM DATABASE OR MANUAL ENTRY: OS
ALLOWANCE QUANTIT (US ID B)
A: AA2: (P6] DOWN WAD F=OM DATABASE OR MANUAL ENTRY:
TENDER LOAD LIST (VOID 8 OR T)
A:AB2: (361 NO WIRY RUUIRE
A:AC2: (P6) NO SMTY RVQUIRE
A: AD2: [W6] DOWNLOAD FNM DATABASE OR MANUAL ENTRY:
REQUISITIOumIN Ow30T.V3
A: £22: (PS) DOWNLODAD FRMDATABASE OR MANUAL XNTRY:
REORDER POINT

Mhcao
A:3A2: (W61 "OPTIOIIA
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A:3C2: (MG63 (RECALC D2..D1OOOj-
A:3C3: (1163 IIECAL4C 92..22000)-
A:BCS: [IN6) 'OADD SA WME AND 1F NOVULZ4 1S COKPLETED

A:Al: (1114] '1181
A:B1: (116) D3ANI
A:C1: (N1 "DFIhl
A:D1: (W1 OSIAR1
A:E1: [116] ODAPR
A:F1: [1163 "DKhY
A:G1: (16] wDJUN1
A:H1: (16] "D3UL1
A:11: (116] "DAUGi
A:J1: [116] "DSEPi
A:K1: (116] OOCT1
A:L1: (116] "ONOVI
A:N1: (116] "DDEC1
A:N1: (116] "DJAN2
A:01: [116] ODFZB2
A:P1: (1163 "SCAR2
A:Ql: (W1 "DAPR2
A:R1: (11 *DKAY2
A:S1: (11 'D7U112
A:Tl: (11 "DUL2
A:U1: (116] 'DAUG2
A:V1: [116] "DSEP2
A:11l: [1163 'DOCT2
A:X1: (1163 '011V2
A:Y1: (116] *DDZC2
A:A2: (11143 +(<C:\WTUS\OEJLE1.1K3>>A:F2. .A:72
A:952: (116] MANUAL ENRY REQUIRED: TOTAL PUN=E REQIRED
A: C2: (1163 MANUAL DITRY REQUIRED: TOTAL NMME REQUIRED
A: D2: (1163 MANUAL WNRY REQUIRED: TOTAL VNUI'ER REQUIRED
A: 32: (116] MANUAL ENTY NEQIRED: TOTAL NURSER REQUIRED
A: F2: (W1 MANUAL El WRY REQUIRED: TOTAL 0- ONR REQUIRED
A:02: [116] MANUAL ENTRY REQUIRED: TOTAL NWE REQU F IRED
A: 12: (1163 HAMANA NTRY REQUIRED: TVAL H 3-1 REQUIREZD
A: 12: (616 MANUAL EBTR REQUIRE: TOTAL WURSE REQUIRED
A: .2: (W1 MANUAL ENTRY REQXUD: TOTAL MUM=SE REQUIRD
A: 32: [1163 MANUAL BNTR REQUIRE: TOTAL MUMDE REQUIME
A: L2 IN[11] MANUAL NITRY REQUIMZ: TOTAL m~lE REUIRED
A: K2: [1163 MANUAL ENTRY REQUIRE: TOTAL 0UE REQUE
A 212: [1163 MANUAL UWEY REQUIRED: 19AMURE REQUIRE
A: 022 (W1 MANUAL UWRV NMQI=E: got"L inin MIRE

A: P2: [1163 MANUAL WIRY REUIRED: TOM AL 00 REQUIRE



A: Q2: (W641 MANUAL ENTRY RDQUZRED: TOTAL 331313 REQIRED
A: 32: (116 MANUAL ZNTRY 33QUIME: TOTAL PNIKfl RUQUXRED
A 282: (1161 MAXUAL 3N1RY R3MOD: TOMA r 33633 FUI 1
A: T2: (116) MANUAL ENTRY REQUIRED: TOTAL 331313 RZQUIRED
A:U2: [1163 MANUAL ENTRY REQUIRZD: TOTAL X31333 REQUIRED
A: V2: (116] MANUAL ENTR REQUIRED: TOTAL NUN=3 REQUMRD
A:W12: (16] MANUAL WNTRY R3QUIRED: TOTAL 33635 REQUIRED
A: X2: (1 MANUAL ENTRY REQUIRED: TOTAL NUMEER REQIRED
A.:Y2: (116) MANUAL ENTRY REQIRED: TOTAL 33633 REQUIRED

MACRO
A:AA3: (116] OPTIONA
A:AC3: [116) '(RICAX.C A2..AI000)-

C. VOIRC8T2.11K3

A:A1: (W1) '1T7R2
A:391: ([W6] *2T7 R2
A: C1: (W1 132
A:D1: (116] '4T732
A:91: [11 '51732
A:71: [116) 06T732
A:G1: (11 '7T732
A:H1: (116] 88T7R2
A: II: [116) '9T7t2
A:Jl: (W16) 01OTPR2
A:R1: (116] I 1TFR2
A: LI: (11 'TL2
A:N1: (116) '2TL2
A:NX: [116) '3TL2
A:02: (116) t4TL2
A:P1: (116) 'STL2
A:Q1: (116] OGTL2
A:Rl: (116] '7IL2
A:21: (91 1 T3L2
A:Tl: (116] 'Th

A:U1: (1163 '1OTL2

A:111: (113 012TL2
A:X1: (11O3 '11T2
AMY: (V1 *2'1Y2
kzi: (11 03T2
A&AA1Z (1163 *4TT2
AzAl: (116) 'S"T
AsACl: (91 1 V6M
AsAD~s (91 07TT2

Av~t~ (06]0806



A:AG1: [M6] '1OTT2
A:AMl: (MG] '11TT2
A:AI1: [MG) '12T
A:AJ1: (W6] 'S'?rRN
A:AK1: [MG] *E8CA
A:ALI: (W6) OISCS
A:A2: (W6] (10) +K2+Y2
A:92: (MG) (70) *324Z2
A:C2: (M61 (T0) 402+AA2
A:D2: [MG) (70) +P2.A52
AM3: (MG1 (70) +Q2.AC2
A:F2: ("G) (70) +R2+AD2
A:G2: [M61 (70) +82+A12
A:H2: (MG] (70) *T2+A?2
AM1: (MG) (70) *U2+AG2
A:J2: [MG] (70) +V2+AH2
A:K2: (W6] (70) +W2+A12
A:L2: (W61 (72)
(SAKS2*(.«<C:\WLJMS\DUIAND.MK3>>A:N2. .A:N2) )+( (1-SAKS2) *
((+<<C:\LOTUS\DEXAND.VK3>>A:N2. .A:N2)4AJ2))
AMX: [MG] (72)
($AK$2*(+<<C: \LOTUB\DD(AD. K3>>A:O02. . A: 02))+ ((1-SAKS2)'
(L2+X2))
A:N2: [MG] (7)
($AK$2*(.ccC:\WTUS\DEANDoMK3>>A:P2,.A:P2))+((1-$AK$2)*
(N2+Y2))
A:02: [MG] M7)
(SAKS?' (+<<C:\WTUS\DDIAND.MK3>>A:Q2. .A:Q2))+((1-$AK$2)*
(N24Z2))
AMP: (MG] (72)
($AK$2*(+<<C:\W4TUS\DKAD.MK3>>A:R2. .A:R2) )+( (1-SAKS?) *
(02+AA2))
A:Q2: (MG) (72)
($AKS2*(.<<C:\WTYMS\DUIAND.MK3>>A:s2..A:S2))I((1-$AKS2)*
(P2+AB2))
A:R2: (MG] (F2)
($AK$2'(+<<C:\LOTU8\DIAMD.K3>'>A:T2..A:T2))+((1-$AK$2)*
(Q24AC2))
A:92: (MG] (F2)
($AK$2*(+<<C: \WTU8\DWID.K3>A: U2. . AMU) )+( (1-SAKS?)'
(Rt2+AD2))
AMT: (MG] (72)
($AK$*O(+<<C: \L0T1US\DUWGD.WM>A:V2. .A:V2)) )+ (1I-SAKS?)
(82+A&2))
AMU: (MG) (F2)
($AKS2* (+<C: \WTU\DWLUD.MM>A:M2. .A:W2) )+((1-$AK$2)*
(12+A12))
AM?: (MG) (72)

1L07



($AXK$2'(+<<C:\LOTUS\DMAND.WK3>>A:X2..A:X2))+((1-$AX$2)*
(U2+AG2))
A:V2: ING) (F2)
($AK$2'(+<<C:\LOTUS\DDIAND.WK3>A:Y2. A: Y2))+((1-SAX$2)O
(V2+AN2))
A:X2: IV6] (?2)
($AL$2e (L2-(+<<C: \LTS\DEKAND.VK3>>A:N2. .A: N2))) )+ (1-$A
L$2)*AJ2)
A:Y2: (W61 (F2) ($AL$2*(M2-L2))4((1-$AL$2)*X2)
A:Z2: (ff6] (F2) ($AL$2*(N2-M2))+((1-$AL$2)*Y2)
A:AA2: [ff6] (72) (SAL$2*(02-N2))4((1-$AL$2)*z2)
A:AB2: (ff6] (72) ($AL$2* (P2-02)) +((I-$AL$2) AA2)
A:AC2: (ff6] (72) ($AL$2*(Q2-P2))+((l-$AL$2)0A82)
A:AD2: (ff6) (72) ($AL$2*(R2-Q2))+((l-$AL$2)*AC2)
A:AE2: (ff6] (F2) ($AL$2*(S2-R2))+((1-$AL$2)*A02)
A:AF2: (fW6] (F2) ($AL$2*(T2-82))+((1-$AL$2)*AZ2)
A:AG2: (W61 (72) (SALS2*(U2-T2))+((1S$AL$2)*AF2)
A:AH2: (Wf6] (F2) (SALS2*(V2-U2))+((1-$AL$2)*AG2)
A:A12: (ff6] (72) ($ALS2*(W2-V2))+((1-$AL$2)*AH2)
A:AJ2: (ff6] 0 IS A MANDATORY ENTRY
A: AK2: ([W6] MANUAL ENTRY: EXPON ENT IAL SMOOTHING FACTOR,
ALPHA
A: AL2: (Wf6] MANUAL ENTRY: EXPONENTIAL SMOOTH1ING FACTOR,
BETA

MACRO
A:AN2: (fW6] 'OPTIONA
A:AP2: (ff6] '(RECALC L2..LIO00)-
A:AP3: (ff6] *(RBCALC X2..X1000)-
A:AP4: (ff6] O(RECAWC N2..M1000)-
A:AP5: [ff6] '(RECALC Y2..YI000)-
A:AP6: (ff6] O(RECALC N2..N1000)-
A:AP7: (ff6] *(RECALC Z2..Z1000)-
A:AP8: (ff6] l(RECALC 02..O1000)-
A:AP9: (ff6] '(RECALC AA2..AAI000)-
A:AP1O: ([f61 g(RECALC P2..P1000)-
A:AP11: (ff6] 'IRECAL.C A92..AB1000)-
A:AP12: (ff6] '(RICALC Q2..Q1000)-
A:API3: (US)3 '(RECALC AC2..AC1000)-
A:AP14: [16] '(RZCALC R2..Rl000)-
A:AP15: (ff6] '(RECALC AD2..ADIOOO)-
A:AP16: [ff63 '(MZAC 82..S1000).
A:AP17: [ff63 '(RBCALC AE2..AZ1000)-
A:AP1S: (N1 '(R3CALC T2..T1OOO)-
A:A219: ING]3 l(PZCALC AF2..AFIOOO)-
A:AP2Oz (f63 '(RZCALC U2..Ul000)-
A:AI31: (163 OIRUCALO AG2..Aa1000)-
A:AP22: (tUG) '(PZCALC V2..VI000).
A:AP23: (ff63 '(XRCALC AN2..Anl000)-
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A:AP24: (W6) I(RECALC U2..V2OOO)-
A:AP25: IW6] '(RECkLC A12..AIIOOO)-
A:AP26: [V6] '(RECALC A2..K1000)-

D. VOFCT. WK3

A:A1: (W61 OTFOR1
A:81: (W16) OTFOR1
A:C1: (W16] OTFOR1
A:D1: (16) OTFOR1
A:21: (116) OTFOR1
A:F1: [W1 OTFOR1
A:Gl: (W1 "TFORI
A:H1: (116] OTFORI
A:Il: (116] OTFOR1
A:Jl: (116] OTFORI
A:K1: ([16) OTFOR1
A:L1: (116] OTFORI
A:N1: (W16) "TL1
A:N1: (W16] "TL1
A:01: (W16] "TL1
A:P1: ([W6] "TL1
A:Q1: [116] "TL1
A:R1: (W61 "TL1
A:S1: [116] OU
A:T1: (W1 "TL1
A:U1: (116] OTL1
A:Vl: (116] OTU
A:V1: (116] OTL
A:Xl: [116] OTL1
A:Yl: (616 " 'F1
A:Zl: (116] OTT1
A:AA1: (116] OTTI
A:AD1: (1 OTT1
A:ACI: (11 OTT1
A:AD1: (116] NTI
A:AZ1: (116] OTTI
A:AP1: (116] OTT1
A:AGI: (116] OTTI
A:AM1I: (1163 OTTI
A:AI1: (116] OT1
A:AJI: (116] OTTI
A:AI: (1163 8T3
A:ALI: [W1 ISCA
A:AM2: (W1 'ZSCIS
A:A2: (116] (FO) +N2+Y2
A:32: (1161 (FO) +162+Z24
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A:C2: [V1 (70) 402+AU.
A:D2: (116) (70) *P2+AB2
A:g2: (616 (70) +Q2+AC2
A:72: (616 (T0) 4+R2.AD2
A:G2: [W1 (70) +S2+AE2
A:112: IV1 (7O) +T2+"72
A:12: [W1 (70) .U24AG2
A:32:# (1 (TO) *V2+AH2
AMK: (1 (70) +112+AI2
A:L2: [N1 (70) +X2+AJ2
AM11: [116) (F2)
*17(+<<C:\WTUS\7ORCST2 .V13>A:12. .A:112>-1, ($AL$2*(+<<c:
\LOTUS\DDIAMD.1K3)A:2..A:2))+((-AL$2)*((4<<C:\WATUS
\7ORCST2.11K3>>A:112..A:W2)+(+<cC:\LO'1 S\7ORcST2.VK3>>A:AI
2. .A:AI2))) *($AL$2*(+<<C:\LWS\DKAID.VK3>>A:52..A:B2))
*( (1-SALS2)*((+<C:\WTUS\DEXAND.K3>>A:B2. .A:82)eAK2)))
A:N2: [116] (72)
(SALS2*(+<<C:\W4TUS\DEKAND.WK3>>A:C2..A:C2))+((1-$ALS2)*
(M2+Y2))
A:02: [W6] (F2)
(SALS2*(+<«C:\WTUS\DEMND.11K3 A:D2. .A:D2) )+( (1-$ALS2)*
(N2+Z2))
A:P2: (116] (F2)
(SAL$2*(+<«C:\W4TUS\DEAND.WK3>A:E2..A:E2))+((l-$ALS2)*
(02+AA2))
A:Q2: (W1 (F2)
($AL$2*(+<<C:\WTUS\DEAND.11K3>A:F2..A:72))+((1-$AL$2)*
(P2+AB2))
A:R2: (116] (F2)
(SAL$2*(+<«C:\WATUS\DEAND.11K3>>A:G2. .A:G2))+((1-SAL$2)*
(Q2+AC2))
A:S2: [1163 (F2)
($AL$2*(+<<C:\W4TUS\DEAID.WK3>>A:H2..A:H2))+((1-$AL$2)*
(R2+AD2))
AMT: (W1 (F2)
($AL$2*(+<«C:\WTUS\DEND.1K3>A:2..A:2))((.-$AL$2)*
(82*AZ2))
A:U2: (1163 (F2)
($AL$2*(+<<C:\W4TUS\DEIAND.1K3>>A:J2. .A:J2) )+( (1-$AL$2) *
(T2+"F2))
AMV: [116) (72)
($AL$2*(+<<C:\W'N3\DZKwID.K3>>A:K2..A:K2)).((1-$A2)*
(U2+A0,2))
AIW2: [1163 (F2)
($AL$2*(+<<C:\LOTUS\DDIAND.WK3>>A:L2..A:L2))+((1-$AL$2)*
(V2+A12))
A:X2: [116) (F2)
($AL$2*(+<<C:\I01'US\D3WID.WK3> A:K2. .A:X2))+( (1-$AL$2)*
(W2+A12))
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A:Y2: (1 (F2)
*IF(+<C:\LTS\FO~tCST2.W3>A:z. .A:112>-1, ($AN$2* (MZ-(+
<C:\WTUS\PORCST2.VK3>>A:W2..A:v2)))((1-SAN$2)(<C\
LOTUS\FORCST2.VK3> A:A12. .A:A12)), ($ANS2*(N2-(iccC:\LoTu
S\DEMND.11K3>>A:52. .A:82) ) ) +C(1-$AI$2) *A12))
A:Z2: (116] (72) (SAM$2*(N2-X2))+((1-SAN$2)*Y2)
A:AA2: (116) (V2) ($AN$2*(02-N2)).((1-$AN$2)*Z2)
A:AB2: [116] (F2) ($AN$2*(P2-02))+((1-$AN$2)*AA2)
A:AC2: (116] (?2) ($AN$2'(Q2-P2))+((1-$Ajg$2)oAB2)
A:AD2: (116) (P2) ($AN$2*(R2-Q2)).((1-$AN$2)*AC2)
A:AE2: ([16] (P2) ($AM$2*(S2-.R2))+((1-$ANS2)*AD2)
A:A72: (116] (F2) ($AMS2*(T2-S2)).((1-$AJ1$2)*.E2)
A:AG2: (116] (F2) ($AN$2*(U2-T2))+((1-$AN$2)*AF2)

A:A12: [116) (P2) (SANS2*(112-V2)).((1-$AxS2)*AH2)
A:AJ2: (116] (F2) ($AN$2*(X2-112)).((1-$ANS2)*AI2)
A:AX2: (W6) 0 IS A MANDATORY ENTRY
A:AL2: (116] MANUAL ENTRY: EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FACTOR,
ALPHA
A:AX2: (116] MANUAL ENTRY: EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FACTOR,
BETA

MACRO
A:A02: (616 'OPTIONA
A:AQ2: (W16)11'RECALC M2..M1000)-
A:AQ3: (1 '(RECALC Y2..Y1000)-
A:AQ4: (116] l(RECALC N2..N1000)-
A:AQ5: (11 '(RECAIC Z2..ZI000)-
A:AQ6: (N1 '(RICALC 02..01000)-
A:AQ7: (616 '(RECALC AA2..AAI000)-
A:AQS: (116] '(RECALC P2..PI000)-
A:AQ9: (11 '(RECALC AB2..AB1000)-
A:AQ1O: (116] l(RECALC Q2..Q1000)-
A:AQ11: (116] '(RECALC AC2..ACI000)-
A:AQ12: (V1 O(RECALC R2..RI000)-
A:AQ13: (116] (REC&W AD2..AD1000)-
A:AQ14: ([16] '(RCIC S2..SI000)-
A:AQ15:. (116] '(RZCALC A22..AB1000)-
A:AQ16: (W1 01RECALC T2..T1000)-
A:AQ17: (11 D(RZCAW AP2..AFI000)-
A:AQ1S: (116] OIRZCALC U2..U1000).
A:AQ19: (11 01RUAL A02..AG1000)-
A:AQ2O: [116] O(RCAI.C V2..VOOO)-
A:AQ21: (116] '(RZCALC A52..AN1000)-
A:AQ22: (W1 f(UXCALC 112..111000)-
A:AQ23: (11 '(RZCALC A12..AX1000)-
A:AQ24: [116] '(UCALC X2..XI000)-
A:AQ25: (116) O(RZCALC AJ2..A671000)-
A:AQ26: (11 O(R3CALC A2..LI000)-



E. NOWULZ. 113: 2 Wek

A:A1: (116] 02 WKS
A:81: [V1 '31/2
A:Cl: [116] '71/2
A:D1: (W1 '311/2
A:E1: (W1 "A1/2
A:F1: (116] '11/2
A:Gl: (116] '31/2
A:Hl: (116] O31/2

A:J1: ING6) '51/2
A:K1: (116) "01/2
A:L1: (116] ONi12
A:M1: (116] 'D1/2
A:Nl: (W16] ILDQTY
A:A2: ([W6] NO ENTRY REQUIRED
A:82: (116] (F0) (+.cC:\WTUS\YORCST.1K3>>A:L2..A:L2)/2
A:C2: [116] (70) (+<<C:\WTUS\FIORCST.11K3>>A:A2..A:A2)/2
A:D2: (W16] (F0) (+<<C:\LOTUS\FORCST.11K3>>A:B2. .A:B2)/2
A:E2: (W16] (70) (+<<C:\LOTUS\FORCST.WK3>>A:C2. .A:C2)/2
A:F2: (W16] (70) (+<<C:\LOTUS\TORCST.1K3>>A:D2..A:D2)/2
A:G2: (W16] (70) (+<<C:\LOTUS\FORCST.WK3>>A:E2..A:E2)/2
A:H2: (W16] (70) (+<<C:\LOTUS\FORCST.11K3>A:F2..A:F2)/2
A:12: (116] (70) (+«<C:\LODTUS\7ORCST.11K3>>A:G2..A:G2)/2
A:J2: (W16] (70) (+<<C:\W4TUS\FORCST.11K3>>A:H2..A:H2)/2
A:K2: (116] (F0) (+<<C:\LOTUS\7ORCST.11K3>>A:I2..A:I2)/2
A:L2: (116] (70) (+<<C:\WTUS\FORCST.1K3>>A:J2..A:J2)/2
A:M2: (116] (70) (+<<C:\WTUS\FORCST.WK3>A:K2..A:X2)/2
A:N2: (W1 CREATED BY OPTION 1-12

A:01: [116] MACRO DIRECTORY
A:02: [116] 0OPTION1
A:Q2: [116] *(RECALC B2..Bl000)-
A:Q3: [W1 '(NEN)RV(CB)B2..B1000-(CE)N2..N1000-
A:05: [116] OOPTION2
A:Q5: [116] I(RECALC C2. .C1000) -
A:Q6: ([16] '(MEN)RV(CZ)C2. .C1000-(CE)N2. .N1000-
A:08: (1 OOPTION3
A:Q8: (116] '(RZCALC D2..Dl000)-
A:Q9: (116] '(EN)RV(CR)D2..DIOO0-(CE)112..NIO00-
A:011: [116] OOPTIOI4
A:Q11: (W1 '(RSCALC 32. .31000)-
A:Q12: (116] O(NN=U)RV(CU)Z2..Z1000-(CE)N2..NlOOO-
A:014: [116] 'OPTIONS
A:Q14: (11 '(RECALC F2..V1000)-
A:Q15: (11 '(NZU)NV(C3)F2..F1000-(CE)N2..N1000-
A:017: [IN6] 'OPTIONS,
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A:Q17: (146] OIRECAL C 2..GIOOO)-
A:Q1O: (146) O(3(3MIURV(C)G2..01OOO-(CE)N2..NIOOO-
A:020: (146) 0PrI0N7
A:Q20: (146] '(RZCALoC 142..H1000)-
A:Q21: (W146 '(1431)RV(C)H2..HlOOO-(CE)N2..NlOOO-
A:023: (1 'OPToNS
A:Q23: (1 '(RECAWC 12..11000)-
A:Q24: (146] 'INEHU)Rv(CE)12..11000-(CE)N2..N1000-
A:026: (146) *OPTION9
A:Q26: (146) '(RECALC J2..J1000)-
A:Q27: (MG6) '(NDIURV(CZ)J2..J1000-(CI)N2..N1000-
A:029: (146] 'OPTIONlO
A:Q29: (W46] '(RECALC K2..K1000)-
A:Q30: (146] '(1 N')R(CI)K2..K1000-(CE)N2..N1000-
A:032: (W46] 'OPTIONli
A:Q32: [W46] O(RECALC L2..L1000)-
A:Q33: (W6] '(DIEN)RV(CEP)L2..L1000-(CE)N2..I00-
A:035: (146] 'OPTION12
A:Q35: CW6] '(RECALC 12..N1000)-
A:Q36: (146] '(NEMU)RVfCE)142..N1000-ICE)N2..N1000-

F. NOIXJLE2.WK3: 3 Wee.ks

A:A1: (1W6] '3 WKS
A:Bl: ([W6] '31/3
A:C1: (W46] "Fl/3
A:D1: (146] "141/3
A:E1: (W46] "A1/3
A:Fl: (W46] "1/3
A:Gl: [W46] *Jl/3
A:H1: (1 O31/3
A:I1: (W463 *A1/3
A:J1: (W46] "Sl/3
A:K1: (W46] 001/3
A:Ll: [1463 "11/3
A:Ml: (W1 "D1/3
A:N1: [W146 'WQTY
A:A2: (1463 NO ENTY REQUIRED
A:B2: (W1 (F0) (+<<C:\W'IU8\70RCST.VIK3>>A:L2..A:L2)/3
A:C2: (146] (FO) (+<C:\WTUS\ORCST.14K3 A:A2..A:A2)/3
AMD: (146] (F0) (+<<C:\W1U8\ORCT.4K3>>'A:B2..A:D2)/3
AM3: (1463 (10) (+<<C:\U=S\FORCST.143A:C2..A:C2)/3
AM?: (1 (F0) (+<<C:\W YMS\70C3T.14K3>A:D2..A:D2)/3
A:G2: [146] (70) (+<<C:\ID1'S\F0RCST.WK3>>A:Z2. .A:32)/3
A:92: (1463 (70) (4<<C:\W4TUS\70RCST.WK3>A:72. .A:F2)/3
AM1: (146] (FO) (+<<C:\WTUS\0RCST.IC>>A:CG2..A:02)/3
A:32: (1463 (10) (+<<C:\LOTUS\FORCST.14K3> A:82..A:N2)/3
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A:L2: (16 ) (10) (4ccC:\WWYS\0c3T.1K3>,A:J2..AtJ2)/3
A:112: ING6) (T0) (4<<C:\LOTUS\7ORC3T.11K3>A:K2..A:K2)/3
A:N2: (V1 CREATED BY OPTIONS 1-12

A:01: [W1 MACRO DIRECTORY
A:02: [V1 *OPTION1
A:Q2: (116) *12CA.C 92.591000)-
A:Q3: (116) "(NZMU)RV(CE)32..D1000-(CR)12...N1000-
A:O5: [116) 0OPTIOI2
A:QS: (V1 g(RECAWC C2..CIO00)-
A:Q6: [116] '(NZNU)RV(CE)C2. .C1000-(CE)12..N1000-
A:OS: [V1 OOPT'1013
A:QS: [V1 'JPZCALC D2..DlOOO)-
A:Qg: (1 '(KEDI)RV(CE)D2..D1000-(CZ)N2..N1000-
A:O11: (1 O0PT10114
A:Q11: ([16] '(RECALiC E2..E1000)-
A:Q12: (116] '(XEN)RV(CE)E2..E1000-(CE)N2..N1000-
A:014: (116] OOPTIO6S
A:Q14: (116] '(RECALC P2..Fl000)-
A:Q15: (1 '(KENUJRV(CE)F2..F1000-(CE)N2..N1000-
A:017: [V1 1PT10116
A:Q17: (1 '(RECALC G2..G1000)-
A:QlS: (116] '(NEN)RV(CE)G2..G1000-(CE)N2..N1000-
A:020: [IN6] OOPTION7
A:Q20: (116] '(RECALC H2..Hl000)-
A:Q21: [116] '(IIEN)RV(CE)i2. .H1000-(CE)N2. .11000-
A:023: (116] 'OPTION1S
A:Q23: (116] '(RECALC 12..I1000)-
A:Q24: [W1 '(NENU)RV(CE)12..IIOOO-(CZ)N2..NIOOO-
A:026: [V1 '01T10119
A:Q26: (116] '(RECALC J2..JI000)-
A:Q27: (116] '(NKU)RV(CE)J2..J1000-(CX)112..N1000-
A:029: (116] '071"I0110
A:Q29: (W1 '(RECALC X2..KIO00)-
A:Q30: [11 '(NMU)RV(CE)K2..KI000-(CE)N2..NI000-
A:032: [116] 8OPTION11
A:Q32: [W1 '(RZCALC L2..L1000)-
A:Q33: (116] 'INU)RV(CZ)L2. .LIOO0-(CZ)12. .11000-
A:035: (116) tOPTION12
Ao:Q35: [116) *(ZCALC 32. .31000)-
AsQ36: (MG6) '(XZNU)RV(CZ)32. .N2000-(CZ)N2. .11100-

G. UOWLU2.3K3: I Mout

AZkl: ([16] ̂ UWS
A:91: (16) OJ1
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A:C1: (116) "Fl
A:Dl: (116] NI
A:91: (V1 OA1
A:Fl: (16] OKI
A:G1: (1161 oil
A:H1: [116] J1l
£311: [V1 "m
A:J2: [116) 081
A:XI: (116] 001
A:Ll: (116] ONI
A:K1: (16) ODL
A:NI: [116] $'WQTY
A:A2: NO ENTRY REQUJIRED
A:52: (1161 (T0) (+<C:\TJiS\OtCST.11K3>A:L2..A:U2)
A:C2: (116] (70) (+"<C:\'1 i\FORC8T.11K3>A:A2..A:A2)
A:D2: [W1 (70) (+c<C:\W1 JS\7ORCST.VK3>A:B2..A:B2)
A:E2: [116) (70) (+<"C:\LOTUS\7ORCST.1113>>A:C2..A:C2)
A:F2: [W1 (70) (+"<C:\WUS\ORCST.11K3>>A:D2..A:D2)
A:G2: (116] (T0) (.«<C:\WTUS\FORCST.VK3>>A:K2..A:E2)
A:H2: (116] (70) (+cCC:\LOTIS\PORCST.1K3>A:72. .A:F2)
A:12: (116] (70) (4c(C:\LOTUS\FORCST.11K3>>A:G2..A:G2)
A:J2: (W1 (70) (+<<C:\LOTUS\0RCT.K3>A:2..A:f2)
A:K2: [116] (70) (+.<C:\W1 JS\7ORCST.11K3> A:12..A:12)
A:L2: (116) (70) (.c<C:\LOTUS\70RCST.WX3> A:J2..A:J2)
A:K2: (W1 (70) (W1
(ec.C:\LOTUS\7ORCST.11K3>A:K2. .A:K2)
A:N2: [116] CREATED BY OPTIONS 1-12

A:01: (116) MACRO DIRECTORY
A:02: [W16] OOPTIONi
A:Q2: (W1 O(RECALC 82..91000)-
A:Q3: [116] '(NENU)RV(CE)B2..B1000-(CE)N2..N1000-
A:05: (11 'OPTION?
A:Q5: ([W6] '(RECALC C2..CIOOO)-
A:Q6: (W11 O(HENU )RV(CI)C2..CI000-(Cg)*2..*1000-
A:O6: (116] O0PT10113
A:QS: (116) '(RZCALC D2..DI000)-
A:Q9: (W1 '(NUU)RV(CZ)D2..D1000-(CZ)N2..NI000-
A:011: (W16] 'OPTZOM4
A:Q11: (116) '(R3CALC E3..E1000)-
A:Q12: (116) '(N3N)RV(CE)32. .Z1000-(CE)N2. .N1000-
A:014: [116] 'OPTIONS
A:Q14: (W1 #(PZCALC 72. .F1000)-
AIQiS: [116) 1(-WNU)RV(CZ)?2. .71000-(CZ)N2. .NI000-
A:O17: (V1 OOPTIOU6
A:Q17: (W1 O(RZCALC G2..GI000)-
£:016: (W1 Of) '(nIV(C3)G2. .G1000-(CZ)N2. .NI000-
A:020: (116] 'OPTION7
A:020: (W1 '(RICALC X2..N1O00)-
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A: Q21: [363 O(IID)RV(CE)K2. .I10-(CZ)312. .N1000-
A:023: [363 *OPTIONS
A:Q23: (363 IJRZCA1C 12..11000)-
A:Q24: [NG3 '(N33U)RV(CZ)12..II00O-fCZ)N2..Nl000-
A:026: [363 01PTI039
A:Q26: (363 *(RZC&WC 32..JI000)-
A:Q27: [36) '(IIL)RV(CE)J2..JI000-(CZ)N2..M1000-
A:029: (363 *OTION110
A:Q29: (363 *(PZCAL4C K2..XlOOO)-
A:Q30: [363 '(INUPU)RV(CE)K2. .KlOOO-(CZ)M2. .N1000-
A:032: (363 0OPTION1l
A:Q32: (363 *(RECAWC L2..L1000)-
A:Q33: (363 '(IUIU)RV(CZ)L2..LIOOO-(C3)N2..II1000-
A:035: [363 *OPTl0312
A:Q35: (363 *IRECALC 362..N1000)-
A:Q36: (W6) '(NZNURV(CE)K2..N1000-(CZ)N2..N1000-

H. NODLI2.WK3: 1% Months

A:Al: (36] '36061/2
A:81: [361 '.711+
A:C1: [36) IFNI1+
A:Dl: (363 ONA1+
A:Z1: (363 OAX1+
A:Fl: (36) 'N131
A:G1: IN6] *JJ1+
A:Hl: (36] OJA1+
A:Il: (N63 'AS1+
A:Jl: (363 0601+
A:Kl: [36] 0314
A:LX: [36) OND1+
A:N1: IN6] 'DJ1+
A:N1: IN6) ILDQTY
A:A2: IN63 NO ENTRY REQUIRED
A:52: (363 (F0)
((+<<C:\IW'lS\F0RCST.WK3>>A:L2. .A:L2)+(+<<C:\I0?US\FORCS
T.WK3>'>A:A2. .A:A2))*0.75
A:C2: [363 (F0)
((+<<C:\W1 J8\0c81'.V3IC3A:32. .A:32)+(4-cC:\LO!U\FORCS
T.WK3>>A:A2. .AzA2) )*O.75
A:D2: [3663 (F0)
((+<'C:\WWM\0RO.WK3>A:32. .A:32)+(.ccC:\WTUB\FORCS
T.WK3>>A:C2. .A:C2) )*0.75
1:t21 ING)3 (T0)
((+C<C: \W1'US\V0Sc8.WI3A:C2. .A:C2) + (4(4C: \I'U\FORCS
T.W363AtD2. .A:D2))*0.75
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AM7: ING] (70)
((+<<Ct \WAS\FgcS?.WK3>A: D2. .A: D2) +(+<<C: \WTUS\FORcs
T.WK3>>A:I2..AIZ2) )*O.75
AM0: ING3 (70)

((~~:\LOU3\7c3T.K3A:2. .A:2) +(+<C: \OZS\FORCS
T.1K3>'A:r2. .A:72) )*0.75
A:32: ING) (TO)
( (+< C: \LAMUS \FORM. W >A: F2.. A:F2) +(+ < C: \OIM\7oRcs
T.1K3>>A:C2. .A:C2))*0.75
A:12: (N1 (70)
( (+<<C: \WTU5\7ORCBT. WK3 >A: G2. . A:02) + (+<<C: \WTUS \ORCS
T.VK3> oAsH2. .A:33))*O.75
A:J2: I163 (70)
( (+< C: \W0M\F0RC8T. WK3 >A: R2. . A:t32) +(+<C: \LI'IS\rORCS
T.VK3>>'A:I2. .A:I2))*O.75
AMK: (163 (70)
((+<<C: \LOTS\FORCST.1K3>A: 12.. A: 12) +(+<<C: \LtAYS\YORCS
T.113>>A:J2. .A:J2) )*O.75
A:L2: (163 (T0)
((+<<C: \lO1 B\7ORCST.WX3>>A:J2. .A:J2) +(+<<C: \L~tS\7ORCS
T.WK3>>'A:K2. .A:K2))'O.75
A:X2: (163 (70)
((+<<C:\LOTUS\7ORc8T.WK3>>A:L2. .A:L2)+(+C<C:\WTUS\FORcS
T.VK3>>A:K2. .A:X2) )*0.75
AM1: IN6) CRZATID BY OPT'IONS I-12

A:01: IN6] MACRO DIRZCTORY
A:02: (16) IopTIONIi
A:Q2: (161 '(RECALC 92..91000)-
A:Q3: [N63 *(3U3MU)RV(CZ)82..51000-(CE)I62..N10O-
A:O5: (16] OOPI062
A:Q5: (N6] l(RECALC C2..CI000)-
A:Q6: [N1 '(NZN)RV(CZ)C2..C1000-(CZ)N2..N1000-
A:O6: [N63 OOPIO903
A:QS: (163 O(RZC&LC D2..DI000)-
A:Q9: (161 #( M 3)RV(CZ)D2. .D1000-(C3)N2. .N1000-
A:O11: (N63 *0OO4
A:.Q11: [N6] *(RZCAW 32..J1000)-
A:Ql2: (N1 8(N0U)RV(CZ)32. .I1000-(O3)N2. .31000-
A:014: (16] *OMTION5
A:Q14: (V13 O(33AL M 2..V1000)-
AsQlS: [1G3 Of(EI)RV(C)12. .IP100-(CI)32. .31000-
A:017: JU1) 0M 056
AsQ17s (WSJ O(NICALO G2..G1000)-
AS016: (*$IOf3 '(i)3IV(C3)G2. .GI000-(CZ)32. .31000-
A:020: (14300 00~jO7
At020: [NG3 t(RUCAIC 32. .31000)-
AS021:t [NG) '(Un)3V(C)U2. .11000- (CZ)N2. .31000-
A:023: (16] 0OMOI
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A:023: JUG3 OIR3IC 12..11000)-
A1024: (UG3 '(in)V(c3)12..1000-(c3)N2..31000-
A:026: (343 'OPT!092
A:Q26: (363 '(R3C=LI J2..JI000)-
A:Q27: (W61 *(UU IRVJCZ)32..J1000-(CZ)32..V1000.
A:029: (363*0 'O IO
AtQ29: (363 0(7R3CALC M2..K1000)-
AsSO30 (363 '(in)RVIcZ)12. .K1000-(CZ)32. .31000-
£2032: (363 *0ONO11
A:Q32t (36) P(XBCAC L2..LI000)-
£:033: ING] U (IUUU)RVfC3)L2. .L1000-(CZ)32. .N1000-
£:035: IN6) *OPflONl2
A:Q35: (N63 O(RBCALC U2..N1000)-
A:Q3G: (N6] '(NUI)RV(CU)33..K1000-(CZ)U2..N1000-

I. OWL2.3K3: 2 Mon1ths

A:Al: (N63 '3308
A:91: [363 OJ?1X2
A:C1: [363 OFNlX2
A:D1: [363 OKUX2
A:21: [363 'AM1X2
A:Fl: (363 ONflX2
A:G1: (363 *JJlX2
ASRl: [363 OJAIX2
A:11: (363 '£8112
A:J1: IN63 '80112
A:X1: I363 '03112
A:L1: (363 OND1X2
A:111: [363 '*71X2
A:X1: [U63 WLDWY
A:A2: (363 S0 UTRY PIUlD
A:52: (363 (70)
((-<:LMF CTV3>:2.A:L#2).(+<<C:\WTU8\?oRcs
T.3K3>'£:A2. .A:A2))
£:C2: (363 (70)
((+<<C: \W J\V0MW1.W33A:A2. .A:A2) +(+'ccC: \ILAJ\10CRS
T.V3>"A:32. .A:22))
A: 02: (W43] ("0)

T.MX>>A:C2. .A:C2))
A:22: ING] (10)
((+<,Cs\W1US\0SMT.K3>:o'gC2. .A:C2)+ (+<cC: \WW8\?0RCS
T.WlO>>Ai2. .A:D2))
A:72: [136) (10)
((+<<Cs oW~ViNW*31£: 02. .At Da) + (+<<C: \1=\10CM

T.VK3~:32. £its)



A:G2: (36] (10)
((4"Cl \lONUS\V~fCff.K3>>A:32. .A:92) +(+<ccC: \ZOTS\VORCS
T.3>3A: 72. .A:F2))
AM3: (363 (70)
((+C: \1OYUS\7oincT.WX3>>A: 72. A£: 2) +(+<<C: \LOWs\VORCS
T.3K3>>A:G2. .A:G2))
A:12: I3G) (T0)
((+4C: \1VM\FOMTVI3>)A:G2. .A:G2) +(+<cCC: \LOI'S\FORcs
T.3K3>£:N2. .A:32))
A:32: cv.] (F0)
((4-(Cs \lAYUS\Vc8?.V3A:N2. .A32) +(+<C: \'1'U\FORCS
T.V3>A: 12. .A:12))
AM1: (363 ("0)
((+<C: \lOTUS\FORCST. WK3>>A: 12. .A: 12) +(+<<C: \WXg5\F03
T.WK3>A:J2. .A:3'2))
A:L2: [36) (r0)
((e<<C:\LOI S\FORCST.VK3>>A:J2. .A:J2)+(+<<C:\LOTJS\FORCS
T.W33 A:K2. .A:K2))
AM3: (363 (F0)
((+<<C:\WUS\P0RCST.VK3>>A:L2. .A:L2)+(+<"C:\LOTUS\FORCS
T.WK3>>'A:K2. .A:K2))
AM3: (361 CREATED By OPTIONiS 1-12

A:01: [36] MACRtO DIRECTORY
A:02: (W3 OOPTIONI
A:Q2: (36) '(R3AW 92..B1000)-
A:Q3: [36] '(NZUU)RV(CE)B2. .BlOOO-(CE)N2. .31000-
A:05: (36] 'OPTXON2
A:Q5: (36] *(RECALC C2..C1000)-
A:Q6: (36] '0NDUU)RV(CZ)C2. .C1000-(CZ)N2. .N1000-
£206: (361 'OPTION3
AzOS: (36] *(RWAC D2..D1000)-
MzOO: (W61 *( )V(C)D2. .D1000-(CE)N2. .3100-
M2011 (36) 01T1034
A:Qll: 1361 *(RZCALC 92..91000)-
£:012: (N1 * (UUW)RVICZ)32. .31000-(CR)X2. .N1000-
MOM14 (36]3 OT05
£2014: [363 IfCA P2..Vl000)-
£2015: [36) Oin)Y(03)12. .?1000-(C3)R2. .31000-
MOM17 (36) 1OP22 M
£2017: [363 *(3acaC 2.G00
£al: ING) * [i)RV(CS)02. .G100-(UR)12. .3000-
AS020: (363 @U0W71
A:020& (36 o(scua n..21000)-

A:Q23s 106] O(SCAIC 12..Il000)-
MOM24 JUG) * (S)VC)2. .11000riCI)33. .N1000-
£236 (363 *DMZOSli



£2026: ING) '(33CALC .2..JIOOOh-
£30273 ING) 9( (iU)3fv4)J2. .JI000-(CZ1)32. .31000-
A:029: ING) O*0PrZ0
A:Q29: (WE) '(FACALC X2..KlOOOj-
A:Q30: (1G)63 (W)ViC3)K2. .lOOO-(CZ)32. .31000-
A:032: (961 0op1'Op11
A:Q32: (WE) f(MICA L2..L1000)-
£2033: 1061 *(U)VCL2..L000(CZ)2..31000.
A:035: (E) 1OP0 M0312
A:035: JUG) l(jpCAWC 32. .31000)-
A203S [WE) fMM )RvgCZ)K2.N1000-fC3)32..W1000-

J. MUWIZ.Mo 3 Woutbo

A:A1: (WE) ^3=8
A:31: (E)6 *3161X3
A:Cl: ING) ?FAIX3
A:D1: (WE) WVU1X3
A:31: (WG) MAJ1X3
AmF: ING) 9U'1X3
A:G1: ING) J£2X3
A:H1: (WG) V51X3
A:Il: [W61 *AO1X3
A:J1: ING) 511IX3
AsK!: JUG) ODIX3
A:L1: ING) *X71X3
A:W1: (WE) "[W1X3
£331: JUG) W0?VT
A:A2: no UF?3Y RsunmUZ
AM5: ING] (70)
((+ccC\I0IM\V0FASWK3>)A2L2. .AtL2)4(+<<c:\L0TU3\FORCS
T.1K3>'£:A2. .£:A2).(4<CC\W JSVOCS'.WK3'£:32. .A:B2))
A:C2: (W6) (70)
((+<<Cz \LO!M\103MT.WK31>A:£2. .A:2)4(4<c: \LoWus\FORCS
T.WK3>)£: 32. .£:s2)+(4((c:\*\WW3VSA'.WK3>A£C2. .A:C2))

T.WK3>'Atc2. .A12)4(4(C\WUU3\16tj.W))A2D2. .j:D2))
A:22: (96) (70)

T.WK3>3£P2. .A:D2)+(444C:\o\LOWlin.32.AS32. .A:32))
£272: (163(10

£362s (163(] 0



((+ccCt \lftM\F0flM.M3K3A: 12. .Az72) + (4+(C: \15\FORCS
T.3K3,,-A:02. .AtG2) +(+<<C:\WU\0~.K~:2 KA2))
A212: (36) (70)

((4'<C \Z0M\PVT. 3 3olA: 02. . A:G42) <.C: \LOM\YOMc

A:32z (36) (P0)
((.-CCt \UW\P0l~T.3K3AlI2. .AlN2) +(4-cCC:\1O'U\OCS
T.MM3>A: 12. .A:12) +(+<C: \ZVM\F0KM3T.33>At2. .A:K2))
A:LK2: (36) ("0)
((+<<C S\ATUS\PV0CT.3K3>>A 2 2. . At 2) +(4C: \LOUS\FORCS
T.3K3>>A:J2..A:J2).(4<<C:\WTUS\?0O8?.3>A:L2..A:L2))
A: L2: (3W6) ("0)

((.<<C:\WlS\V03CST.3K3>>A:K2. .A:K2).(+ccC:\LOTUS\FORCS
T.W3 > >A: L2. . A: L2) +(+ < C: \L0IUS\?0KCST - K3 > A: A2. . A: A2))
A:N2: (36) CEZATED BY OPTIONS 1-2

A:01: (36) MAR DIRECTORY
A:02: (36] 'OPTIOKI
A:Q2: (36) *(PZCALC 92..31000)-
A:Q3: (3 '(KKUU)RV(CZ)S2..31000-(C3132..N1000-
A:OS: (36] '071'1032
A:QS: (36) g(RZCAJ.C C2..C1000)-
£206: (363 (KNU) RV ICE) C2 .. C1000- ICZ) N2..3 1000-
A:OS: (36) O0PI03
A:OS: (361 O(RBCALC D2..DI000)-
A:0S: (36) *(NUWH)RV(CZ)D2. .DI000-(CZ)N2. .N1000-
£2011: (3o) *0m104

A:Q12: (36) *(-W)RV(C)32. .31000-(CZ)N2. .31000-
£2014: [36) 0V0 OH
£2014: (1 O(IUCLC 12..P100)-
AsgiS: (36) t(153V(CZ)fl. .fl@@0-(Ctjia. .N100-
A3017: (36) 10 M 09
A4117: (36) 0(CAWC 62..01000)-
£2015. JUG) 0(N)VIC3302. .61000-(CZ)12. .31000-
£2020: (NG3 0M10117
A10203 (NG) 012ICAW 32..31000)-
As@31s (16) * £in)V(Cg32. .U100-(CS)32. .31000-
£s233 (36) *9GVVfG

As024s ft (36)' )Vi) 2.. 11000- (C)92. X31000-
As*Ms (16) *0M13~
AsPO: VW6) #~I MOM 72..,1000)-

A:039: (16) @flCl
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A:Q29: (M63 '(UCAIC K2..91000)-
A:Q30: (343 '(NUW)3V(C3)K2..K100O-(C3)32..N1000-
£2032: I363 *OPTION11
A:Q32: (363 O(RZCALC L2..LI000)-
£:033: (363 '(-M W)V(C)L2..L000-(C)32..3l000-
A:035: (363 &0W10313
A:Q35: (36] O(UCAWC 32. .N1000)-
£3036: (363 '(in )RVJcK)N2. .K100-(CZ)32. .31000-

K. inia2.M~o 4 Umaths

£:Al: (363 ^4ms
£231: (363 *JA1X4
A:C1: (363 OV31X4
A: DI: (363 O71X4
A:91: (36) *AJ1X4
A:F1: (363 OK1X
A:G1: (363 "JS1X4
A:H1: (363 "J01X4
A:11: (363 "AN1X4
£:J1: (363 *SD1X4
A:K1: (363 OW1X4
A:L1: (363 ON?1X4
A:N1: (363 "ONIX4
A:91: (N63 OLWQTY
A:A2: (363 30 WITRY RSQUIRUD
A:32: (36) (70)
( (+<<C: \WS\FtRCBT. U323&: L2. . A: L2) +(+<<C: \JOTUS\FORCS
T.3K3>>A:A2. .A:A2)+(4*C:\KDS\V0WA?.WK3>A:52. .A:32)+
(+<<C:\LWS\PORC3T.3IK3)p:A:C2. .A:C2))
A:C2: (363 (FO)
((4*cC:\IA'1U\70RC3T.3K3,£:A2. .A:A2)+(+<CC:\WUS\70RCS
T.3IC3>>A:32. .:32)+(+<<C:\ID8\Onc3.3K3A:C2. .A:C2)+

AMD: (363 (10O)
((+'<C:\1U3\MC8?$.3>3As2. .A:33)+(+'CC:\ZOTU8\FOIcS
T.V3>3,A:C2. .A:C)+(4<<C:\R0S\VCWAT.3KAtD2. .A:D2).
(4*CC:\ZfflU\10R?.3K3>£:32. .A:32))
A:321 (363 70
((,c<C: \I4Mw\OMWs.u)3o~AtC2. .£:C2) + (4 c<C: \Z1hU\FOCS
T.V3>A:S. .A:D)+(4*<C\Win9\Pain?.3K3£32..£A:32)+
(4.Cc: \tomU\10mYw.v3.x£:n1. .Au12)

( (4*C:t \JO1 J\70mw.K3,A 02 Al 0£O) + (+<<C: \Xam\VOa3
T.MD>"122. .:3++C\fl\S!W2£ 2 £f)

£163: ("I3 (70)
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((.ccC:\LO1 S\FOCT.W3>)A:32. .A:32)4(.<C:\LO1Us\7oRCS

(+<<C: \LTUS\FORC8T.11K3>A:H2. .AlE2))
A: H2: (1163] (T0)
((*<<C: \IUS\FORST.11K3oAm 2..A: 2)4 (+cC: \ZOTU\FORCS
T.11K3>>A:2. .A:02).(.<<C:\IOTU\V0SAW.1K32,A32. .A:32)4
(+< C:\LTUS \FO3CS. MM3>>A: 12. . A: 12))
A:12: (W1 (70)
( (+<<C: \LOYUS \FORCST. 1K3 > A: G2. . A t 2) +(+< C: \L0TU3\FoRCS

(4'3>A:C.:\W2W\VORT.11K3'AJ2. .Az2) M>:2.A1

A:J2: (W1 (70)
((+cCC:\W!US\ORCST.1K3>>A:32. .A:32)*(4ccC:\LOI'S\FORCS

(+ < C:\LOTUS \FORCST. W93 > A: X2. . A:tK2))
A:K2: (1163 (TO)
((+<<C: \LOUS\0RCST.1K3>)A:I12. .A: 12) +(+<<C: \LOTUS\FORCS
T.VK3>>A:J2. .A:J2)+(+<<C:\LO'WS\F0RCST.WK3>>A:K2. .A:IK2)4
(.c<C:\WTUB\FORCST.1K3>>A:L2. .A:L2))
A:L2: (W1 (TO)
((+<<C:\LOTUS\VORCST.11K3>>A:J2. .A:J2)+(4<<C:\WUS\P0RCS
T.11K3>A:K2. .A:K2).(.<<C:\WUS\7ORCBT.VK3>>A:L2. .A:L2)4
(+<<C:\L1US\F3CS.1K3>>A:A2. .A:A2))
A:K2: (W1 (PC,~
((+<C:\OIYS\I AST.11K3>'%A:K2. .A:K2).(+<<C:\O'1S\P0RCS
T.11K3>>A:L2. .A:L2).(+c<C:\W1US\ORCST.UK3>>A:A2..A:A2)+
(sccC: \WTU\ORCT.1K3>>A: 32. .A:32))
AM1: ( rG6 CREATED BY OPTIONS 1-12

A:01: (616 MCRO DIRECTORY
A:02: (11 OOPTIOI
A:Q2: (116) '(R3CALC B2..B1000)-
A:Q3: [V1 '(K3II)RV(CZ)32. .B1000-(C)112..111000-
A:05: (116) 'OPTION2
A:Q5: (W11 '(RECAWC C2..ClOOO)-
£206: (1G163 '(333)RV(CE)C2..CI000-(CZ)X2..N1000-
A:OS: (1163 8OPflON3
A:Q6: (1163 '(3ZCALC 02..DlOO0)-
A:09: (1143 '(M)RVC)D2. .D1000-(CZ)N2. .31000-
A:011: 1163 0OPTION4

A:Q12: (1163 '(n)3RvIc3)32..31000-(cZ)N2. .31000-
At014: 1913 tOPTM
£3014: (961 1(00 12. .110)-
AsOIS: (wil (inw )xY(c3)12..?I@0-(CR)92. .31000-
£8017: (81 00MM 2 .100a
As~lO: [1163 Of"in)WV(CR1)62. .@1000-(CI)X2. .11000-
MOM20 (W1 10 'ONO7
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A:Q20: (36) (33CUC 32..UIOOO)-
A:Q21: (N63 Of mUK)RV(C3)32. .N1000.(CZ)N2. .31000.
1:023: ING) OfOSI
A:023: (363 O(33CAW. 12..11000)-
A:024: (NG3 Of M )RV(C)12. .11000-(C3)X2. .31000-
A:026: (06] OfOP9
A:Q26: (363 *(XDCALC J2. .310001
A:Q27: (363 'JNI )RV(C3172..31000-(C3132..N1000-
As029t (363 'OPMIWO
A:Q29: (36) *(UC)JA X2..K1000J-
A:Q30: (363 * ()RV(C)K2. .1100-(CR)N2. .31000-
A:032: (NG343 'OPZ'0P
A:Q32: (363 t(RACAW L3..LIOOO)-
A:Q33: (363 *JimU)RV(C3)L2. .LI000-(CI)N2. .31000-
A:035: (361 D0OMOW12
A:Q35: (363 l(RECALC K2..N2000)-
A:Q36: (363 '(NZ3U)RVfC3)K2..K1000-(CE)N2..N100O-

L. NOL2.3K3: 5 NonUth

A:11: (36] A*5MG

A:31: (36] OJX1XS
A:C1: (363 w131X5
1:01: (36) O31X5
A:M: IM61 OAAIX5
A:F1: (N63 '381X6
A:01: (36) "J01X5
A:31: IN63 OJN1XS
A:11: (36) OADIXS
A:31: (36] u8JlXS
A:Kl: (363 OFlX5
A:L1: (363 '31125
A:31: (N6] ODAIXS

A:12: (363 30 EMIY REQUIRID
A:32: (363(10

P0RMS.WK2>>A:A2. .A:D2)))
A:C2: (36) (10) *3U(+(cC:\W!US\1CM?.K3 A2. .1:72)
AMD: (36) (10) 6(+C~\MV 0i S.3 >A:C2. .1:02)
A:3t2: (363 (10) WU3(+<<Cs\J YUS OSM.3 >A:D3. .A:32)
A: 2: (s 6 (10) ft (4cC: \LI \VU 3>A2. .A12)
A:02: (36) (10) (4'C\MW\Om3T.33 >-A:1. .A:2)
1:32: (36) 1 ) ft(+:\AAIS\VCMMU.M3At2. .1:1K2)
A: 12: (36 1)WO)C\OW\6 3 :2.*A 2
As:72: (*$3(I0
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(WW(+<C: \2US\FMC8T.MK3A:12. .A:L2) + (ccC: \WTUS\F
ORCST.VK3>>A:A2..A:A2))
A:K2: IMG) (70)
(OSUN(4"<C: \LO U5\FORC6T.MK3>>A:J2. .A: L2) +#SUN (+<C:\LOT
U8\FORCST.VK3>>A:A2. .A:B2))
A: L2: (MUS) (70)
(09M (+<<C:\IbTUS\FORCST. VK3 >>A: K2. . A: L2) +4N (+ C: \WT~
US\FORCBT.MX3>>A:A2. .A:C2))
A: N2: 1MG) (70O)
(+< <C: \LOTUS\FORCST. M >>A: L2. . A: L2) .@SUX(+< <C: \LOUS \7O
RCST.MK3A:A2. .A:D2)
A:92: (MG) CREATED BY OPTION 1-12

A:01: (NG) MACRO DIRECTORY
A:02: ING) OOPTIONi
A:Q2: ING) '(RRCAW4 D2..B1000)-
A:Q3: ING) '(NU)RV(CZ)B2..B1OOO-(CI)N2..NIOOO-
A:05: ING) OOPTI0P2
A:QS: (NG) O(RECALoC C2..C1000)-
A:Q6*: ING] '(NEN)RV(CE)C2..CI000-(CE)N2..NlOOO.
A:OS: ING) 'OPTION3
A:QS: (MG) *(RZCALC D2...DlooO)-
A:Q9: ING) '(tinU)RV(CZ)D2..DI000-(CI)N2..N1000-
A:l12: (MG) O07fl0M4
A:Qll: (MG) *(UCAW 22..91000)-
A:Q12: (MG) *(N M )RV(CE)32..31000-(CE)N2..N1000-
A:014: (MG) *OPTIONS
A:Q14: (MG) O(RECALC V2..Fl0Im.
A:Ql5: [MG) Of MUW)RV(CZ)12. .PlOOO-(CE)N2. .NlOOO-
A:017: (MG) 8OPTION6
A:017: ING) O(RBCAIC 02..GlOOO)-
A:Q1S: IMG) '(inU)RV(CE)G2. .GlOOO-(CZ)N2. .MlOOO-
A:020: (MG) OOPIION7
A:Q2Oz [MG) O(RUCAIC R2..HlOOO)-
A:Q21: [MG) '(IJIU)RV(CE)H2. .NlOOO-(CZ)N2. .N1000-
A:023: (MG) *OPTION&
A:023: (MG) O(R3CALC 12..11O0)
A:Q24: [MG) Of M J)RVICZ)12. .11000-(CR)X2. .N1000-
A:024s (MG) *0ON*SI
A:Q2G: ING) O(VUCALC J2..JI000)-
AIQ271 (NG) #( MIU)RV(CZ)J2. .JIOOO-(C3)X2. .N3100
AsO29: (NG) OOPYIClo
A:Q29: (MG) '(YALCW f..K1000)-
A:Q3Oz (MG) '(in)RV()Ka. .K1000-(aR)N2. .31000-
A:032: (MG) OMPION1l
A:Q32: (WG) '(RUJAMW L2..L1000)-
A:Q338 (MG) '(UUW)RV(CZ)L2 .L1CO-C)w2. .N310-
A:035: (MG) 'OWIC012
A:Q): (MG) O(MC V2..N1000)-
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A:036: (101 '(Ua)V(C)2..1000-(CZ)12. .3100-

N.UM NoK2.E: 6 mntbe

A:A1: J36) '6 1408
A:B1: [163 "JJ1X6
A:Cl: (163 PFJ1X6
AMD: [116) OI~XG
A:31: (1161 OAMIX6
A:F1: (1 OND1X6
A:G1: (1 wJV1X6
A:H1: (1 "JDIXG
A:11: (11 "A1X6
A:J1: [116) "S7X6
A:K1: [116) ONIX6
A:L1: (116) "NA1X6
A:N1: (116) ODIX6
A:N1: [11 *LDQTY
A:AZ: [116] NO ENTRY REQUIRED
A:82: (W1 (70)
((+<<C:\WU8S\7ORC?.11K3>>A:L2. .A:L2)+(*8tJ(+<<C:\LOTUS\
FORCST.1113>>A:A2. .A:12)))
A:C2: [1163 (70) IBM (+<C: \US\FRCS'.K3>>A: A2 .. A: F2)
AMD: (1163 (10) *5UN(+<(C:\WTUS\FOCST.K3>>A:53..A:G2)
A:32: (116] (70) *SUK(+<<C:\U3\OCS.11K3>A:C2..A:12)
A:72: (1 (10) *5UM(4-<C:\LOTU\FORCST.11K3>>A:D2..A:12)
A:G2: (616 (70) SN(.ccC:\WIUS\FOaCST.VK3>A:32..A:J2)
A:H2: (116) (70) *SUN(4c<C:\WTUS\7ORC8T.VK3>>A:r2. .A:K2)
A:12: (616 (T0) *SUN(+<CtC\WTUE\CSTM.11K3>>A:G2. .A:L2)
A:J2: (W1 (T0)
(qSUN(4ccC:\LO1V8\FORCSI.1113>A:H2. .A:L2)e(+<C:\WTUS\F

ORCST.1113>)A:A2. .A:A2))
A:K2: [1163 (70)
(@8UN(+<<C:\U!VS\ORST.1K3>>A:I2. .A:L2)+(OSUN(+<C:\WD
TUS\7ORCBT.WK3>>A:A2. .A:52)))
A: L2: (116) (70)
(@SUN(+<<C:\W!US\0aGST.1K3>>A:J2. .A:L2)+(@SU1(+C:\W
TUS\7ORCBT.WK3>>A:A2. .A:C2)))
A:N2s (W1 (70)
(#SUN (+<<C: \LOTUS\FORM ST.11X2>As K. .A: L2)+ (#SUNX(+<<C: \W

Az 32: t16) CMNATI BY O0SSS8 1-12

A:01: (116) N&CM DIh3CTO
A:02: [W1 -0?11OS
A:02: (UW) tiNBCALC 32..151000)-
A:23: (WJ] '( U)RV(CZ)322.U.300-(C8)112. .31000.
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A:05: (WE] 1OK2
A:Q5: (WE) O(RBCALC C2..C1OOOj-
A:Q6: (E]G l(H6U RV(CZ)C2..Cl0OO-(CZ)N2..t61OOO-
A:Os: (WE] 0OPT103I
A:QS: (W61 '(RRCALC D2..DlOOOJ-
A:Q9: [WG) *( mnDIV(CZ)D2..DI000-(CZ)32..I00-
A:O21: (W6) O?1104
A:011: (WE1 0 (RU2 92. - 1000 1
A:Q12: [WO] '1U),.VCZ)32..10OO-(CZ)2..W10OO-
A:014: (WE) *OPTIONS
A:Q14: (WE) '4RZCALC V2..1OOO)-
AiQIS: (WE) '(1U)RV(CZ)2..F1000-C)N2..N1000-
A:017: (W61 OOPIION6
A:*Q17: [W6] '(PZCA. G2..G1000)-
A:QIS: (W61 '(N=KDI)V(CEJG2..G1000-(CZp112..N1000-
A:020: [WE] *OPTXON7
A:Q20: (W6] '(RECALC H2..Hl000)-
A:Q21: (W6] '(KEURV(CE)H2. .HI100-4CZ)2. .N1000-
A:023: (WE] 'OPTIONS
A:Q23: [W6) '(RECALC 12..11000)-
A:Q24: (WE] '(NZN)RV(CE)12..I1000-(CE)N2..N1000-
A:026: (WE] 'OPTIOI9
A:Q26: [W6) l(REC&LC 32..J1000)-
A:Q27: (WE] '(KNUM)RV(CE)32..JI000-(CZ)N2..W1000-
A:029: (WE] 'OPTION1O
A:Q29: (WE] '(RBCALC X2..X2000)-
A:Q30: (W6] '(NENU)RV(CI)K2..K1000-(CE)N2..N1000-
A:032: (W6] 'OP'rIONii
A:Q32: (W6] '(RECALC L2..L1000)-
A:Q33: (WE) '(NZU)RV(CE)L2..LI000-(CE)N2..N1000-
A:035: (WE] 'OPTION2
A:Q35: (WE] '(REC&LC N2..X1000)-
A:Q36: (W6] '(NENU)RV(CZ)362..N2000-fCZ)N2..N1000-

N. N0D1L32.WK3: 7 Month.

A:Al: (WE] '7 NO0S
A:91: (W6] "JJ1X7
A:Cl: (WE] "FA1X7
A:D1: (E] NUSX7
ASh:S (WE) W3 C1X7
A:Fl: (WE] W11X7
A:01: (WE] "JDlX7
At~l: (W61 *JJ117
AsI2: [36] NA?11
A:J1: (W6] *SUM1
Ashl: (W6] **AM7
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ASL1 (US V6O1X7
AMN: JUG) OW1X7
&:PIS [WE) *LDQT
A:A2: IWG) 30 2 M Y REQUIRSD
AM3: IWE) (TO)
(+<<C: \W1YS\OBOT.WlMK3,AsL2. .A:L2) +(fSUU(.ccC: \LDS\F
0RCST. WK3,*A: A2. . ASF2) )
A:C2: (WE) (70) *SW(+c'C:\ZO' 1\MCRT.WK3,AA2..A:G2)
A:02: (WE) (T0) "=(+<,CC: \*\W5ORT. WK3 >A:332. .AS:2)
A:92: (WE) (TO) WUN(4"C:\WTUS\0R?.WK3>i)A:C2..A:I2)
A:72: [WE) (10) OM(4C \lOYJ\CffXX.IW >>A sD2. .ASJ2)
A:G2: (WE) (T0) 83(+(C\LQM3\0RCT.WK3>A:2. .A:K2)
A: (WE) (70) *SUN(+<<C:\WTUS\F0FST.WK3>A:72..A:L2)
A:12: (WE) (T0)
ISM(+<C: \WUS\ORCST.WK3 >A: G2. . ASL2) +(+ <C: \LTUS\70
RCST.WK3>>A:A2. .A:A2)
A:J2: ING] (70)
#SUN(+<<C: \WTU\7ORCST.WK3 > A: U2. . ASL2) +@SUN (+<<C: \LOTU
8\FORCST. W3 >>A: A2. . AS 2)
AS:K2: (WE)] (70)
#SUN (+< C: \WTU8\7ORCST. WX3 >A: 112. . ASL2) +#SUN(+<<C: \LOWU
S\FORCST.WK3>>A:A2. .A:C2)
A: L2: (WE] (70)
*SUK(+<<C:\LWTUS\7ORC8T.WK3>>A:J2. .A:L2)+@SUN(+<<C:\LOTU
S\FORCST.WK3>>A:A2. .A:D2)
AM3: (WE) (70)
#SUN(+<<C: \WTUB\F0RCST.WK3>A: 2. .A: L2) +ISUX(4<C: \lOT
S\7ORCST.WK3>'A:A2. .A:R2)
AM3: (W6) CREATED BY OPTIOWS 1-12

A:01: (WE) MACRO DIRECTORY
A:02: (WE] 'OPTIONI
A:Q2: (WE) *(RECALC 82..31000)-
A:Q3: (WE) '(NIU)RV(CE)32.. 31000- (CR)N2.. .1000-
A:OS: (WE) O0PTION2
A:Q5: (WE) '(RlCAW C2..C1000)-
A:QE: (WE) *( nU)RV(CR)C2. .C1000-(CZ)N2. .N1000-
AMOSS (WE) tOPNION3
A:94: (WE) 0 (REAW D2.. D100) -
AzQ9: (WE) *(-1U)V(CZ)D2. .DI000-(CR)32. .31000-
A:O11: (WE) *OPTION4
A:Q11: IWE) f(RUCAWC E2..31000)-
AtQ12: (WE) '(lmUU)RV(CE)32. .31000-(CR)N2. .31000.
A:014: (WE) 80OHS05
A:Q14t U6 (WE '(RUCALC F2. .71000) -
A10153 IWG) It UUU)RV(03)72. .71000-(cE)32. .31000-
A:017: IWE) '0ON$OK
A:Q173 (WE) *(X3CALC 02..G2.000)-
A:Q1S: (WE) f(I)RV(OE)02. .O1000-(in)N2. .31000-
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A:020: [NG3 '01fl057
A:Q20: IN6) *(=ChW 32. .3000)-
A:Q21: [36) #JNIU)RV(C3)32..31000-(CZ)3,2..31000-
£2023: (363 *OPTION$
A:Q23: IN63 *(F3CaIC 12. .41000) -
A:Q24: (363 '(iIU)V(CR)12..I1000-(CZ)N2..31000-
A:026: (363 OOPTIC09
A:Q26: (363 #(R3CAL J2..41000)-
A:Q27: ING36) 'fP)V3)j2..J000-(Cl)32. .31000-
A:029: (N63 OPION20
A:Q29: (36) 0(73CAIC K2..X1000)-
A:Q30: (N63 '(NDE)RV(CZ)K2..X1000-(CZ)N2..Nl000-
A:032: [36) O'0TZ0U11
A:Q32: IN6) *(RZCAL L2..LI000)-
A:Q33: IN6] '(iNIU)RV(CZ)L2..LI000-(cg)32..N1000-
A:035: (36) 'OPTxOeN1
A:Q35: (36] l(RZCALC K2..X1000)-
A:Q36: (W6] O(NEIM3)RV(CZ)32. .N1000-(CK)X2. .M1000-

0. ULZ2. 3K3: 8 Mon~thm

A:A1: (63 I OS 0
£:D1: (36) "JA1XS
M:CI: [36) orS1XS
A:Dl: (36) U02XS
£:31: (36) "AM1XS
A:Fl: (36) 0D1XS
A:01: (36) MJJIUs

A:12: (36) *JF1XS
A:I: IN63 "A1X8

A:31: (36) 8A2.XS
A:K1: (36) *hWIN$
A:NL: (36) OLD=S

A:A2: ING3 N0 fhTY R3QiIRED
A22: (3S3 (70)

0acS.uK3>>A:A2. .A:62))
A:C2: (363 (P0) 3=(+<C:\WZW\10C3L3I3D>&:A2. .A:32)
AM0: (363 (70) +.c\ M - *m >32A:)

AS22: (363 (10) " (+<<C:\1ffW\70oST.*3>:C2. .A:12)
A:32: (363 (70) ft=(+<C: fWS t.W3MoA:D2. .A:JM)
AM6: (363 (70) SM(+<CWs\7miC>>at3£32a..:La)
A:22: ING3

S\?0Yt.W3>>A,£3 .. AsA2)
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A:12: JUG) (70)
W(+<<Ct \W1US\0rCST.WK3>A:G2. .A: L2)+(@SSU(*cC: \LOT

US\F0c3T.WK3>>AtA2. .A:32))
ASJ2: [WE) (7O)
WOM(+<,C: \LIUM\70CRt.W13'A: 32. .AsL2)+(@81M(+c<C:\WT
U5\FOCSY.WK3>3&s&2. .AsC2))
£:32 JUG] (70)
$M+<tlP \ A .V3>:2.A:L2)+(*SrM(+icC:\WT
UB\Y0VST. M3oA:A. -As D2))
A:LM [(WE) (70)
*SUN(.<C: \OTS\70CST.WX3>>AsJ2. .As L2) +(#SUN (+<<C: \LOT
US\70SC$T.IK3>>AsA2. .As32))
A:32: [WE) (T0)
#SUN (+<4cCz \WS\FORCST.WK3>)'A:K2. .A: L2) +(lSUW(4cCC: \WT
U8\FORCST. MU >>: A2.. A:F2) )
A:N2: [WE) CRZA?3D BY OPTIONS 1-2

A:01: [WE)I W&CRO DIRRCTORY
A:02: (WE) OOPTIONI
A:Q2: [W6) O(RZCALC 52. .31000)-
A:Q3: (W6) Of M U)RV(CI)B2..51000-(CZ)I2..N1000-
A:O5: [WE) 0OPTXOW2
A:QS: [WE) t(RZCAIC C2..CI000)-
A:QE: [WE) '1 IU)RV(CZ)C2. .CI00- (CZ)N2. .N1000-
A:08: (E)6 OOPTION3
A:QS: [WE) (33CAW D2.. DI00) -
A:Q9: (WE] '(IUU)RV(CZ)D2. .D1000-(CZ)32..M1000-
A:O11: (WE) OfTION4
A:Q11: (WE) O(RECULC 32. .31000)-
A:Q12: (WE) Of M U)RV(CB)32. .31000-(CZ)N2. .N100O-
£30143- (WE) 'OPTIOWS
A:Q14: [WE) I(RNCMC 72. .F1000)-
A:Q1S: [WE) 11(IiIU)RV(CR)12. .V100-(CZ)N2. .N1000-
A:O27o: (WE] '10ON6O
A:Q17: (WE) '(RICALC 02..Q1000)-
A:QIS: (WE) *(IN U)RVIC3)G2. .G1000-(CS)32..N1OO0-
£2020: (WE) OOPTICS?
A:Q20: (WE) I (RECAI K2.. H100) -
A:Q21: (WE) Of(J1U)RV(CR)N2. .3100-(CR)N2. .N1000-
A:023t (WE) OWIWS
A:023: (WE) O(VANSW 12..11000)-
ASQ242 (WE) 0(W IC)12. .I,1000(C3)32. .31000
MOM2E [WE "'o wom
A:02E: (WE) *(am j..jO0)-
£:Q273 (WE) O'(M)V4C3)2. JfODOo-(Ca)52. .Ni000-
£20238 tWE) '0WI"P1@
A122 (W) tok saWU .K000)-
£&30: MI0 'rc)..oO(CE3*aO,
£2033: 'WOO p K10 CU)3.100
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ASQ32: (36) '(R3CAIC L2..L1000)-

A:035: [361 OOPTION12
AtQ35: [36) #(I3AW N2..M1000J-
A:Q36: ING]vf '(P)3V(C3)32. .N1000-(OZ)X2..31000'

P. U01Z AMK: 9 nath

A:Al: (M6) 09 NlOS
A:91: (36] "JSLX9
A:CX: (36] "PO1X9
A:D1: [N6) "IX9
A:91: (36) "ADIX9
AM7: (361 3131X9
AMG: (361 PJF1X9
AMH: (W63 wJM1X9
AMI: (36] NAAlX9
A:J1: (N6) RSIX9
AMK: (36] NOJ1X9
A:L1: (N63 ON31X9
AMK: (363 *D&1X9
A:X1: (363 OLDQTY
A:A2: (N6] N0 ENTRY REQUIRED
A:82- (36] (70)
(+<<&:\WTU\FoRCST.VK3>>A: L2. .A: L2)+ (@SSW(+<<cC: \WTUS\F
0RCBT.WK3>>A:A2. .A:32))
A:C2: (36) (70)
(@Sux(+<cC:\wOMS\FORCST.K3>>:A2. .A:12))
AMD: (36) (T0)
(S5M (+<<C: \WTUS\?CCST.33>>A: 82. . A:J2))
A:32: IN6] (TO)
(#SUM (+<<C: \0US\FOVX=.K3>>A:C2. .A: K2))
A372: (36) (T0)
(@8UK(+<C: \W1'U8\?ORCST.W3K3>>:D2. .A: L2))
A:02: (36] (70)
(NtM(+<C:\o0u\0C8WT.x3>A:32. .A:L2) )+(+<<C: \LOTUS\
FORMT. MM>>:A2. .A:&2)
A: (361 (T0)
(IM(+<C:\YW\C3 T.K3>>A:zF2..AzL2) )+(@SN(+<<C: \L
0TUS\?OVXWT.3>)3,A:A2. .£:52))
A:12: ING] (70)

O!USVOM.13>A:A2. .AtC2)

(Wt~ (+41 (FO
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S\?OmmLU3":2. .£:32))
A:L2: JUG)3 (IM)
(IS~ U3+<<: 2 .. :£V)2+)M)+<C:\
AM3: (VNG3 (M)
(@St(c.~Cc:\M\70WAWK3)1>: 2. .A:L2)) )(MSW6(+<<C: \L

A:92: (363 CRBATRD BY OMtONS 1-12

£201: (V.03 NAM DIRRCTORY
A:02: (363 OOPTIOI
£AM: (V.0) 0 (IZC£I 82. - 1000) -
£:03: [V.03 Of M )RVCZ)S2. .B1000-(CZ)N2. .31000-
£305: (JUG3 OOPTION2
£205: (JUG3 *(RZCAL C2..C1000)-
£:Q6: (ING3 '(IIUI)RV(C3JC2..C1000-(CZ)N2..M1000-
A:06: (JUG3 'OPTION3
A:Q8: [ING)03 (RIC&L D2.. D1000)
£209: (ING) Of ZNU)RV(CZ)D2..DI000-(CZ)N2..311000-
£2011: (V.03 '0PT1034
£2011: (.03 O(RICAIC 32..21000J-
£2012: (V.038 '(NK)RV(CZ)32..31000-(CZ)N2..N1000-
A:014: (VUG3 'OPTIONiS
A:Q14: (V.03 '(IZC£LC 2. .F1000-
A:QlS: JVUG) Of NU)RV(C2)72. .11000-(CZ)X2. .3100-
£3017: JVUG3 OOPTIONG
£3017: (V.G3 '(RZCAL G2..G1000)-
A:QlS: (V.)03 '(M U)3V(C3)G2. .GI000-(CZ)N2..31000-
£3020: (UG3 OOPTION7
£3020: JUG.0I '(R3CC 32. .3R1000) -
£3021: (V.03 '(N)RVC3)32. .31000-(CI)32. .31000-
£1023: JV.03 'OPTIONS
A:Q23: ING) O(Nd3W 12..I1000)-
A:Q24: (VUG] Of M)RVCZ)12. .l1000-(C3J32. .31000-
£3020: (363 'O*PT
£t2.: (V.03 O(1C~ J2..J1000)-
ASQ27: [V.03 '( InU)(CR3J2..JI000-(CZ)X2. .31000-
£3029: (V.03 O~O lO
£1029: IVNG3 I(33AW 12. .j1000)-
£3030: [363 #'(m)lV()2. .K100-(Wx)32. .31000-

£2032: (US]3 '(MAW Z2. -L1000)-

£2035: (u63 O(W uL.m000o)-
£Ago" (36) 041Up31(CM . .XM0-ooln~ . .V1900-
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A:AI: (W13 MT USED
A:91: (W14) "MS

A:C1: (17) OLOCTi

AM3: (163 (F2 ) 0 LOAD
AM0: (13 *Of=
£251: JUG) 0810A

AMI: (UG3 OUSIOC
A:J1: (U63 'IUSIOT
AMK: 16) OLALDO

A: LI: JUG) 'OC

AM1: (16) *ChV Mt: CUBIC FIE?
AM31: (16) O17IAVST: 063 7CM OUR STORAGE VOCATIONS
A:01: (1 P'WD
AM': (17) (7") I'TM
A:QI: (W1 OCALL
A:A2: (VI3 NO ENTRY 3505113
A: 92: (11 (T0) *'<C:\\W!SJ0L1.1K3>>A:F2..A:F2
A:C2: (W1 (70) +<<C:\WTOS\NOI.1V3A:2..A:N2
AMD: (U6) (70) *"<A:\I6DWU12.13>A:X2..AtX2
A:22: (U63 (12)

000) -$N$4))
AM?: (112) TO - USRD VIM 2UE DAA5A53 IS SORTERD USING
01113 THAN ORMP ANID CLASS OR IOC£'IOM
A:G2: (W1 (72)
(+<<C: \WI'U\NDWLI.lK3>A:N2. .A:32) *(+<(cC: \ZS\IODiL

A: (UG] (F2)
flX X(+<C:\WTUS\NOUWI1.WK3oA32 * .A:32 ,4 cC: \WS\ND
UI.1K3>>A:12. .A: 12.*(C:\I JSOaJK.1K3)&:hJ2. .A:J2

.1K3>3AsU2. .AzU2,+(,cC\VSJUMlaL1K3)AsX2. .AsX2,+c

>>AtA2. .Ash&2)
A:2: 06 (12)

K&X(( +cC:\!W\~SU.W~rA53. A:W2 )/2o4(UX
(4((CS2 \As%))8.W~:2* ai +Ca
A1028&: 0*4. 2..Izu~~a1UsaY AY

C: \1M~O~~1.WS~A133 m 4: ~ W 8 W

£172_:, (14t12



MIX( (+"C: \ZOYU\NOWVL5] .WK)x~o:3 a.£:2.40\T
ND0=1Z.WK3.*)o:A2. .A:£A2), *<<c: \WI'U\NDWL .313£:32
..A:32)

AMK: (W63 M1) *02-02 (OR -32, 12, 32)
A: L2: (M6] fr0) 4+ 5zV\NuOLg4.V33*£:32. .£:n2
AM3: (963 (10) 4Ka*La
£A3: (363 +P2-@SM(Q2..QI00)
£234: (363 +P2-9 M (12..K1000)
A202: (W1 (70) (+192/L2) +42
A:MP: (373 IUUAL UWE: £V£A3Zai ST2RAG SPAC CAX 31
COMM1YD VSING MOWL3
A:Q2: (371 4'02012 (OR +32. 12 OR J2)

A:81: (1173 *NACRO DINECTORY
A:84: (373 'PMONIA
AMU: (373 Of 0 H)CCU)AA2-(CZ)32..S1000-
£:US: (373 Of(NIU)C(CX)A92.(CI)C2. .C1000-
A:UG: (373 ofERR)C(C3)£C2-(CZ)D2..Dl000-
£:SS: (373 #OPTIONS
A:US: (373 '(RZCALC 82. .G1000)-
A:U9: (373 41(R3CALC K2.. Kl00) -
A:Ul0: (373 I (R3CAL L2..L1000).
A:Ull: (373 f(waCaw 2..1000o)-
£11112: (373 '(RCaLC @2. .Ql00) -
A:U13: (373] ,(Aw M).
A:U14: (373 '(RDC&L 32. . 1000) -
AM~S: (373 1(9UOAW 02..OI000)-
£2817 IU71 voWIlC
£2117 (373 *(VDcALc 82..13000)-
A:9118: (373 '(CAIC 12..91000)-
£:U19: (373 f(CAW L2..fu1000)-
A:U20: (373 #(X3CAWC U2..M1000).
A:U21: (373 of(MC Q2..Q1000o).
A:1122: (373 '(meMOW 32)-
A:U23t (373 '(inCAIc 22..31000o).
A:124t (373 f(WUAZ 02..O1000)-
£3826: (373 # 'O W
£326: (373 '(MUCAW 12..1100).
£2127: 1103 :IsCAw S2..32lO)-
£2328: (373 j2CAW &a..Llmn)-
£3=9: (373 Of(MaI 32. .U1000)-
A:V30: (373 *(SUCAW02@00)
£21 (37) 0ia 32)IM Up
£:12 (U73 '(iISO 32..3100).
A39331 (373 *IN4 @3. .@W).
Alms gvij *3in
Al:31 [W (7 '( W 32..jlM0).
A:3361 (373 *(mm n. .3200)-w
A:1373 (37 ') A L2..&SIM)-

&34



AMg3: [1173 #4RCALC 12. .N1000)-
A:U39: (717 *(RCAW Q2..Q]1000)-
A:U40: (1173 f(RtCAI. 92)-
A:041: (1173 '(R3CAI Z2.. z100)-
A:U42: (117] (JRCAW 02..01000)-
A:844: (1173 #OPIChI
A:U44: [M17 #13CA1.C G2..91000)-
A:U4: (1173 '(RgCAW IK2..K1000).
AsU44: (117) *(RUCALC L2..L1ooo0-
A:U47: [W1 *(33CALC K2..N1000).
A:US: (117 'IRBCALC Q2..@1000)-
A:U49: (1173 '(Y3CC 54)-
A:950: (7173 '(R3CAW 192..31000)-
AzUSi: (717 '(RBCAWC 02..01000)-
A:853: (1173 OPTIOW
A:U53: (173 O(RCAW 82..KlOOO)-
A:U54: (W1 I I MCALC R2..IKI000)-
A:U55: (11 (RZCALC L2..L1000)-
A:U56: (11 O(33C&C K2..3l000)-
A:US7: (1173 O.fCALC Q2..QI000)-
M:USS: (717 O(RBCAIC 114)-
A:U59: (11 #(33CALC 22..R1000)-
A:UGC: (1173 '(33CALC 02..01000)-
A:862: (1173 'OPTIOUK
A:UG2: (717 #IRRCALC 12..I1000)-
A:U63: (1173 (RAMT IK2. . K1000) -
A:U64: (11 '(RZCALC L2..L1000)-
A:U65: (1173 '(RZCALC 32..K1000)-
A:U66: (V1 '(RCALC Q2..Q1000)-
A:UG7: (117) 0(RDCALZ 34)-
A:UGS: (1173 '(3CAWC 32. .31000)-
M:UM9 (11 #(RUCAI 02..01000)-
A:871: (1173 WflOWI
A:U7: (N1 '(X0AW J2..71000)-
M:UM2 (1173 *(U3CALC K2..K1000)-
A:U73: (1173 *(RUCh= L2..L3.000)-.
A:U74: (1173 '(R3CALC in..uooo)-
M:UM5 [V1 1 (3 C @2. .01000)-
M:UM6 (1173 '(FCAC V4) -
A:977: (1173 '(330ML 32. .31000) -
A:U7: [1173 0129CALC 02..01000)-

R. 20184.3

ASA13 (111) MY tN
A35: (11 J143 '.M
M:CI: (U1 OLTMt
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A:Dl: (371 ONIMM
AM3: (37) OMI3M

A:41: (37) *BMW
A:Gl: (37) OUITC

A:11: (36) OLDOTY
£:.71: (3W) OTCFT
£211: (36) I(70) 'OAD

£231: (36) 08£
A:A2: (31) NO M3T1 339(flU
A:252: (314) (70) +<4B:\N0IaU3.V3K32A3..A:52
A: C2: (37) KANUAL UWWRY 33001330 MATERIAL LDRGTH in
INCHES
A: 03: (3W7) MANUAL ENT Y 3300133: MATERIA WIDTH IN
INCHES
A: 32: (37)] MAL ENTY REQUIRE: MATERIAL MIGHUT IN
INCHES
AM,2 (37) (70) (+C202*32)/1726
A:G2: (37)] ENTERW CUT
£232: (37) (F2) *I?(72>0#+73.+G2)
A:I12: (36) (70) +<<B: \)U0D3L3. UK3>£: D2. .A: D2
A:J2: (37) I(70) +32*12
AM1: (36) (T0) *<<8:\jl0WIX3.l33>A:02..A:02
A:L2: (36) (T0) *U2'12
AM3: (361 USED IF NOWLE24 IS COMPUiTED

MACRO
A:02: (36) *OPIOUI
£202: (36) *( NU)COE)U2-(CZ)92. .51000-
A:Q3: [36) 1(NM n)CICE)V2-(CS)C2..C1000-
£204: (36) *(IUPU)C(CX)32-fC3)D2..Dl000-
A:Q5: (36) 0( U)CfcE)2-(c)2..E100O-
A:Q6: (36) '(-WU)C(Cj2- (c)F2. .7100-
£207: (U6) 0( DIU)C(CH)3(C2)G2..O100O.
£206: (36) *1 MUl)CfC8)M2-(CH)3l2. .31000-
As09: (36) "'W)CfC)M5-(C)12..11OO-
MOM10 (W3 '(UU)CfC2)W2-(C)J2. .1000-
£2011: (36) l( )C(E)AD2-fCE)K2. .11000-
£2012: (36) "(1MK)C(W8)AR2-(CR)L2. .1.100-

£2 £1: (372) Abwieg Of Storage Practie

As"S: t372) t 2. Xasarmo



XXT ALT F3 AND CHO0E OPTC102
&:At (3723 ' 3. Controlled MsterialENT LT L 13 AND CMOOSE OP'tW3
AsAt: [72) 4. Ohelt-Lie
ETER ALT 13 AND C =OOSE 01n014

AsAll: (723 , S. Proed to Macro Directory
ENTER ALI 3 AND CaMOo OP2TIS
A:A21: (3721 A01PL
A:A32: (W723') 1. 1aut Movrs
ENT ALT F3 AND C8OOS OPIONS
A:A24: [3723 t 3. Slov Nove
23M ALT P3 AND CHOOSE OPTION7
A:A26: (3723 1 3. hilk
ENT ALT 3 AND CHOOSE OPMONO
A:A28: (3723 4. 51ziabliees
ENT ALT F3 AND CHOOSN, OPTM9
A:A30: (3723 , S. Air Conditioned Spaces
ENT ALT F3 AND CHOOSE OPTION10
A:A32: (W72 ' 6. D/'S
ENTER ALT P3 AND CH063 OPTION21
A:A34: (3723 • 7. QOoSAL
INTER ALT P3 AND C SOOSE 0PT MO12
A:A36: (372] ' S. Pilterable
ENTER AL 13 AND CHOOSE OPTnIO13
A:A38: (3723 , 9. Nedical
IN ALT P3 AND CHO0SE OPTION14
A:A40: (372] ^TO COTIUIEINTER AIX F3 AND CHOOSE
OPTIONIS
A:A42: [3721 • 10. Clothin/Foul Weather Gear
E LW 13 AND CHOOS0 OPTIONI
A:A44: (3721 # 11. Sheet MItal/Dar Stock
ENTER 3 AND CHOOSE OPTION1?
A:A46: (3723 , 12. Coupster Parts/ADPI Equipment
ENT R ALT F3 AND CHOOSE OPIONI$
A:A43: (3723 ' 13. Cantodial
ENTER AL 13 AND C0OOS0 OT0N19
AsA5O: (W723 ' 14. General
ENTE AIN 11S AND C=OOS OmOua0
A:A52s (372] , 15. n ---
ENTEALW 13 AND COOSE OPON2l
A:A54t (723 * 16. UVme"d
KalTER LW P3 AND CHOOSE oPT IC 22
AsASS: (723 ' 17. Une
='3 AIX 13 AND COOSE OflION23
LiA:t (3723 1 11o a si

rM AM 13 AnD aMoo P1104
Ash: (721 A-to to nm in
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A:A62t (1172) 1. Gases
MW13 AIN P3 LAND CU0063 OMTON25
A:"~4: (11721 0 2. Flamables
93TrM ALT P3 LAND 01006 OPT10126
A:AG6: [11723 1 3. Oaxidisers
KTrM LfT 73 LIED CHONOF 011027
A:"$S: (1172) 0 4. Acids
STr= ALT' 73 LAND C80062 OPTI0h123

A:A70: (11723 5. Corrosives
EWIE ALT r3 LAND CIHOOSETIO029
A:A72: (11723 1 6. Alcohol
ESTE ALT F3 LAND 01006 OPTION30
A:A74: (1172) 0 7. Calcium Nypochiorite
ZNME ALT 73 LIED 030063 OPTICS)31
A:A76: [1172) I B. Radioactive
ETER A.LT F3 LAND 030063 07fl0532
AWAS: (W72) *9. Other
EN ME ALT F3 AND 030063 OPTI0633
A:A#O: [1172) *T CONTINUE ETRALT 73 ANED CH00SE
OPTION34
A:A82: (11721 10. Unused
ENTER ALT 73 AND 030063 OPTl01135
A:A84: (1172] 11. Unused
ENTER ALT 73 ANED 030063X OPTI0S36
A:ASG: (1172) 1 12. Unused
KZt3M ALT 73 LAND 030063 OPT10637
M:ASS: [1172) 1 13. Unused
ENTER ALT r3 LAND CH00SE OPTION38
A:A90: (1172) 1 14. Unused
UNITE ALT F3 LIED 030063 0PTI539
A:A1I00: (1172) ' oRturn to min -flu.

A:AlO1: (1172) N.al5tR~E NATERIAL
AIM2 (11721 1 1. SUD6A1

ESTE ALT F3 LAND 03006 0PY10140
A:A104: [11723 t 2. Level 1
33TrM ALT P3 LIED 080063 01T10641
A:A1062 (11721 1 3. YARIh'
33E3 ALT? P3 LIED 0006 0W110542
MUMOS (W172) 1 4. Ret Stock
RPTE LU? 73 LAND C210062 0O43
A1ll: (1172) 0 S. vwsei
ENTE AINt 73 ANED CO006 GPVZ0U44
AIM2 (1172) 0 6. miwed
ESTEus AIR ANLID 03006 0M45
AtA114: [1172) a 7* goo-W UIP 3 AM30053 OMfC46

AOMAIN [1172)D CO UiMse 7

W LI' 1 LiD CUOSS134



M:AlIM [(721 9. Unused
ENTER ALT F3 AND CHOOSE OPT! 1648
A:A120: (1672) 4TO CONlTINUE NITE ALT 73 AND CHOOSE
OPTION4 9
A:A122t (1673) '10. Unused
ENlTER ALT 7P3 AND CHOOS OPIOUSO
AzA124: (1672) ' 11. Unused
ENlTER AMT 73 LAED CHOOSE OPTIONSlI
A:A126: (16723 0 12. Unused
CRlTE ALT 73 AND CHOOSE 0 M OWB2
A:A140: [(6723) Return to main menu.

A:A141: [16723 A5,92L?7473
A:A143: (16723 0 To review Shelf-Life
ENTR ALT 73 AND CHOOSE OPIOS3
MAIM0 [1672] 1 Return to main menu.
ENTER HOME
A:B1: (1672) A7ASTI MOVERS
A:93: [1672] 1. Page Down to the subject:
A: 95: (11721 a. General
A:87: (1672] 2. Return to main menu screen

A:Cl: (3721 -SLOW6 MOVERS
A:C3: [1672] 1. Page Down to the subject:
A:CS: (16723 a. General
A:C7: [16723 2. Return to min menu screen

ETRHOME
A:Dl: [1672) A5
AMD: (16721 1. Paqe Down to the subject:
A:DS: (16721 a. General
A:D7: (1672] '2. Return to main menu screen

A:E1: (16721 ADIIHIABLES
AM3: (1672)1 1. Page Down to the subject:
A:X5: (16721 a. General
A:27: (16721 2. Return to min menu screen

AM7: (1672) 4AI CANIIZOUESPACES (film/batteries)
AM?: (1672] 1. Pege Down to the subject:
A:?5: (167213 a. General
M:17 [1672) t b. Delicate Instruments
AM?: (16723 " c. Film
A:V11: [3723 d . Dtteries
AtFi): (3723) 2. fleturs to main menu screen

A#Gl: (16723 AMA*g

AtGS. [3723 1. Pes Ban to the subject:
La~s: [372] a. Genral
AM7: (3721 2. Matun to main menu screew
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AM3: [3723 -QCOSAL
A£23 (372] ) 1. Page Down to the subject:
A:M5: [3723 , a. General
AM3: (372) 2 2. Return to main mnu screen

A:zl: [3723 APILXRA M
A:13: (3723 ' 1. Pep Own to the subject:
MI1S: (3723 a. General
A:17: (37231 2. Sturn to sLn menu screen
ENTER NW

A:J: (3723 ] -DIChL
A:J3: (3723 1. Page Down to the subject:
A:JS: (3723 ' a. General
A:37: (3723 2. Return to maLn menu screenENTER lNO.
A:Kl: (3723 4CIMffNGIIq WEATHER GEAR
A:M3: [W723 1. Page Don to the subject:
A:KS: [11723 a. General
A:K7: (3723 2. Return to main menu screen

A:LI: (W723 -sHfZRT Nl1TAWAR STOCK
A:L3: (372] ' 1. Page Down to the subject:
A:LS: (3723 a. General
A:L7: (3723 2. Return to maLn menu screen

A:M2: (r72) -COKPUT=l PARM/ADJ E Z MMXPIAWT
A:3: (3721 3 1. Page Down to the subject:
A:NS: (3723 0 a. General
A:M7: (3723 ' 2. Return to main menu screen
mm5D NW

A:Nl: (3723 -CUSTODUL
A3: (3723 1. Page Down to the subject:
A:M5: r3723 a. General
A:7: (3723 b. ClassifLed xaterial
A:M9: (3723 c. Aloobol
As£ll: (3723 d. Personnel Pora and ID Cards
A:I13: (3723 , . Cmtrold NedLcal
MM15I (3723 f f. newsisu Nls
As£17s (3723 0 2. Ustuga to maLn mu screen

A:01: (3723 AGMERML
A£03: (37231' 1. Paes Sa to the subject:
AiO5s (372) a. asset*
£07: (372) ' b. UI Iste storrm
£A@:f (372) e. %wAsmls [gl • 1 ai. 0€ltloeiow£30111 [(r72] * 4. Usoaa e mratoWn
MsOs (723 a* MOM& bidleotio leeite
AII (1723 2. as t aimmi" mn
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ENTER HONE
A: P3: (w72) (Unu t)
A:PS: [W72] *Return to main menu screen
ENER HOME

A:Q3: [11721 A(Unused)
A:QS: (W721 ' *Return to main menu screen

A:R3: (1172) A(Unuod)
A:RS: [173) ' *Return to main menu screen

AM3: (1721 ,(Unused)
A:SS: (72] * 'Return to min menu screen
ENTER HONE
A:T: [172] AGASES
A:T3: [W72] ' 1. Page Down to the subject:
A:TS: [1172) a a. General
A:T7: [1172] b. Acetylene
A:T9: [1172) , c. Oxygen and Chlorine
A:TlI: (1172] d. Nonflammable Gases
A:T13: [W72] ' e. Aerosol Products
A:T15: [1172] ' f. Freon
A:T17: (1r72] ' 2. Return to main menu screen
ENTER HONE
A:UI: (172] -FAMMABS
A:U3: (1172] 1 1. Page Down to the subject:
A:U5: [1172] a a. General
A:U7: [%72] ' b. Storerooms
A:U9: [17| ' C. Petroleum Products
A:Ul1: [W7 ] 2. Return to main menu screen
ENTER HONE
A:V1: (1172] AOXIDIZERS
A:V3: (1172] ' 1. Page Down to the subject:
A:V5: [Wr721 , a. General
A:V7: [117Z] , 2. Return to main menu screen
ENTER HOVE
A:M1: (172] AACID
A:M3: (172] ' 1. Page Down to the subject:
A:M1: [1172] ' a. General
A:117 [172] ' 2. Return to main menu screen

AXl: (172] ACORROSIVES
AX3: (11723 • 1. Page Down to the subject:
A:X5: (1172] • a. General
A:X7t: (72] ' 2. Return to main menu screen
ASi= [1HO] M

A:Y3: (?23 • 1. Pae Down to the subject:
A:Y: (72] ' a. General
AY7: (Wr72] , 2. Return to main menu screen
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ENTER UmN
A:Ml: (172) ArWClrM NYfUt BJ4If3
A:Z3: (1172] ' 1. Page Down to the subject:
A:ZS: (172) , a. General
A:Z7: (1721 , 2. Return to min menu screen

A:AAl: (1172) ftRXDGIOC TZ
A:AA3: (1172) 1. Page Down to the subject:
A:AA5: (11721 , a. General
A:AA7: (1172) b. Electron Tubes
A:AA9: [1172) • c. Nagnetre
A:AJll: (1172) ' 2. Return to main menu screen
ENTER HN
A:kEl: (tr72] ) OTKZR

A:A33: [1172) ' 1. Page Down to the subject:
A:A35: (1172] ' a. General
A:A57: (11721 ' b. Organic Chlorine Laundry Bleach
A:A59: (r72) c. Toxic Substances
A:ABII: (1172] ' 2. Return to main menu screen
ENTER HONm
A:AC3: (172) A(Unused)
A:AC5: (1172) ' *Return to main menu screen
ENTER HONE
A:AD3: (W72] A(Unused)
A:ADS: (1172) ' *Return to main menu screen
ENTER HNE
A:AZ3: (w721 A(Unused)
A:AZS: (1172) , *Return to ain menu screen
ENTER HONE
A:AF3: (1172] A(Unused)
A:PFS: (W72] ' *Return to main menu screen
ENTER HUE
A:AG3: (172) A(Unused)
A:AG5: (1172) , *Return to main menu screen
ENTR NONE
A:RIl: (W72) ASUSSAfl
A:AH3: [W72) ' 1. Page Down to the subject:
A:AHS: (11721 ' a. General
A:AN7: (172) , 2. Return to main menu screen

AIAl: (W72) ALIEWL 1
MA:A3: (1172) ' 1. Page Down to the subject:
A:A1S: (172) , a. General
AMAX?: (1W72] * 2. eturn to main menu screenurn, mt
A:&,1: (172] ATAFit
As&13: (W721 1. Page Dow to the subject:
AMaIS: (172) ' a. Gemeral
AsJ7: (1172] ' 2. Retuw to main menu someen
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u~A:uI W72 ADAR STOCK

A:AX): (1172] 2 . Page own to the subject:
A:AKS: (1172) 0 . General
A:A17: (1172) 2. Return to main menu screen

A:AL3: (11721 A(Uumd)
A:ALS: (1172) * Return to min menu sareen

A:AN3: (1172) A(Unused)
A:MIS: (1172) ' Return to ma in menu screen

A:AM3: (1172) 4(Unused)
A:AMS: (11721 * Return to min menu screen

A:A03: (1172) "(Unue)
A:AOS: (1172] * Return to main menu screen

Um HOME
A:AP3: (1172) ^(Unused)
M:APS: (1172) * Return to main menu screen
zm Holm
A:AQ3: (1172) '(Unused)
A:AQ5: (1172] '*Return to main menu screen

A:AR3: (1172) IA(Unused)
A:ARS: (1172) * Return to min menu screen

muTZ HolE
M:ASI: (1172] ASHELF-Urg
A:A83: (1172] '1. Page own to the subject:
ASS: (1172] a. Geoneral
A:A87: (1172]1 2. Return to main menu screen

M:AUI: (1121] 'MACRO DIRECTORY
A:WU3: (1121) OOPTIONI MA CRO
A:AV3: (1130) '(HMN)-
A:AV4: (1130) '(D 39)-
A:AVS: (1130) '(U 19)-
A:AU7: (1121) POPTXON2 MA CRO
A:AV7: (1130) '(J0M=) -
A:AVS: (1130) '(0 79)-
A:AV9: (1130] ' (U 19)-
AAIl: (11 '0111033 NMR
AzAVil: (W1110) '(30)-I
AsAV12: (11)0) #(D 119)-
AsAV13: (1130) '(U It)-
AsAUlS: (1121) '011104 ImaCR
AsAVISs (1130) '(303)-
MUMG (1130) '(0 1S#)-
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A:AV17: (11303 '(U 19)-
A:A1319: (N11 'OPTIONS MACRO
AzAV19: (1W303 'UW)-
A:AV20: ([V30) *(1 49)-
A:AV21: (11) '(L 3)-
A:WV23: (V11 *OPTIONG MA CRO
A:AV23: (W103 '(3H)-
A:AV24: (11)03 '(3 1U-
A:AU2G: (11 'OPTIWI7 MAR
A:AV2G: (11303 #(=0H)-
A:AV27: E=10 '(3 2)-
A:AU29: (11213 0'OPTIONS MACRO
A:AV29: (1130) '(30HZ)-
A:AV3O: (1303 I(it 3)-
A:AU32: (W1213 *OPflON9 MACRO
A:AV32: (11301 '(30HZ)-
A:AV33: (W1303 '(3 4)-
A:AU35: [W11 'OP1'I0N10 MACRO
A:AV35: (11303 '(3031S)-
A:AV36: (1130] '(3 5)-
A:AU36: (W11 'OPTIONII MACRO
A:AV3S: ([130] '(H KS)-
A:AV39: (11303 '(3 6)-
A:AU41: (W11 'OPTION12 MACRO
A:AV41: (11303 '(MO= )-
A:AV42: (1W303 '(It 7)-
A:AX144: (41211 'OPTION13 MACRO
A:AV44: (W303 '(NOMl)-
A:AV4S: ([W303 '(R 6)-
A:AU47: (1121) '0PT10N14 MACRO
A:AV47: (11303 '(MO"E)-
A:AV4S: (11303 '(3 9)-
A:AuSO: (11213 'OPTIOUXS MACRO
A:AVSO: (11303 '(5NONE )-
A:AVI: (11303 '(D 59)-
A:AV52: (11301 '(U 19)-
A:AW54: (W11 OOPTION16 MACRO
A:AV54: (11303 '(30=3)-
A:AVSS: (11) '(3 10)-
A:AUS7: (11213 '0PT10N17 MACRO
AtAVS7: (11303 '(UU)-
AtAYSS: [11303 '(3 11)-
A:AU4O: (V11 'OPnfOE19 MlkCS

A:AV6l: (11301 '(It 12)-
AAUO3: (11213 *OWTZOP19 MC9
AsAV63: (W31 I '(33)-
A:AV44: 1303 '(fi 13)-
A:AW4": (N11 'OmPa@N2 MhC
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AIAVGG: (U3C) '(UOI -
AIAV67: (11301 *(A 14)-
A:W69g: (N11 'owaIII2 MAR
A:AVG9t (1130) m(W)-I
A:AV70: (USC) ' (3 1S)-
A:AU72: (11 01PT1022 MNCR
A:AV72: (1130) 'UIJ
AtAV73: (11303 *(R I$)-
A:WU75: (3211 *0 M 0923 Nk CN
A:AV7S: (11303 #(a031
A:AV76: (USC) '(3 17)-
A:AU7S: (1121) OO0m03I24 MACR
A:AV79: (W30) 'NS)
A:AV79: (1130) '(3 16)-
A:WUS1: (1121) 0OPTION25 MACRO
A:AVS1: (USC1 '(NOS)-
A:AVS2: (1130) '(3 19)-
A:AUS4: (1221 OOPTXON26 MA cRO
A:AVS4: (1130) '(NWSI)-
A:AVS5: (1130] '(3 20)-
A:AUS7: (1121) OOPT101127 KMO
A:AVS7: (1130] f(MOSE-
A:AV8S: (U3C) '(R 21)-
AZAU90: (N11 '07110126 MACRO
A:AV90: (1130) #(HOME)-
A:AV91: (USC) '(3 22)-
A:AU93: (11 POPTI0329 MACRO
A:AV93: (1130) '(NS)-
A:AV94: (1130) '(R 23)-
A:AU9G: (W11 '07110130 MAR
A:AV96: (US01 '(N=S)-
A:AV97: (US0) '(3 24)-
A:AU99: (1121) '0MIO31L MACRO
A:AV99: (USC) '(BJlE)-
A:AV100: (1130) '(3 25)-
A:AU102: (N11 '0PT103032 MAR
A:AV102: (1130) '(3011)-
A:AV1O3: (US0) '(R 26)-
A:AU1OS: (1121) '07110333 MA
A:AVIOS: (1130) '(3013)
A:AV1OZ (USC) '(3 27)-
A:AVlOS: (V11 '0 M 0334 Kh =
A:AVIOS: (US01) '(3WW1)-
AlAVIogs (USC) v'ID 79)-
A:AVX1@: (11303 #(U 19)-
A:AUI12: 1121) '101135 UMM
A:AV112: (US0) '(NOS)-
AzAV%13: (11301 '(3 as)-

AtM~lS: (121) 'titsM



t

&AMlS: 1*303 '(a=S)-
ASAV114: (3303 '(3 29)-
ASAU218: (Y213 'OPMICS37 MACRM
A:AV118: (303 0(NOS=)-
A:"119D: (3303 '(3 30)-
A:WV121: (3213 'OPTI=3OSS AM
A:AV121: (33031(W)
A:AV122: (3303 '(3 31)-
k:AU124: (3213 #0 M ON39 Nk M
AtAV124: (3303 #(3W1)-
A:AV12S: (3303 '(3 32)-
A:MJ127: (3213 01OM0540 MAC6O
A:"2127: (3303 '0 3) -
k:AV13S: [3303 *(U 33)-
A:WV130: (3213 *OPTIOU41 MACR
A:AV13O: (330] '(W055)-
A:AV131: [330] #IS 34)-
A:AU133: (3213 '0 M 0*42 MACRO
A:"V133: (W303 '(3065)-
AsA"l34: (3303 '(A 35).
A:AU136: (3213 *OPZ101143 MACRO
A:"V136: [303 '(3051)-
A:A'1137: [3303 '(3 36)-
A:AR1139: (3213 *0 T10*44 MACPO
ASAV1392 [3303 '(306M3)-
A:AV140: (330] '(3 37)-
A:WU142: (3213 #OPTI0345 MACR
A:AV142: [W303 '(305)-
A:AV143: (3303 '(3 35)-
A:WV14S: (3211 0MOW46 MACR
A:AV145: (3303 0(-U'IU)-
A:AV146: (W303 '(3 39)-
A:AU148: (3213 '0PY1047 NM~
A:AY246: (3303 0(3055)-
A:AV149: (3303 '(1 40)-
AtAV151: (321) OOPTION49 Mum
A:AV1518 (3303 0(30U)-
AtAvisa: (3303 v(3 41)-
AtAh164: (3213 10PT10849 UN M
A:AV154: (W303 '1(305)-
AIATIS: (N303 '(D 1191w
A:AV1L54: (3303 '(U 19)-
A:AU198: (1213 'OWYCSSO WASO
AsAVYS~s (3303 '(305)-
klMA~SS (330) '(3 42)-
AsAW161t (3213 'O*ftOj IRA
Asl l: 11 30) '35)
AtAVYUZ: (303 '(3k 43)u.
AUI"1: 11"s WZ~
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A:AVIGS: (81303 '(3 44)'
AA167: [W110 'ONOS3 MA M

A:AV167: (11303 O(NOUN)-
A:AV168: (1W301 '(3 45)-

T. N0L3UK3M

A:A1: (W1 OC&TZOOR
A:51: (1193 0WCATbON
A:C1: (391 OSRCU1T
A:Dl: (1193 DWCCU '
AM3: [11 'ON/FR/I
A:F1: (11 'SRL
A:G1: (1191 SRW
AM~: [1 'SRR
A:11: [193 'On UTIIL
A:J1: (1193 'WCL
A:K1: (91193 0MC
A:L1: (W1 1'1C
AMK: (11 'PACK FAC
A:A2: (1193 SHIP'S OWN USE (JRCKS - J RACK SHELF, SSIND -
S six DRAMU)
A:33:o jV1 MNUAL ENTRY! FOR WI'1OOK (280000, 320000):
USED IN CONJUNTIONI 11T MNUUAL ENTRIES 72, 02, R2,* 12
TO COIIPUTE C2
A:C2: (W1 (70) +F2*G2'32*12
A: F2: (1193] MUAL DITR: ST0RVXU LBOW
A:G2: (193 MAUAIL 32113!: l T00 m WIDTH
A:M3: (1193 HANDAL 31131 0010 KNIGHT
A: 12: (1193 KMAL BMW3: STOUNROOK UTILIZATION (.5,
.35* .3)
A:93s (1193 MAUAL 3==3 0M Ism 0100K (250000, 320000):
USM IN CM33UICYIO WiTH MNAL 311313 .74, K4, IA M14 TO
001W1D4

At34: (W1 NNOM 3113 70M IOAC WITHIN A MOSRMONK
(320001, 320002)
£834: (WSJ (70) +,4X*zA*0K
AI:4 2wo ( un3 mow !:mo WC*O m
A: 14: (M93 AP L US8 100310 uD!
MA.: (913 MMUL : amc 1032 IGWI
£86:(19) 1 3! IA031M PI (. 7 .65 .6)

At3S(l ~ 2 551703A 10m In= A Ina 136
fA3tZU (01400# 1401=): ON= 20M

A35: (we) inML 333! Nin put M rpoem0S WITEI "M

Z o e = 1 4 7
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